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PLAN COUNTY DRIVE

SOLONS DIVIDED

TO RAISE POLIO FUND
Grand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special)
—Mayor Richard L. Cook, recently appointed chairman of the
Ottawa county infantile paralysis
drive in connection with the annual President'sball, called a
meeting Monday night in the city
hall which was attended by approximately 35 Ottawa county res-

ON LICENSE FOR

NEW

T

AXI FIRM

But Approve Enterprise II

idents.

GOAL EXCEEDED

As

Banquet

Holland, Hitch Co. Employes Gathered for Annual

IN LOCAL DRIVE

TO HELP NEEDY

—

IN FARM RAIDS

Goodfellows Collect $730

Former Holland Widower
Demand* Hearing in
Local Court

Man Inspected Granaries,

Considerable discussion resulted
Wednesday night when the applicationfor a licensewas placed
before council. The aldermen finally referred the request to the license committee and city attorney
with power to act.

SHOElWANY
OVEN LARGE

The goal in the one-day campaign, in which Holland Exchange club members sold the

IS

WOMAN

Long Service With Heinz

ting a precedent."
li-

Firm

Is

Ended by Hoover

Local General Manager Is
Succeeded by Hayes,

if

Retirementof James A. Hoover
as general manager of the Holland plant of the H. J. Heinz Co.
and the appointment of O. R.
Hayes as his successor was announced today by the Holland
Chamber of Commerce.
The change in personnel at the
local plant became effective Dec.
16. As a token of appreciation,
Mr. Hoover was presented with a
lounge chair by the plant’s 25

a

foremen.

^ profit, “the public likely will suffer, as generally is the case."

Chaddock promised that he and
Eisner would live up to requirements of the ordinance and he said
they were willing to have council
inspect their equipment and insurance policies before they begin operation in Holland.

Lokker pointed out that the 11cense could not be granted at Wednesday night's meeting since certain ordinance requirementshad
to be met. He said the two oper-

11

the Queen Wilhelmina fund.
Cornelius Vandcr Meulen, chairman of the relief chapter, outlined the work of the local chapter in
collecting funds for Dutch war
sufferers.By action of the delegates representing the churches of
this area, officersof the chapter
were instructed to outline work
which could be done by them.
At present, there are two plans
which will require the united help
of all the women's organizations
of the churches. The first plan is in
PPQnnntP trw
on appeal
annual from
frrvm \5rc
response
to an
Mrs.

Alexander Loudon, wife of The
Netherlandsminister in Washington, requesting the women to produce knitted goods for Dutch seamen serving on their own units
with the British navy.
Fifty pounds of yarn were purchased by the local chapter and

of

became affiliatedwith

IN

the company Aug. 4, 1895, at its
Walkterton, Ind., factory as a
laborer. Five years later he was
transferred to another company
plant at Laporte, Ind., where he
remained three years.
In 1903 Mr. Hoover came to the
Holland plant to serve as foreman of the pickle departmentfor
six years. He than left to take
over the management of the
kraut and pickle plant at Sag-

The payment of $213,512 to
farmers, mast of

on

section, is
tons of

whom

76C

are in this

the basis of 42,702

suggar beets at $0 per

Mr Diekman said that

although

was not the largest amount of
beets handled by the local company. the average of 10.9 tons per
acre us by far the best average in
the htstory of the local plant.
By the time the season'swork is
ncluded here, the total will apmate 11,000,000 pounds of
sugar.
thrs

He is Herman Klinge, 40, who
now resides at 509 Butit
road, SW, Grand Rapifc,
moved there last Thursday,

AUTO CRASH

Wednesday for

Former Allendale Man

MunicipalJudge Raymond

Judge Raymond L. Smith. Ple.xe
was bound over to circuitcourt.
Bond of $1 (MX) was not furnished
and he u,i> ordered held in the
Grand Ha\en jail
Plese is charged in a complaint
sworn to by Charles Ellis of Moline, seen i.ii v of the Farmers Mutual Fire Insurance Co. of Ottawa
and Allegan counties,with setting

;

ISOLATION OF

mb

CASES URGED

Grand Haven. Dec. 19

New

Ten Brink’s car, suffered a head
injury and was treated In Hamilton by a physician, it was said.
Rev. Dubbeldeman said he and
liis wife were returning to Holland from Kalamazooand that
his car skidded into a snow drift

when

tSSS

last

%

nX.

Deputy 'r Boea said they are
charged with ateaUng about 660
worth of oats and wheat, 90 galions of gasoline,15 chickens and
milk and eggs on various occa-

^2

1

Special

)

the
ill

casds of contagions in the

county were reported by the
partment whicfi emphasized

dethe

importance of isolation of chirkcnpox cases because, in part of their
resemblance to smallpox.
"There is a great deal of chickenpox. Because of the presence of
smallpox m the county, all chickenpox cases should have a physicians attention.Chickenpox must
be flea It with, regardless of the
mildness of cases, as any other
contagion.Some cases resemble
smallpox closely. Several outbreaks of smallpoxhave occurred
because first cases were believed
to be chickenpox.

Other occupants of the Ten
Brink car besides Scheele were
Mrs. Scheele and Herman Scheele
of Zeeland, and Mrs. Ten Brink.
Vehicles, driven by Robert
Camp, 18, route 4, Holland,and
Harry H. Brummel. 19, of Grand
Rapids, collidedat Eighth St. and
River Ave. at 11:30 p.m. Sunday. Camp wax driving north on
River Ave. and Brummel was
driving west on Eighth St.
Virginia Rynberg of Grand
Rapids reportedly suffered a back
injury. Police were informed that
Brummel failed to stop for the
flasher signal and he wax given
a trafficsummons for failing to
stop for a stop street.
Witnesses were VirginiaRyn-

berg, Dorothy Rozenga and Earl
Tell, all of Grand Rapids and
Police Officers Ralph Woldring.
Henry Borr and Ranee Overbook.
Herman Tenlnga of Central
Park reportedto police his car
was involved in an accident Saturday at 14th St. and River Ave.
A collisionoccurred Saturday
at 19th St and Central Ave between cars driven by J Grotler
and J. NyhuLs. Grotler was driv"Mumps is also prevalent. Re- ing west on 19th St. and Nyhuis
ports are not considered necessarv was south bound on Central Ave.
at present, but it is required that
A car. driven by J. Lanting of
persons with mumps be isolated Zeeland, police said, crashed into
and kept out of school for at least the car of John Past of Grand
ten days.
Rapids on Eighth St. near the

NINETEEN PERSONS
GIVEN

Hear of

;

it hit the pravel portion of
sions.
the highway. He said he waved a
They obtained some 10 or
.
light at the oncoming Ten Brink
car but that the other car bags of oats and wheat ’ each a
time they visited the granary,
1
crashed headon Into his car
.

"Measles has appeared in Hol- Holland theater Saturday. Lantland city and township. All known ing’s car reportedly skidded on
exposed cases have been isolated the pavement when he applied
with the hope that an epidemic the brakes while driving west on
can be prevented. There have been Eighth St. Post was driving east
instances in wtiich parents have on Eighth St.
prevented epidemics by keeping
the children isolated for two weeks
CITIZENSHIP and reporting known exposures to FINED FOR
the health department.
Grand Haven. Doc. 19 (Special) "No new cases 01 infantilepar—Nineteen Ottawa county resi- alysis have been reported since Charged with furnishinga minor
dents, including eight from Hol- Nov. 4. There are still about ten with beer, George Rozema, 20,
land, received their citizenship children in the Mary Free Bed 146 College Ave., pleaded' guilty
papers at a naturalizationhearing guild in Grand Rapids. They are on arraignment Tuesday before
here Monday at 1 p.m.
improving. Some will require long Municipal Judge Raymond L.
The Holland group included Jan periods of hospitalization.”
Smith who assessed a fine and
Hendrik Roerink, William AlderThe department also said one costs of $29.55 which he paid.
hout, Jacob Andrlnga, Jeltje Cnos- new case of smallpox,resulting Deputy Sheriff William Van Etsen, JosephineHeydens. Grietje from exposure to a known case, ta reported the alleged offense ocVan Dussen, Martha Schaap, and has been reported. Six scattered curred last Saturday night. He
Mrs. Anita Versteeg.
cases of scarlet fever were listed. said he went to the Taylor ProThe others were Joseph Silver,
duce Co^ on the north side after
Mary Lampe, Arend Frans Schefhaving received complaints that
Factory
Employes
Ship
fers, Rase Schillo, Theresia Fick,
persons drive into the driveway
Alida Scheffers and Vera Jean
Apples to Guardsmen at night, drink their beer and toss

.

L

____

Georg.- ric>e, 76, better known
or recuperatingfrom contagions
as "Dr. I’lesi of Fleseville, three
miles north of the Getz school, is was urged today by the Ottawa
scheduledto lie arraignedbefore I county health department whidi
Judge Fred T Miles in Ottawa cir- pointed out the tendency toward
cuit court m Grand Haven Friday laxity at this time of the year.
at 1:30 p.m on a charge of arson
"In many cases, epidemics have
with intent to defraud an insur- occurred because of exposuresat
ance company
Christmas programs and during
Following an examination Tues- the usual holiday visiting." the deday afternoon Ix-fore Municipal partment said.

to testifv at the examination Tues-

After first requesting ap
ination Kling late TuesAiy
noon waived the hearing before

<

Continued isolation during

10, 1938. for

Here After

court

Ch’-istmas holidays of children

Aug

Grand Rapids.

Smith and his case was bound over
Saugatuck Man Fined
\
One woman was In Holland to Ottawa circuit
Klinge and his 18-year-old
hospital
Monday
due
to
injurHere or Intoxication
Lester, both charged with
ies received in an automobile
ing and entering, are bein,
Vincent Henry Scholl, 44, of accident Sunday night. Four in the county jail at Grand _______
Saugatuck pleaded guilty to a other automobileaccidents were pending their arraignment before
charge of intoxicationon his
reported to Holland police over Judge Fred T. Miles.
arraignment here before MuniA 13-year-old son
cipal Judge Raymond L. Smith the week-end.
who was held for questioning
A
car,
driven
by
Martin
Ten
and was assessed a fine and costs
been taken to the home of rt
of $10 which he arranged to Brink. 36, 48 West 16th St., was
pay Scholl was arrested Tuesday reported to have crashed headon ives. Officials doubted that
would be fUed against him.
noon by Holland police at a local
into the stalledautomobile of the
Klinge and his son were
restaurant.
ed
Monday at their home
Rev.
John
Dubbeldeman.
195
West
Robert Kelly of Chicago paid
a fine and casts of $5 Tuesday 14th St., on M-40, six miles Grand Rapids £y Deput
John Boes and Martin
after pleading guilty to a charge south of Hamilton about 9:30
both of Zeeland, following
1
of failing to have his car under p.m. Sunday.
vestlgationinto a number of robcontrol.
Mrs. Dubbelclemanwas in the beriea which the two are alleged
local hospital suffering of a to have committed between Oct
1 and Nov. 30.
severe cut on her left arm and
general body bruises. William In complaints filed in muniScheele. 30, of Zeeland, riding In clpal court, Klin*, ind hi,

Mumps Are Reported

PLESE FRIDAY

fire to his barn

in Hospital

;

formerly lived at 106 East 24th
8t. before * moving to Drenthe
where he lived until going to

Mishap on M-40

in Ottawa

Grand Rapids, formerly of AllenMr. Hayes has moved his dale, who died Saturday in a
Grand Rapids hospital after a
family to Holland and at present
they are living in Virginia park. brief illness.
ators were present to learn if
He has two sons, one six years Surviving are the widow; the
council would refuse them a liold and the other nine years old. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Siekcense "on the ground of competi"Mr. and Mrs. Hoover have man of Allendale; two brothers,
tion.''
won the respect and regards of Adolf of Grand Rapids and Matt"Irrespective of how it affects inaw.
our community because of the hew at home; and one sister, Carolyn at home.
Again
in
1912,
Mr.
Hoover
was
another business, council must
quiet and unpretentious life,” E.
grant the license as long as these transferred to Grand Rapids to P. Stephan, secretary-managerof
GIBSON MAN DIES
two men meet the requirements of manage the ketchup and pickle the Holland Chamber of Com
Arthur
Wade. 74, of Gibson,
plant
there.
For
two
years,
1914
merce,
said.
our ordinance,” Lokker* said.
He also pointed out that the and 1915, he managed the Bowl- ‘To thtifee who know this died Wednesday morning in the Alordinanceprovides ah annual fee ing Green, O., plant along with couple, they are greatly admired. legan county infirmary,where he Eldhart, all of Grand Haven;
the Grand Rapids concern.
Mr. Hoover is always ready to spent the past six jnonths. His Frank Vokal, and KatherineBoyof $50, plus $1 per passengerfor
.
It was in June 1917 that Mr. support any civic advancement in widow survives. Funeral services
additionalcarrying capacity above
ko, both of Nunica; John Klein30 passengers, but that the dty Hoover returned t<f the Holland Holland and has respondedfreely will he held at the graveside in jans, Zeeland, Jennie Hall Coop-,
plant as its general manager to in giving of his time and energy Gibson cemeteryFriday at 2 p.m.
ersville.
clerk has been instructed to colcontinue In this capacityup to for the benefit of the city.”
lect an annual fee of $30 from the
Examiner tower from the immihis retirement.
Mr .and Mrs. Hoover'' plan to
present company in Holland.
gration and naturalization,
service
HOLIDAY
NOTICE
Mr Hayes has been associated retain their residence in Holland
The City News will be issued conducted the hearing. The Rev.
with- the Heinz company since but. are. arrangingto leav* about
Albert Hellenga, faster of Second
beports accident
1923 when he was graduated from Feb. 1 for a Vacation in Florida. next Tuesday, the day before
Joe Veldhof of East Saugatuck
Reformed church of Grand Haven,
Christmas,
rather
than
on
the
Ohio State university and went
reported to Holland police that to Pittsburgh to work for the Mr; Hoover said he lias been so
spoke to the, new citizens'.
regular publication day, Thursbusy during his 45 years with the
his automobilehad been Involved
Twelve of the group were Nethcompany. J In the intervening Heinz company that he has not day. Correspondentsand adIn an accident Tuesday at 32nd
vertisers are asked to submit erlanders,two were from Jugoslayeans, he gradually worked up had much opportunity to "see the
and State Sts. with a car driven to the position of assistantsupertheir copy in time for publica- via. and. one each from England,
by Mrs. Bade, route 5, Holland. intendent of the Pittsburgh plant. country” but that he plans to tion Dec. 24.
Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Russia
spend some time traveling about
and Canada.
j

HURT

a^S

ton

which he rereoed $555 from the
Mrs. J. E. Holmes, executne
insurance company as hrs loss.
secretary of the Ottawa o>uni>
Only two witnesses were called

Allendale, Dec. 19 (Special)
He has visited the local plant
Funeral
services were held Wedon various occasionsduring the
nesday for Grover Siekman. 35 of
past five months. He is a native
of Ohio and is 40 years old.

IS

Wife of Holland Minister

WILL ARRAIGN

zations as possible help defnT> expenses of future yarn purchases.
Under the second plan, which
was outlined by Willard C. Wiehers, chapter secretary, arrangements have been made with the
Red Cross in which goods produced by Women of the churches will
be credited for Netherlands relief.
It is impossible to earmark these
goods for The Netherlands because
it is impossible to administer relief in territories occupied In German armies.
The creation of these credits,
however, will assure all possible
aid to The Netherlandswhen this
territory is available.Unlike the
first plan which requires only knitted goods, the Red Cross work mil
jnclude sewing and assembling

Ritei
James A. Hoover

WOMAN

Jackson. (Photo by Joe Kolean)

season.

day.
quota.
Mrs. Mary Davis Bottune who
It was decided Tuesday to orhas served as his housekeeper for
ganize a women's committerof the
the past nine jears, testified that
Queen Wilhelmina chapter to sene she saw Plese go to the barn with
in the interestsof Netherlands rea kerosene can, pour its contents
lief.
on some straw and set fire to it.
Mr. Vander Meulen appointed
Mr. Ellis testified that Plese
Mrs. J. E. Telling.Mrs. John Ea- claimed the fire was caused by
ton and Mrs. Gerrit De W'eerd as a
lightning and that the insurance
committee to select an executive company paid him $555 fire loss,
committee from the churchesre$500 for the barn. $50 on the
presented in the Wilhelmina fund.
brooder house and $5 damages to
the farm home.

ployment of the Heinz company,
has been placed on the com-,
pany’s inactive list of employes.
first

the

Chickenpox, Mtaslei and

distributedamong the women
Tuesday. However, it was pointed
out that as many of the organi-

Red Cross chapter, explained the
work required to fill the present

Mr. Hoover, who is completing
more than 45 years in the em-

He

In

$213,512 to Beet Farmers

layettes.

Ohio Native

Geerlings.

whew

crimes at his instruction.

Sugar Company Releases

Woman

*

Vandenbergcontended that
neither company operated at

TASK PLANNED left to right are J. C. Ford
I

LOCAL

'.‘*'3

wife died about 18 monthi afb
was under arrest today, charged
by deputy sheriffs with having
led an extensive criminal career
and to have forced two of his
sons to accompany him on robberies or have them commit the

Park community hall. Shown foiVground is Fred Pattersonof

Goodfellows' foundation
will receive $1,000 from the Community chest which, with the Two-Fold Program Given
Racine Firm
funds from the newspaper drive,
enables it to continue tonsilecApproval by
Increase in Production Is tomies and other aid to needy
of Churches
children during the ensuing year.
Scheduled for Both
Three thousand papers were
Approximately25 women, rep- First Payment It Made to
furnished the club by The SenPlants
tinel and their sale continued resenting churches of Holland and
760 Growers, Majority
The Holland-Racine Shoe Co. until 8:30 p.m. The day's largest vicinity, at a meeting Tuesday aftoday was awarded an army con- donation came from Mrs. A C.
in This Area
ternoon in the directors room of
tract for 50,000 pairs of service Keppel, widow of the late Mr.
Keppel, who was chairman of the the former Holland City State
shoes.
C. K Diekman, assistant field
This ma jor order, General Man- foundation.-Sales of the news- bank building, unanimouslyadoptmanager for the Lakeshore Sugar
paper
were
steady
throughout
ager C. C. Andreasen said, will
ed a twofold program of activi- Co.
in Holland, said Saturday
accelerate production schedules of the day.
On behalf of the foundation. ties for relief of The Netherlands that checks are in the mail for the
both the firm's plants in Holland
Rev. Hinkamp today expressed under jurisdictionof the South
and Racine, WLs.
first payment of sugar beets this
The order, along with the com- his thanks and appreciation to Ottawa-North Allegan chapter of

DEATH CLAIMS

Faasen, as chairman of the

Mayor Henry

The

Drinkwater, CorneliusKalkman,
Vandenberg and Henry Ketel.
Mayor Henry Geerlings did not
call for a "yea and nay" vot?
on the substitute motion to refer
the matter to the licensecommitpany's regular business, was ex- all persons who cooperated in the
tee and city attorney but ruled pected to require employment drive for funds, to club members
that it prevailed in calling for a
who sold the special edition, to
of additionalworkers, but the exThe Sentinel managementand to
unit vote.
tent of and time for start on the
Vandenberg pointed out a simi- increased production was not def- others who aided the campaign
lar situation of 10 years ago. He
initely determined.
said two taxi companiescould not
Under the contract, one of 31
make a living in Holland. He point- awarded to as many shoe firms in
ed out the present company "is the United States through comgiving satisfactory service.”
petitive bidding,the order must be
Menken said that "new business completedwithin 150 days.
should be permitted to come to
Before production can start,
Holland,
adding that he under- special machinerymust be ordered
stood the new company would of- and installedand materials must
fer lower fares.
be ordered. This was expected to
Mrs. Tyler Van Landegend,71,
Eisner, in behalf of his applica- require several weeks. The daily
of 49 West Eighth St., died early
tion, said it was the plan of him- schedule then will be determined
this morning in her home after
self and his partner to operate at by the number of days remaining
a short illness. Surviving are the
rates of 15 cents per person any- before the contract deadline.
husband; a daughter, Miss Lois
where in the city or a fee of 25
With the installation of the at home; two brothers and
cents for two, three or four per- special machinery, the Hollandnephews and nieces living in
sons entering and leaving the cab Racine company will be in a favEngland.
at the same location. An additional orable position for bids on future
Mrs. Van Landegend. the forcharge of 10 cents would be made army shoe orders, it was pointed
mer Ada Bellamy, was born in
for outside calls and a rate of 15 out.
England and came to this councents per mile for any great disThe Holland-Racineorder was try as a young girl. She lived in
tance would be included.
part of the 31 orders for a million Chicago until her marriage to Mr.
Kalkman asked why the oper- and a half pairs of shoes.
Van Landegend in 1890. They
ators "didn't stay in Benton HarThe Holland-Racineshoes will celebratedtheir golden wedding
bor if business was good." He said be boxed like other shoes and
anniversarylast fall.
he was opposed to "those persons will be shipped when all shoes have
Funeral services will be held
who come here in competition of been completed.
Saturday at 2 pm. from the
those who pay taxes here.” He alThe order, received at the firm’s Nibbclink-Notierchapel. Burial
so said he opposed anyone who officeshere this morning was its will be in Rest Lawn cemetery.
came here to work at cheaper first under the United States vast Friends may call at the chapel
prices.
defense program.
Friday night.
Raymond stated he would be opposed to any council action "that
would tend to create a monopoly
and to deny the license will be set-

ctuse committee, said his committee recommended the granting of
the license.
Called upon by Raymond for a
legal ruling, City Attorney Clarence A. Lokker pointed out that
council would be bound to grant a
licenseto the operators,providing
they met ordinancerequirements
which include public liability and
property damage insurance. A $1,000 bond also must be filed with
the city.
Lokker ruled that if council refused to grant the license, court
action could be brought and council enjoinedto issue the license
providingthe applicant qualified
under the ordinance.

This picture was taken at the Cadillac. G. Ranger of Holland,
second annual banquet for em- Mrs. Robert H. Pointer and Mr.
ployes of the Holland Hitch Co. Pointer of Portland, Ore, Mrs.
Henry Ketel. Mr. Ketel and
Wednesday, Dec. 11, in Virginia

DUTCH RELIEF

The amount raised Saturday

in $730.

• •

father of six children and

j

later increasedthe fund to the

Fifty Thousand Pairs
sought to delay the applicationtwo
weeks for further investigation,
Contract to Holland,

>

-

A former Hollind resident,the

totaled $719.75 and contributions

Aid. William C. Vandenberg

but his motion to refer it to a
special committee was rejected,7
to 5. Vandenberg.declining to
withdraw his motion, said an investigationwould prove that “the
taxi business in other cities sometimes becomes a political fobtball.
Those voting against his motion
were Aid. Bernard Arendshorst.
Albert P. Kleis, Albert V. Faasen,
Ben Steffens,John Menken. Bruce
Raymond and Frank Smith. Supporting the motion were James A

Deputy Says

special edition, was $700.

DEFENSEORDER

-

Sent Sons to Plunder,

New

the Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp, foundation secretary, announced on
Monday.

'

MADE BOYS AH)

Meets Ordinance

Jack Chaddock and Gustave Eisner. formerlyof Benton Harbor,
will be granted a licenseby common council’s license committee
to operate the Tulip City Cab Co.

—

CHARGE PARENT

Plans were made for the presifor Child Health in
dent's ball, fairs and other means
Requirements
Sentinel Sale
of raisingfunds for the drive. He
stated he has the assurance of the
Application Given Lokker support of the mayors of Holland Late Donations Expected
and Zeeland as well as supervisors
of the various townships.
and Committee After
to Boost Fund for
Mayor Henry Geerlings of HolArgument
Year
land and Charles Lowing, chairman bf the board of supervisors,
Providing the operators meet formed the administrativecomThe sixth annual sale of the
all requirements of the city ordin- mittee to handle the county funds. Goodfellows' edition of The Senance that, apply to operation of Various committee chairmen were tinel Saturday netted the Goodmotor buses and taxis in Holland. appointed.
fellows' child health fund $730,

It

--

PROVIDING
MINOR WITH BEER

said.

he

The deputy also stated that jl
they have robbed upwards of
eight fanners, including Ter
Haar, Fred Meyer of Allendale,
Ben Veldhuis 0/ Allendale, Nefl
Riemersma, northwest of Zeeland,
a Mr. Bussies, east of Borculo,
Ed Glass, northeastof Borculo,
Henry Dozema of Drenthe and
Martin Elenbaas,north of Bor'

‘

culo.

Officer Boes said the two stole
approximately $160 worth of
grain which they sold at various
places.

Lester Klinge told the officer 1
and Judge Smith that his father
forced him to accompany him on
various trips when the granaries
were robbed. Officer Boes charged that the father inspected
some of the granaries during the
day and then forced his 18 and
13-year old sons to commit the
robberies at night instead of going with them.

Only two of the six children
are involved in the robberies,
Boes said, adding that the other
children have been living in vwv
ious other homes since their mother died.

3

Young Jamestown Man
Enlists

With Marines

Informationwas received here
today from Detroit that Hartzel
Dirk Holleman,21, of Jamestown,
son of Mr. and Mrs. P. Henry
Holleman. route 3, Holland, has
enlisted with the U. S. marine
corps and has been transferred to
the recruit depot, marine barracks,
Parris Island, S. C., where he

.4

will receive the basic training for
all marines.

st

Pvt. Holleman will apply for Inruction at the Marine Corps

§

He

clerical school at Philadelphia.

was born Dec. 25. 1918, in Bon j
Homme county, South Dakota, and s
was graduated from the Springfield (S. D.) high school in

Father and Son

1937.

Fined

-s*

)

on Trapping Charge

Grand Haven, Dec. 19
—Albert Molenkamp. 44,
Lawrence, 17, of Grand
out their cans. Van Etta said that each paid a fine of $50 and
As a Christmas gift from em- Rozema and the minor were not of $6.85 upon their plea
ployes of the Hart and Cooley drinking beer at the time but that before Justice George V.
Manufacturing Co., several boxes they had been drinking some be- Wednesday night to a
of apples were sent yesterdayto. fore the officersarrived.
setting 82 muskrat traps
members of Company D, Holinuskrat houses, without IdentifIDAUGHTER IS BORN
land’s national guard, unit which
Grand Haven. Dec. 19 (Special)
is in training at Camp Beauregard.
--Mr. and Mrs. Robert KammerThe apples were shipped by the aad. 1020 Grant St., Grand Haven,
The officersconfiscated
Taylor Produce Co., route 4, and are the parents of a (laughter,
•72. traps, The arrfests
representsthe company’s first born Wednesday. Mr. Kammerby Conservation
shiomept of the holiday season. aad is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
rest Lavoy and
The firm also plans to ship a ur Kammeraad. well kno Jn in Hoi- cer Harry Plotts of
box of apples today to- Gov.-, land. Arthur Kammeraad is sexton ty In Grand Haven
elect Murray D. Van Wagoner. at the Lake Forest cemetery here, nesdpy afternoon.
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LOW MORALE

IS

thinks Dutch Celebrated
Yuletime In Spite of

NAMELOOMAN

War

Zutphen News

?!

19, 1940

Aid to Blind

Is

Reviewed

WANT-ADS

Miss Tena Van Ess entertained
her Sunday school class Monday
FOR SALE - House. Harry A.
evening. Those present were VivBroek, Route 3. Phone 4146-2.
ian
Ensing,
Hilda
Kamer,
Nellie
One Woman Obtained Gifts Dutch wit and good humor, they
Aukema, Harriet De Klelne, Ruth District , Governor Speaks ed out. The Downtown Lions club FOR RENT — Farm house, Harry
mark a Jolly evening.
ImmediatelyFollowing
of Detroit,he said, set up the first
Christmasin Holland is not cele- Aldermen Select Bnildiaf Tanis, Winona Meyer. Anna Mae
A. Broek, Route 3. Phone 4146-2.
at Annual Event of
Van Haitsrha, Doris Ensink, Marlibrary before those tt Saginsw
brated
with
all the gaiety that acNazi Invasion
Director From Ten
ian 'Van Spyker, Joyce Elzinga,
and Detroit came into existence.
LOANS - $25 to $300
Local Club
companies it in America. It is a
Dorothy De Kleine, Sena Kreuge
It was a Peoria Lion, he related,
No Endorsers— No Delay
holiday, wkh special Christmas
Zeeland
in Talk
Applicants
(The following article was writand Hazel De Vries. Christmas Holland Lions entertained their who conceived the idea of having
Holland Loan Association
services in the churches, but there
ten by a person known to HolExchangeitei Cites
10 West 8th, 2nd floor
are no turkey dinners. Christmas Henry Looman, 764 Columbia gifts were exchanged. The class wives and blind person* of this the white cane as « symbol of the
landers who has returned from
also presented Miss Van Ess with
blind to help them in their travels.
cards, no Santa Claus or presents,
area
at
their
annual
Christmas
Need of Bible
The Netherlands to this country.)
and Christmas trees are only be- Ave., was appointed Wednesday a gift. Games were p’-ayed and party Tuesday noon in the Warm That was ten years ago, he said,
but now practicallyall the states
ginning to be used. Christmas, in night by common council to *erve prizes were awarded to Marian FYiend tavern.
“Generation,degenerationan'-; Even this year with the changes
fact, passes much like an ordin- as building inspector for the city Van Spyker, Vivian Ensing. Nellie
The
Holland
high school a cap- have officially adopted this symregeneration are the three bases it has witnessed, I have no doubt
Aukema and Winona Meyer. A pella choir under the direction of bol. Michigan adopted it in 1936.
ary Sunday.
from Dec. 24 to May 1, 1941, at a
around which the Bible ln written that in their sittingrooms behind
two-course lunch was served.
The next system he described
But if the little Dutch chilTrixie Moore presenteda Christsalary of $10 per week.
Most of us admit the existence of, the blackout, the Dutch of The
At the congregational meeting mas concert, including familiar was the "talkingbook" system
dren have no Santa Claus, they
the first two, but many of u.s do Netherlands celebrated Saint NicThe appointment was made in last Monday evening. Gerrit Hey- carols, in which it was assistedby whereby the bUnd are able by
have his counterpart in Saint
not admit the third, and. as Bible holas evening.
Nicholas, the saint so good to chil- compliancewith prbvisions of the boer was reelected and Tom Ver a chorus of 11 eighth-grade girls. means of phonographs and records,
Pushing the Dutch determinastudy alone is capable of making
Hage elected as elders and George
dren who comes from Spain each
Charles Nutting of Detroit, gov- to hear entire books. Again a Deus admit regenerationth'1 dis- tion to carry or as usual to a point year with presents for them; and new building ordinance which be- Ensink was reelected and Bert
ernor
of the 11th district, spoke troit club pioneeredin supplying
comes effective Dec. 24, having Cook elected as deacons.
tributionof Bibles by the Gideon that then seemed ludicrous,one
Grand Haven. Dec. 19' (Special)
his day, Dec. 5. is as eagerly
briefly in reviewingthe work of the machines and records, he statsociety is of utmost importance woman I know purchasedall her
Rev. H. Guikema of Grandville the Lions among the blind in the ed, and two years ago the federal —State police are keeping a lookawaited by the children of Holland been adopted by council Dec. 4.
today." said D. P. De Free, man- Saint Nicholasgifts immediately
government made the making of
A special committee of which conducted services Sunday.
as Christmas by boys and girls
last 20 years.
out for an automobilewith red
,ager of the Herman Miller Furni after Hollander'ssurrender.
Mrs.
Henry
Elders
and
Mrs.
Anthroughout
America.
Aid. Bernard Arendshorst was
When the Braille system was these machines another WPA proSaint Nicholas presents need not
.tur* Co. of Zeeland and member
wheels or hub caps and a new
drew
Van
Dyke
visited
Mrs.
Leonject.
At
present,
he
said,
(he
blind
For weeks before St Nicholas chairman recommendedLooman’s
first developed, it was necessary
'.of the Gideon InternationalBible be expensive and, mixed with
ard Van Ess Wednesday after- not only to have the blind learn can get these records from Detroit headlamp as the car that struck
day the store windows are gay
society, in addressing members of
appointment.
noon.
with toys and lovely things.Minthe system, but also to have li- or Saginaw libraries and hav| only down and seriouslyInjured Helen
the Exchange club at their regular
Looman has been serving as
Miss Brown, primary teacher, braries for them to read, he point- to reverse the address card to reiature meats, vegetables, fruits—
Rosema of route 1, Nunica. Sunmeeting Monday noon.
turn them. Congress appinpriated
edibles of every sort. , animals, electricalinspector for the board was called to her home in Atwood
Mr. De Free pointed out that
bthe
death
of
her
father.
$75,000 for the work the first year day about 7:30 p.m. on M-104 near
furniture and people fill the con- of public works and will continue
along with the physical evils such
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lambert
Hoffman
and $175,000 the second year, he the west Spring Lake limits.
fectioners'windows, all made of in that capacity. He is a former
ai famine, greed and poverty in
said.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Tanis and
Miss Rosema. still in the hospimarchpane. There are special St.
state electricalinspector.
the world, there has come a lowerfamily were notified of the death
Three years ago last May, the tal, was reported improvingslowNicholas cookies, "speculaas" by
Arendshorst reportedthat of their relative. Grover Siekman.
ing of morals and of morale that
leader-dog idea, which had been ly from injuries which included a
name, and a sort of gingerbread
through an arrangement worked 35, in Grand Rapids. He is survivcan be changed only by a return to
working in the East, wa* brought severe scalp wound. Broken glass
called "taai taai." "Borstplaat,"
out with the works board, a saving ed by the widow, formerly Theresa
the word of God. He pointed out
to Michigan, the district governor, from the headlight of the car was
candy obtainable in a variety of
would result from Looman's ap- Veen. Funeral services were held
that the youth of America, along Profrtms Arc Arranfed
who is an active worker among found near the spot where a pool
flavors yet much like fudge, and
pointment. His committee also re- Wednesday from the Sherman
with the young people of other
the blind, related.A Detroit ken- of blood Indicated the girl was
Christmas "kransen. ' or wreaths,
commended that a special com- Street Christian Reformed church
to Mark Start of
countries are turning to fatalistic
nel owner offered to tram the dog struck, Sgt. Earl C. Secrist reof pastry filled with an almond
mittee be appointed to investigate with burial in Woodlawn ceme- Name Committee to Advise and a blind person if the club ported.
and hedonlatic philosophies.The
paste, are other dainties.
Vacations
the position of city in- tery’.
fatalist, he stated, accepts what
would pay for the training,which
This and another tip which came
As Saint Nicholas day ap- further
Jonkman of Channel
spector so that a detailed report
comes in life with no thought to
it did. Two years ago tne first to them after accounts Of the acproachesthere are children'sparHolland
public
and
parochial
may be presented to council May
the hereafter, while the hedonist
Michigan-trained
dog was grad- cident appearedin the paper were
Proposal
ties at the schools, the bearded
1. 1941 Mayor Henry Geerlings
does his utmost to enjoy this life schools, Hope college and Western
uated, and a year later, the De- withheld while the officers made a
saint
in
flowing
robes
of
red
his
Theological
seminary
will
close
without thought to any future life.
appointed Aid. Arendshorst. Bruce
long white locks capped by a bisUpon common council authority. troit club contracted for four dogs. checkup. The car is believed to be
“The bottleneck In the defense Friday for the annual Christmas
Raymond and Faasen to the comhop's
mitre,
a
curved
bishop's
Mayor
Henry GeerlingsWednes- The Uptown club which was back- a black tudor sedan, according to a
mittee.
program is not in the machine tool vacation.
A Christmasprogram for Christ- day night appointed a specialcom- ing the idea found that the Job young man, who saw it stop at the
staff in hand, distributing the
Christian
and
Catholic
schools
industry, but rather in the low
There were nine other applica- mas day to be given in the Chrisgifts.
mittee which will contact Cong. was too big for one club, so it scene. Two men left the car. One
tions for the appointment.They tian Reformed church is in process
morale of the people," he stated. will reopen Monday. Jan. 6, but
How the legend that Saint NicBartel Jonkman in an effort to formed a foundation at an old es- stood upright and one bent over,
Hope
college
and
Holland
high
*It can be restored only by the
were Willis De Cook, Peter Dam- of preparation. The committee in
holas
comes
from
Spain
arose
is
have
the government dredge the tate at Rochester. Mich. Last he said, telling the officers he did
reading, teaching,distributionand school,because of the large numstra. August Kasten, Ed Holke- charge is composed of the followweek, he stated, two persons and hot see the girl and believed the
not known, for Saint Nicholas was
Black river channel.
ber
of
students
and
teachers
reliving of the word of God. and
boer. Russell Klaasen. Willard Elf- ing: Mrs. Ben Overbeek, chairman.
their dogs were graduated and men to have stopped because they
a
bishop
of
Myra
in
Asia
Minor
Members
of
the
committee
are
this is what the Gideon society is turning from out-state, will not
erdink, Arthur C. Yost. William Mrs. Vande Riet. Mrs. Sander
since
September.1939, 25 dogs and were intoxicated and one became
in
the
fourth
century.
Possibly
the
Aid. Henry Ketel. Andrew Klompopen until Tuesday. Jan. 7
attemptingto do."
Thompson and Jay Van Putten. De Welters, Mrs. Albert Lampen. Mrs.
explanation lies in Spain's dominaarens, member of the board of masters and mistresses have been ill.
Catholic
school
will
be
the
first
In describing the work of the
Cook's applicationwas in the form Gerrit Brokhuis, Mrs. Gerald
tion of The Netherlands.It is
public works, and City Attorney graduated.
Gideon society, he pointed out that to close tomorrow after it obof a petitionwhich had been sign- Veen and Mrs. Vander Kamp.
Russell Haight. Chairman of
known, however, that the bishop,
ClarenceA. Lokker. Appointment
serves
its
annual
Christmas
tree
the organization has been in exed by approximately45 persons.
Mrs. Sarah Peters. Erma and of the committee was recommend- the blind committee, serv- Couple Is Honored at
who
came
from
a
wealthy
and
istence for 41 years, and that in program at 10 a.m. at which gifts
Sidney were Sunday evening ed by Ketel in a report on hi* trip ed as master of ceremonies. After Party in Grand Haven
honorable family,divided his goods
that time it has provided Bibles are exchanged.
guests at the home of Mr. and Tuesday to Milwaukee, Wis., with the meeting he and his committee
among
the
poor
and
went
about
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Van Dyke
for thousands of hotel rooms, Hope collegewill have a special doing good. Now there lived in MyMrs. James Kleinheksel.
Klomparensto confer with the consistingof Carl Harrington, Bill were guests of honor at a parly
Christmas
chapel
program
and
•ebook, prisons and institutions.
Mrs.
George
De
Witt
attended
ra in Saint Nicholas' time a poor
U. S. engineer's office about the Nies, Henry Ter Haar, Don Zwenv given in the home of their daughHe stated that in Michigan67.000 classesthere will end at noon.
a shower given for Miss Dorothy project.
er and Lester Steggtrda presentcitizen with three beautifuldaugh(From Today’ • Sentinel)
Holland
public
schools
and
ter, Mrs. Henrietta Riemerama in
jUblaa were distributedlast year,
Roeve by Mrs. Glenn Mannes and
ed each of the blind persona with Grand Haven on the occasion of
ters
of
marriageable
age,
none
of
The
Young
People’s
Fellowship
Ketel.
chairman
of
the
board
of
more than 1,000 of them by the Christian schools will dote at 3
Mrs. Ray Brondyke at the former's
public works committee,said the a big basket of groceries.
p.m. after special programs during whom could marry because they of Grace Episcopal church will
their 51st wedding anniversary
Holland Gideon camp*
Among the honored guests invit- and Mr. Van Dyke's 75th birthhad no dowry. One night the good have a dance Friday at 8 p.m. in home in Holland.
proposal had been referred to his
the
day.
Both
high
schools
will
The great, needs for Bibles at
The Study club of Hamilton met
saint threw three full money sacks the guild hall.
committee in June but that the ed were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ten day anniversary. Refreshments
are found in some schools have special chapel exercises.
in at the window of the poor man's
Norval Trimpe, 14-year-old son with Mrs. Maurice Nienhuls last trip to Milwaukee had been de- Cate, Mr. and Mrs. George Kelley. were served and the coupe 1 was
Western
seminary
will
close
at
and In the prisons, asylums and rehouse, thus providing each of the of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trimpe of Wednesdayevening for a Christ- layed until he and Klomparens Mrs. Grace Jacobusse, Mrs. R. presented with a gift.
form schools of the state. In sev- noon at which time examinations
girls with a dowry. It is probably Holland,who was stricken with mas party. Games were played could present the 1940 harbor ton- Zeerip, Mrs. T. Smith, Harold
The guests included Mrs. H.
will
have
been
completed.
Studies
eral counties south of Holland,
from such stories that Saint Nic- infantileparalysis the first week with prizes going to Josephine nage figures to the engineer as an Hulaeman. Albert Alderink.Miss Riemersmaand sons, Milton and
lbC.^JPgaj£aied, a survey show- will be resumed Jan. 7.
Rolks and Mrs. Marvin Kaper.
incentive for the dredging of the Marjorie Rooks, Miss Hattie Stiel- Clifford, Mr. and Mrs. George
Mayor John Terkeurst will pre- holas’ reputation as a friend to in August, has returned home
one out of every four
Gifts were exchanged and a delistra, Mrs. Julia Campbell and Schroeder and children, TTiomas.
from
Blodgett
Memorial
hospital
children
is
derived.
1.800 feet of channel.
children had Bibles in their homes, side at public high and Charles
Frank S trick.
Saint Nicholas comes from in Grand Rapids. His condition is cious lunch served. Those present
Delores,Charlotte.George, Jr.,
Of
the
tonnage
brought
into
the
Ploegsma
will
lead
devotions.
The
while only one in three attended
were Gladys Lubbers,Mrs. WalSpain to Holland by boat. One may somewhat improved although he
Arnold, Phyllis and Sharon Kay.
harbor
during
1940.
45
per
cent
school
orchestra
and
a
cappella
school
lace Kempkers. Mrs. Wilma Tagg,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Lyons and
see him land on the Ruyterkade in must remain in bed. He will rewent
through
the
new
channel,
choir
will
present
a
concert
durIn conclusion,Mr. De Free statMALPRACTICE SUIT
Mrs. Billet. Mrs. George Lampen,
son, David, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Amsterdam, and. as the climate of turn to the hospital Jan. 15.
Ketel said. The two local men
ed, “If men everywhere see the ing the first hour. Junior high is
Mrs. Riedsma, Mrs. Strabbing,
The
Junior
Christian
Endeavor
Kimball and son, Sammy, Mr.
Spain
is warm, he rides a white
were
informed
that
the
engineer
IS
NEARING
to
have
its
program
during
the
owed, and get behind this movesociety of Third Reformed church Mrs. George Schutmaat, Fannie
and Mrs. Robert Neitring and
who
Is now Colonel Taylor in place
second
hour,
during
which
time
it horse instead of a sleigh with
•ment to restore morals, morale
Bultman, Sophia Vander Kamp.
reindeer.With him comes his help- will have a Christmas party Friof Col. W. H. Holcombe, does not
Grand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special) son, Bobby, and Frank Barrigar
jpd spiritual life to Americans, the will also hear the concert.
Mrs. Marvin Smallegan, Mrs. John
day
at
6:30
p.m.
in
the
church.
Ten
er, Black Peter, a little blackaThe
Rev.
Ralph
Heynen.
former
make
recommendations
to
Wash—The
malpractice suit, being of Grand Haven, Mr. and Ms*.
frogram will be successful.I beHaakma, Miss Nyhuis. Mrs. Joe
cent gifts will be exchanged.
moor
who
carries
his
pack
of
gifts
ington but is willingto aid the city heard in circuit court before Judge Oliver Lantinga, Mrs. Art Lantlnlirve that the word of God lived, Bible teacher at Christian who is
State Rep. Nelson A. Miles was Hagelskamp, Mrs. Ed Miskotten,
ga and Miss Martina Lyons of
and. at Saint Nicholas' command,
in
obtaining the dredging.
pastor
of
the
Niekerk
church,
Fred T. Miles and a Jury, in which
raid and preached to the hearts
Mrs. Kibby, Mrs. Marvin Kooiker,
Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Gerthrows
“strooigoed”
(miniature to go to Lansing on business towill
lead
devotions
at
8:30
a-m.
Taylor, Ketel reported,said "our Mrs. Anna Van Til, of Coopersof men will bring about a change
Mrs. Sherpmsse and Mrs. Mauday.
ald Riemersma and Adrian Van
cakes
and
candies) on the floor for
in
Christian
high.
The
a
cappella
case
warranted
consideration”
and
ville
is
seeking
$50,000
damages
1% mankind. The Bible has been
Dyke of Holland. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Clifford MilW of rice Nienhuis.
the children to gather up.
choir
under
the
direction
of
Marit
was
his
recommendation
that
from Dr. Eugene Timmerman also
tke only force of righteousness in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Aalderink
John De Vries. Art Lantinga and
East
Orange,
N.J., were schedulthe representative in congressbe of Coopersville,was expected to go
Saint Nicholasarrives in Holtfct world for the past 1900 years. vin Baas will present a Christinas
Wallace Riemersma could not ated to arrive in Holland today on and family of Graafschap were contacted.
cantata, ‘The Music of Bethle- land about the middle of Novemto the jury after two days of testi^ Qpfctmas songs sung by the
Sunday
evening
callers
at
(he
tend.
the 4 p.m. train. Mr. Miller will
mony.
ber to pause on the roofs by the
Qwfctian High school chorus un- hem."
serve as best man at the wed- home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl NienHolland
senior
high
will
have
its chimney tops and listen to the chilMrs Van Til wife of Samuel
dpr the directionof Marvin R***
ding of his brother. Kenneth, to huls.
Van Til. manager of a grocery Public Works Employes
tamed the musical portion of the annual Christmas program and dren. Then the children place their Miss Alma Vanderbeek in Sixth
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
store at Coopersville,alleges that
pjnp— Accompanying the chor- presentation of baskets for needy shoes by the fireplaceeach night, Reformed church Friday at 8 pm. Earl Nienhuiswere Mr. and Mrs.
on Feb. 26, 1940, while under the Plan Christmas Party
us was Mbs Margaret Huizenga. families in the afternoon beginning with something for Saint Nicholas The Millers plan to fly back east George Dalman and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. L. Klamer and Al- influence of an anaesthetic during
at 1:50 p.m.
Board of public works employes
to eat or drink, or perhaps hay on Saturday.
Melvin Dalman of Holland.
ma Jeanne of Beaverdam spent
Most Hope college students will for his horse, and if they have been
The Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles
Mrs. Justin Brink was hostess Saturday evening In the home of an operation, a nurse at Dr. Tim- and their families will hold their
be going home for the holidays. good children they may find
merman’s direction,placed a hot annual Christmas party Monday
will have its annual Christmas at her home Wednesday afternoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klamer.
Many high school teachers are cookie* or candy in their shoes dinner in Keefer's restaurant
water bottle against her right at 7 p.m. in the North Shore ComDec. 11. to the following: Mrs.
A Christmas program will be thigh, inflicting a burn which be- munity club building.Between 120
also planning tnps home.
next morning; if had. only a Friday at 6:30 p.m. An exchange Vande Riet. Mrs. Plumert, Mr*.
given
in the church Christmas
Harry Spyke of Philadelphia,
switch. December 5. however, is of gifts w'ill follow.
Earl Albers and Mrs. Gerrit night beginning at 7:30 o'clock. came infected and was delayed in and 125 persons are expected to
Pa., visitedm the homes of relathealing because the doctor failed attend.
the
date
awaited
so
impatiently
Mrs. Arthur Sas who under- Broekhuis.
Debate Given Before
ives here for a few days. He reby all the children of Holland, for went a major operationrecently The choir of the Reformed The school will give its program to call on her following her release The entertainmentprogram will
turned to his home last Monday.
from the hospital
be provided mainly by children.
Pre-SeminaryClub
it Is then that Saint Nicholas in Huizinga Memorial hospital in church will render the cantata. "A on the evening of Dec. 23.
Mrs. Charles Hit ten berg was President William Miller, East celebrates his birthday and crams Zeeland is convalescing in the Child Is Bom." next Sunday even- The League for Service will sing Mrs. Van Til sat in the court Santa Claus will be present to
carols Friday evening.
brought home Saturday from But- Detroit senior, presided at a' regu- their shoes with presents- with home of her mother. Mrs. Marion
room with her leg resting on a pil- take part in the exchange of gifts
ing.
John Vander Wal had charge of low on an overturned chair.
terworth hospital.Grand Rapids, lar meeting of the newly-formed toys, fruit and nuts, and the De Vries, 275 West 19th St..
Arthur C. Roas is in charge of
The Red Cross drive in Overisel
the Christian Endeavor meeting
where she was confined for a few club for pre-seminary students at marchpane objects they've admir- Holland.
Dr. Timmerman testified he had arrangementswith Neal Houtman
township schools netted the folmonths with injuries received in Hope collegeheld in the Commons ed in the shop windows for so long,
handled the hot water bottle be- as program chairman and Bert
The Royal Neighbors will have lowing results. High Point $22.10. Sunday evening.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and fore it had been placed near Mrs. Smith, chairman of the refreshan automobileaccident.
Room on the campus Wednesday and maybe a large initial of deli- a regular business meeting to- Pershing $28 30 Beechwood $41.25,
John Dyke is substituting as evening. Group singing was led by cious Dutch chocolate
night at 7:30 p.m. A Christmas Highland $27.20 Sandy View $67.- Mrs. Harold Vruggink the past Van Till and that it was not hot ment committee.
week were Mr and Mrs. P. Hoff- enough to burn as he could have
milk hauler for Lewis Brower John Muller, Allegan junior.
Grown-ups celebrate Saint program by the children will fol- .25. Hawthorn $32.50.
man
and Jasnne of Grand Rapids, held it for half an hour without
Who injured his ankle recently.
low.
There
will
be
exchanges
of
Main feature of the meeting was Nicholas day In a different way.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Voorhorst
Chapel Service at Hope
Student Gerrit Vande Riet was
debate between John Westhof, Usually the entire family joins in gifts among the children and left Wednesday afternoon for their Mrs. J. Holthof of Hudsonville. Mr. suffering any ill effects.He also
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Vander
Molen
of stated that the last time Mrs. Van
in charge of the evening services
among
the
adults.
Grand Haven junior, and Gordon the celebration. The gifts which
home in Hudsonville. They spent
in Form of Memorial
lalt Sunday at the local Christian
The USWV auxiliary will meet a week in the home of Mr. and North Blendon, Mr. and Mr*. G. H. Til called on him at his office, on
Van Wyk. Muskegon senior, on the they receive do not bear the names
An impressive memorial service
Reformed church.
Vruggink
and
family
of
BeaverMay 6. he did not see her come
subject "What Should a Prospec- of the givers. Packages are put in the home of Mrs. Martin Van- Mrs. Neil Voorhorst where Mr.
l^ast Thursday evening a large
dam.
Mrs. C. Meeu*en and Mr. and into the office but did see her for the late W. Curtis Snow, forde
Water,
178
East
13th
St
Fritive Minister Read During his Col- in a specifiedplace during the days
Voorhorst was convalescing after
mer organist at Hope college and
Mrs. L. Van Heukelum.
graup gathered in the Christian lege and Seminary Years’" West- before the fete. On the night of day at 7:30 p.m.
leave the office door and go down
an appendectomy.
head of the music department,
Reformed church for a social hour hof stressed the fact that col- Dec. 5. they are brought to the
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wabeke visited the steps unassisted.
The Lioness club will have a
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Kleinheksel
was held in the form of a
to celebrate the completion of the
Mr.
and
Mrs. G. D. Vruggink SunChristmas
party
at
Anchor
Inn
lege and seminary work should room where the family has gathand sons of Holland were visitors
Christmas
service this morning.
day.
new chapel A program given con- give the student a sound know- ered The evening Is a merry one Friday night. Dinner will be servat the home of Mr. and Mrs.
WILL DELAY SENDING
Dr. Edward Dimnent gave a read:
sisted of a talk by the pastor, the
Mis*
Helen
Poskey
wa*
a
dined
at
6
30
p.m
Mrs.
Fred
Keller,
ledge of the Bible and teach him for on nearly every package is a
Stanley Wolters last week Weding tellingthe story of the writRev. H. Keegstra; readings by Mrs.
ner guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
QUESTIONNAIRES ing of the beautiful Christmas
the interpretations and implica- clever little verse which the donee Mrs William Van’t Hof and Mrs. nesday.
John Gemmen and Mrs. Bert HorC.
F.
Diekman
are
in charge of
A.
Hoffman
in
Zeeland.
tions of scripture.He also pointed reads aloud before he opens the
Mrs. George Hulzen is confined
hymn, "Silent Night" by Fraqz
lings; instrumentalnumber by out that other reading should package
arrangements.- All members are
Miss Harriet Vruggink enter- For the time being no more Gruber and Joseph Moore in a
in Holland hospital.
George Zylstra, assisted by Miss
Invited to attend.
supplement this work to enable
The Girls League of the Re- tained with a birthday party questionnaireswill be sent to Hol- tiny Austrian village.After the
I recall one Saint Nicholas
Zykin; a piano and pipe organ the student to use the Bible knowCharles Cook of Kalamazoo left
formed church held a Christmas Monday evening for her brother. land registrants,the local selective reading, Miss Marjorie Brouweb
celebration around our dining
duet by Arlene Rosema and Fenfor his home Monday after spendGerald. The evening was spent
ledge as the criterionof truth.
sang the carol softly and Mrs.
party last Friday evening. Evelyn
service board announced today.
room
table, my husband bringing
esta Dyke; Dutch hymn singing
Van Wyk said that a student in the presents My mother, who ing a week at the home of his Rigterinkwas chairman of the piaying games. Lunch was served
Three hundred and 80 question- Snow played the selectionon the
by the members of the PersU Ladcannot understandhis own Mews was visiting us then, had, unknowp grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. R F. evening and others on the commit- by the hostess.
naires have been mailed out and organ with chime accompaniies Aid society." and a number
Dalman. on River Ave
Miss Hermina Vruggink is at- the board reported that sufficient ment.
unless he studied the theories of to my husband my fur coat retee were Cynthia SeMpper, Eleaby a male quartet composed of the
Albert Seme. 173 Columbia nor Albers. Ruth Kronemeyer, tending to the household duties in registrantshave been classifiedto
others and advocated reading from
John Sail. Herman Vonk. John the viewpoint of the unbeliever as modeled and relined for my Saint Ave. paid court casts of $1 to
Amy Slotman. Harriet Mulder, the home of Mr. and Mr*. Harold meet the future quotas.
Nicholas present. My husband had
Potgieter, Jr., and Gerrit Brower,
Municipal Judge Raymond L.
Two Bowling
*
well a.v the Christian viewpoint. been more than a little perturbed
Hulda Rigterink, Gloria Rigterink Vruggink.
It was pointed out that when a
assisted at the piano by Arlene
Smith
Wednesday
after pleading
Open discussion following the deand Frieda Lampen. Election of
registrant is selected for a year’s Have Christmas Party
Rosema. After the program was bate was led by the Rev. Henry when he saw the bill, and greatly guilty to a charge of parking on
military service under the nationrelievedto know she was to pay it. the wrong side of the street and officers took place. Mrs. H. W. Dormitory Girls Have
Members of the Holland Woclosed with prayer by Peter West- Bast, Hope college pastor.
al conscription act his classificaHow we laughed, that Saint Nic- Russell Nyland, East 16th S’., Pyle Is president of the society Christmas Party
men’s Bowling association,includve<r, refreshments were served in
At a brief business meeting the holas evening, therefore,when my
and Sylvia was chasen secretary.
tion must be current. A regi* rant's
ing both Tuesday and Thursday
was assessed court casts of SI
the chapel and basement.
The annual Christmas party for classification
group voted the adoptionof the mother opened her first present;
Gifts were exchanged and games
may change and for night leagues, enjoyed a turkey
for overnightparking.
•’Funeral services for Mrs, Avery
name Alpha Chi (messengers of an envelope with the hill inside,
were played with prizes going to the Hope college girls living at that reason no questionnaires will
dinner and Christmasparty in the
fiktott, 77, were held last WednesChrist) as the name for the club. and again when 1 unfolded the reMarie Folkert and Lois Voorhorst. Voorhees hall was held in the form be sent out.
T. O. O. F. hall Wednesday night.
day from the Wesleyan Method- Refreshmentswere served. Henry
Christmascarols were sung by the of a formal dinner Wednesday
ceipt Immediately afterwards! An- Virginia Park
The various teams supplied proist church. Survivingbesides her Kik. Grand Rapids Junior, closed
evening. Mary Felter, Westerloo,
group.
Evelyn
Veldhuis
played
a
other package was addressed to Club Has Meeting
gram numbers, and gifts were exWILL
husband are five children, Mrs. the meeting with prayer.
piano solo and Sylvia Kleinheksel N. Y., junior,was program chairmy mother. She removed the
changed. Fifty-two attended.''
Gust Bing of Bauer, Mrs. Arthur
About
50
were
present
at
a
reg- played an accordion solo. Refresh- man, and Edith Klaaren, Chicago
wrapping to find a second covering
HERE
Arrangements were in charge
NWson of Allendale,Mrs. William
ular meeting and Christmas party ments were served.
sophomore,
and
Laura
Roosenraad,
and read. "Wrong. Pass this to
of Mrs. Evelyn Man ting, Miss MarBrOwne of Coopersville, Melvin Holland Furnace Group
of
the
Woman's
club
of
Virginia
Holland
senior,
were
decorations
The
C.
E.
society
held
its
meetyour daughter. I unwrappedit
Camp Beauregard.La., Dec. 19 jorie Matchinsky, Mrs. Ruth BlueScott of Grand Rapids and Willis
chairmen.
Enjoyt Annual Party
again onlv to pass it to my hus- park Wednesday evening in the ing on Monday evening with Wal—The special train which will kamp and Miss Lillian Kline.
Waiver of Ellington; nine grandMarthene Van Dyke, Grand
About 30 women employes of band who finally unwrapped a box Community hall. A reading was lace Folkert as leader. The song
leave here Saturday afternoon
childrsn; two sisters, Mrs. Charles
given by Mrs. Gordon Van Putten service was in charge of Qerald Rapids senior, and house president,
with Michigan national guardsthe Holland Furnace Co., in three of cigarettes he had bought that
Thorn of Temperance and Mrs. Aland accordion selectionswere Kleinheksel. Mildred Kooiker pre- welcomed the faculty guests pres- men, including several from the Sibs Elect Officers
billing departments,participated afternoon. Very likely the saybert Wittacker of Toledo, Ohio;
played by Norma Appledom. Gift* sided for election of officers. The ent at the affair.Group ainging
Holland company, in order that
in their annual Christmas party ing "full of old Nick" has sometfat brothers, Thomas Montemore
were exchanged.
new officers chosen were Irvin was led by Senior Ruth Stryker they may spend the holidays at at Christmas Tea
which was in the form of a din- thing to do with the Dutch way
oTDetrpit, William and Walter
Christina* carols were sung by Folkert as president, Maria Fol- of Grand Rapids. Prof. Paul home to scheduled to arrive in
An Attractive Christinas tea.
ner at the Warm Friend tavern of celebrating a Saint Nicholas
of West Toledo, Ohio, Hemy of
a group of Virginia park girl* in- kert as vice president, Ruth Brouwer, Clarence De Graaf. Holland at 7:25 p.m. Sunday.
traditionalin the Sibyllinesociety
Wednesday night. Peter Marcusse, evening.
LMns, Ohio, Robert of Tempercluding Mary Van Raalte, Jayne Kronemeyer as secretary and Thomas Welmers, Clarence Kleii,
The troop train will be one of Q( Hope college,was held in the
head supervisorof the department,
tocb and Edwin of Ottawa Lake
Baker Kathabel Teusink. Betty Agnes Folkert as treasurer.
and Albert Lampen displayed their 10 which will leave tlje camp •acJety room Wednesday afterand Mrs. Marcusse were special
and seven! .niecesand nephew*.
Helmink. Anna Jean Knoll, Joyce
talents as actors in an impromptu Saturday for various stations in noon, The room was. appropriateguests. Informal entertainment in Entertains Friends
was made in Allendale
Baker, Marcia Chapman^ Joan
BECOVER8 FROM WOUND play, “The Fatal Quest.”
Michigan and Wisconsin.A 13- ly decoratedwith holly and red.
the way of games and an exchange
at Christmas Party
Paschal Irene Maatman. Betty
Allegan, Dec. 19 — Howard
Gertrude fcolema, Muskegon day leave of absence has been
of gift* followed the dinner.
fayside Garden aub is
Paschcal and Adelaide ivuypcrs.
Kuypers. Sweet, 17, Chicora, who was seri- freshman, sang “Birthday of a granted some of the guardsmen. After a brief program election
MrC H. Kroll entertained at
Arrangementsfor the dinner
a drive for Christmas
accomP“W by Mn. B. ously wounded by a charge of gun- King" accompanied by Junella, For return trip to Camp Beau- of officersfor next semesterwatwere in charge of Mrs. Edna Dek, Christina*party fconday
Paschal
The club offers a k*r. MU* Corinne Baker arraniihot in the leg last week, is in an Vander Linden, pianist, and Caro- regard, all troops will have to held. Edith Rameau. Kalamazoo,
in her home on Highland Av^
Jor the best decorated resid- ed the program.
Refreshments were served by Unproved condition in Allegan lyn Kremers,violinist.Prof. TTiom- leave their home stationsearly on senior,was elected president,am}
Mta Anyone who wlahes to com.
Health center nnd is expected to •• Welmers. disguised as Santa the morning of Dec, 31 aa orders Helen Leslie, Hackensack, N. JL
J- .Ys1
«>»•
must register with Mrs. H. „The so-called big room in the
be dischargedwithin a week.
Claus, distributedgifts. Other fac- call for all officers and men to enlor, was elected vice presid«C
jrho was named the civic Caiisbad caverns of New Mexico •Van Hekken,
ulty guests at the affair were Mf. be on duty early Jan. 2.
Other officers are secretary,Morr,
bbtimaa of the Allendale com- to about 4,000 feet long, 625 feet and Frank Diepenhorst. jifts rangementswen
were in charge of Mrs.
Three of four applicants for the and Mrt. John Schouten, the Ityv.
reU Webber, j
were exchanged and. a twb- J. Crawley, '
Mi i. Laura Welton U. S. navy fail to pasa the first and Mrs. Henry Bast, and Mr, and
Egypt observes 129 national
wide and 300 feet high,
count lunch was served.
; And itiOlbert Kuypers.
holidays every year.
physical examination.
Mrs. Harold J. Karsten.
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GUARD CAPTAIN
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MAN HELD

ChristmmProgmm Given

Charged with theft of about 10
empty beer bottles, Peter Steketee,
65, residing on ttie north side of

ICE

subject of the largely attended Christmas meeting of the
local unittof the Woman’s Christian Temperance union held in
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Albertus
Pieters FYiday afternoon was "Ye
Shall Call His Name Jesus." Mrs.

been to attend the wedding of his
nephew and niece William H. Ohlman and Catherine Stander.
Misses Rosa Lapish, Stella
Scott and Louisa Damson will
spend a few days at Jenison park
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ann Is.
George Blrkhoff,Jr., and family
and Mrs. George Birkhoff, Sr., of
Chicago are spending the summer
at Macatawa park.
Rev. Dr. C. M. Steffens of
Dutch Lose, 23-21, in First Dubuque, Iowa, called on friend*
here this week.
Almon T. Godfrey started for
of Loop Tilts; Third

MUSKEGON

OF BEER BOTTLES

The

BOUT WITH

IN THEFT

FIVE

HOUAND

EDGES

84

New Homes

Listed

So

Far This Year in Holland
IkiumI

Woltman We«t 5th St. last Friday Houtiof Total
a ten pound boy.
Marriage licenseshave been isHi. Week ky
ment before Municipal Judge Raysued to Nicholas Prakken and CarApplication.
mond L. Smith who assessed a $10
Jinx Boat Figures in His
rie Alida Van Dyke of Holland;
fine and costs of $4.15. Steketee
Leon E. Ocobock and Grace S tilEdith Walvoord, program chairExperiences; Death Is
Three application!for bulldtat
well of Jameatown; William Van
paid the total.
man for the afternoon, acted as
permits to erect new homes in Hbl*
Oort
and
Ella
SchualU
of
Holdevotional
leader,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Near in One
He was arrested Friday by local
Saddle River, New Jersey, last
John Van Oss and Mrs. M. De Both Legi of Seven Year police after the marked beer botQuarter Fatal
land were filed with City CteVlt
Monday, where he will spend his land.
At the meeting of the board of
Boer
as
readers
and
Miss
Jennie
tles
had
been
found
at
his
home.
vacation
with his brother and sisCapt. Charles Bontekoe of the
Oscar Peterson during the pest
Old
Boy
Fractured;
public works on Monday evening
Pieters at the piano.
Holland high and Muskegon fir- ter, Rev. and Mrs. Van Kampen.
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff reHolland coast guard station relatAlbert McClellan was appointed week.
After a prelude of Christmas
ed
the
first
shot
heard
'round
the
City
Clerk
William
O.
Van
Eyck
ported
that
Bill
and
Heinie’s
tavSister Is Hurt
Each application p
ed thrilling experiences)in the life airs, Mrs. Walvoord Introduced her
at a aalary of $45 per month as
ern. 126 East Eighth St., had been Southwestern conference Friday and his brother, Henry R. Van
the construction of g
f)f a guardsman in northern lakes subject in a call to worship folengineer
at
the
19th
St.
water
staA seven-year-old boy and his missing several empty beer bot- night In Holland armory In one of Eyck, the Zeeland alderman, tion. John Kerkhof was appointed total cost of the three
to the Holland Rotary club In the lowed by singing of a Christmas
tles. Thursday night, several bot- the closest battles this league is were In Chicago yesterday.
garages is
H<Jij
Warm Friend tavern Thursday carol by the group and prayer by 11-year-old sister were taken to tles
George N. Williamsand family superintendent of the laying of
were marked and placed at likely to see this year.
This
brings
to
84
the
number
of
noon, Dec. 12.
Mrs. Walvoord. Mrs. John Van Oss Holland hospital sufferingwith the rear of the tavern and Friday
Muskegon'ssuper foul shooting of Reed City are visiting friends the water mains at a salary of applicationswhich have been fUM
After Captain Bontekoe Joined read the Old Testament Messianic injurieswhich they sustained
$2.50
per
day.
Contracter
Brooks
here.
morning William Vande Water, accounted for its 23-21 victory as
since Jan. 1, 1940, for the con*
the servicehe spent three years oa prophecy. Mrs. De Boer read the
Mr. Conkey who is building a was allowed $750 on the contract structionof new homes in
about 7:35 p.m. Friday when one of the owners, was said to Holland outscored 6-7 on buckets.
South Manitou island and seven New Testament fullfillment as
for
furnishing
pipe.
have seen Steketee carry away the Each team had 14 chances at the coatly summer residence on the
Value of the past week's .
years at Holland. He then resign- found In Luke and Matthew. Each they were struck by an automoCorrespondenceincluded: Noopgratis line and on these, the Mus- south shore of Macatawa Bay
fco ties.
ed and sailed private yachts for narrativewas followed by the sing- bile, driven by Gerrit J. Lubbers,
deloos— Elder p. Heyboer cele- is $9,600 in excess of the „
kies
connected
for
nine
and
the
about
a
mile
west
of
the
city,
has
$500 application filed during
five or six years. He rejoined the ing of a Christmas carol by the 63, East Saugatuck, the accident
Dutch for five.
bought a fine launch built by Ed brated his eighth birthday last week of Nov. 29-Dec. 7. For
occurring on M-40 in Allegan
service and spent a year here be- group.
week.
Robinson Will Captain
Further evidenceof the close- Clark, the boat builder. The price
county, about 400 feet south of
fore going to Muskegon.
The following final school re- previous week, their value #as
This impressive devotional serness of the game was the fact that paid was $1,300. It has an eight
32nd
St.
G.H. Home Guard Unit at no time did either team exceed horse power Sintz gas engine and port has been sent in by Mr. Mc- 475.
He later was transferred to Bois vice had been arranged by Mrs.
Jackie Bruischart suffered frac. Blanc station before coming to Walvoord and was closed by a
Ooasen for publication:The fol- The three applications folio
a four-pointmargin. With Muske- is a very fast boat.
tures of both legs. His sister,
E„S. Holkeboerand Sons, b_
Holland as commander of the local meditation "Jesus the Son of God,"
Grand Haven, Dec. 19 — Gen. gon leading 22-19 going into the
Locals included: Born to Rev. lowing pupils attended school reGoldie, suffereda bruised knee
station.
John Scouten of Grand Rapids fourth quarter, three minutes and Mrs. Harry Kremera of Rush- gularly during the last month of home at 114 West 22nd St, 92
an excerpt of the Journal of ReHe told the story of a "jinx” ligious Education^ read by Mrs. and body bruises. Their parents has authorizedthe appointment passed before any scoring was ford on Saturday last a boy.
the school year: Jennie Brummel, 26 feet one and one-half
are Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bruisof Lieut. Charles Robinson, World
boat which he first met at Muske- De Boer.
Minnie De Fouw, Martha Meyer- frame constructionand .
J.
Van
Anrooy
an
son
have
findone.
Ploegsma
then
completed
a
chart who live on the south side
war veteran, as captain of the perfect pivot and the capacity ished driving piles for the new Ot- ing, Gertie Muller, Ida Muller, roofing, $3,600; garage, 12
gon. He was one of the crew that
"Little Child of Bethlehem” was
of 32nd St., the first house east
Michigan state troop company to crowd went into histericsfor the tawa Beach dock. They will put Ruth Raak, Minnie Rookua, Hattie feet $200.
went out on this boat to rescue 25 a duet sung by Both Joan and
of the Pere Marquette tracks
W. De Leeuw and ___
be organized here as a home
men from a 350-foot steel boat Vera Gwen Gosselinkwith Beth
next three minutes with Muskegon in the sheet piling in a few days. Rookus, Anna Van Dyk, Hattie
The two children had left their guard.
home at 124 East 20th St, 34
which the 60-mile gale had blown Joan playing the accompaniment.
Van
Dyk,
Annie
Verhey,
Gerrit
Austin Harringtonhas succeedhome only a short time before The company will be organized holding a one-point lead. Russ De
feet, one and one-half
up on the breakwaters.All the They also sang "A Story We Love and were en route to the home
Vette, forward flash, sank a free ed Ed Risto as captain of the Bmmmel, Henry Boes, Bennie
men were rescued, but in the to Tell” composed by their mother, of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Grotenhuis, for emergency purposes to protect throw and as the game slid to an steamer Harvey Watson and the Boes, Nicholas De Boer, Fred Die- frame construction and
meantime one of the guards was Mrs. N. Gosselink.A Christmas neighbors, to spend the evening. life and property. Use of the ar- end, the Dutch trailed by only«ne latter is captain on the steamer ponhorst, Gerrit Kooyers, John roofing, $3,100; garage, 18 by
swept overboard and his body was reading, "If I Had Not Come,” They are reportedto have been mory is given to the new group bucket. Some idea of the tighrde- Lizzie Walsh.
Kooyers, Albert Muller, George feet, $200.
and
regular
drills will be held to
never found again.
was presented by Master Ronald walking in a southerly direction
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gunder Nienhuis,Albert Raak, Gabriel Arthur -Wltteveen,new home At
fense in this game Is shown by the
train men as soldiersshould they
This rescue boat was later sent Colton.
Roabach, Richard Vander Hulst, 244 West 23id St. 90 by 26 feet
Anderson
this forenoon a son.
on the east side of the road.
fact that Holland scored only two
be needed within the state.
north, and when he was transferThe outstanding features of the
Tim Slagh has taken the con- Henry Vander Hulst, Peter, Albert one story, frame construction and
Lubbers was driving in a northpoints in the final period and MusThe home guard will take the
asphalt
red to Bois Blanc he was more program was a dramatic reading erly direction en route to Hol- - roofing, WK0,
trset for building the stores of and Willie Westrate. Of those chilkegon scored only one.
by 20 feet
eet, $200.
than surprised to find that they "It Came Upon the Midnight land. He told Holland police who place of Company F now at
dren
above
named,
Jennie
BrumW.
C.
Walsh.
At the half, the score stood 16came after him in this same boat. Clear" by Mrs. George E. Kollen. were called to the scene of the Camp Beauregard.
Marriage licenses were Issued mel, Gertie Muller, Clara Raak,
16. It was the third quarter In
On Jan. 26, 1939, he related,he The last number, a cornet solo, accidentthat he did not see
which the visitors counted six Monday to George E. Merrill and Anna, Annie and Hattie Van Dyk,
John M.I
Hoogerhyde of
received a call from Drummond is "The Holy City," was played by either child until his car struck
points to the locals’ three and Miss Minnie Vegter of this city, Henry Boes, Fred Diepenhorst, GaThreatens Prosecution
____
reek Wednesday
land, which was 40 miles away Victor Kleinheksel,with his moth- them.
brlel Roabach, Richard and Henry on last week
Christian
Van
der
Wege
and
Alice
started their victory march. Holme of the
the bride's
laying that four men were trap- er, Mrs. Julius Kleinheksel at the
in Theft of Yule Trees land never led after that
Police reported that Lubbers'
Felina of this city, and Peter Bar- Vander Hulst, Peter, Albert and at the home
Overisel—
ped on an ice floe. Because ice piano. The program was closed by automobile came to a stop 13
Willie Weatrate were not absent
reman,
Jr.,
of
this
city
and
Adriana
Holland and Muskegon are
or tardy during the last term of who has charge of a
extended out for a quarter of
Mrs. Walvord with a special ap- paces from the point of impact.
Hhving received reports that known throughoutthe conference De Blaey of Grand Rapids.
mile from their own shore, it was peal for prayer in behalf of the William Bekuis, route 5. Holland, Christmas trees have been stolen for> the closeness of their games,
John De Feyter, C. Haklander, school Clara Raak, Fred Diepen- Franklin, Wia., made a
necessaryfor Captain Bontekoe missionariesin war-stricken coun- did not see the accident but from in front of business houses but this year this equality was John Laarman and Frank and horst, Richard Vander Hulst and to Overisel last week,
police said he heard it and was in the downtown district, Police more than last year. Coach Leo Jake Essenburgwhile fishingwith Peter Weetrate were not absent last Friday evening.
and his men to saw ice all night tries across the seas.
Mia* Poelakker, teacher In
The social hour was in charge the first person on the scene.
until 8 a.m. the next morning
Chief Jacob Van Hoff warned to- Redmond's team opened there last nets in Lake Michigan north of or tardy during the school year.
An ambulance was called to re- day that if the culprits are caught year with an overtime two-point Ottawa beach a few days ago
Vriealand— Rev. G. De Jongs has 1 will leave for Chicago the"
They finally got out and found the of Mrs. Margaret Markham and
move the two injured children they will face prosecution in muni- win over Holland before they caught an 85-poundsturgeon. The been appointedFinancial Educa- of next week to attend
men had been picked up by some Mrs. P. Kornoelje.
institute for a few weeks.
to the hospital.
fishermen who had a large skiff.
cipal court.
came here near the end of the fish was five feet, seven inches tional Agent of Hope college.
Oakland- John W. Rlg_
long,
School closed Thursday,July 1,
It was the return from this trip
first semester for a loss. They
Cousins Entertained
tate of the agricultural .
with
a
few
exercises
by
the
that came so near being a tragedy.
The following marriage licenses
ended second from the top while
Is
v:
who
received county
The ‘'jinx’’boat was sailing along at Plaggemars Home
have
been
granted
in
Allegan
Holland ended second from the
."rit Massellnk win deliverf
Misses
Jessie
Hoffman
___
__
_
all right under a 60-mile gale unbottom, mainly because Holland county: Ira Hutchins of FennvUle
Mrs. Harry Plaggemars, 656
Tania, Simon De Groot and Robert Fourth of July oration in
til it got 15 feet inside an ice
lost a whole team at the end of the and Hattie I Wagner of Ganges;
State St., entertained a group of
field and was able to go no farther
Gilbert
Peek
of
Allegan
and
Viola
Den Herder receiveddiplomas,
first term. This year, however,
cousins at a pot-luck luncheon in
...
The temperature, he said, was 25
Pomprey
of Grand Rapids; HenCoach
Malcolm
Mackay
is
not
A very pleasant affair was the Gerrit Wolters'
her home Friday afternoon. The
degrees below zero.
drik
Berens
and
Annie
Holl,
both
faced with the horror of losing a
"King Neptune's Ball" was the
after-luncheonhours were spent in
wedding of Miss Lavina Borst to psgner.
The crew, with no food, chopped visiting.
theme of the formal winter party Leslie; and programs. Betty Davis. team in Februaryand will probab- of Overisel; Gerrit G. Wolters of
• path through the ice two days.
ly wind up the season exceptional- Overisel and Maggie Compagner
Attending the party were the given by the Sibylline society of
Those present at the affair were
The boat’s motor, wet and ice-coatly
strong.This plus the fact that of Salem; Harry D. Pritchard and
Hope
college
at
the
Warm
Friend
Mesdames Simon De Weerd, Dick
Mae Clonan, Stanley Slingeriand,
ed, was useless.
Plaggemars, Edwin Plaggemars, tavern Friday evening. Blue and Edith Klaaren, Elwin Muilenberg, Holland has already shown Its abil- Gail G. Wheeler, both of Alleghn.
When the weather cleared one A. Brondyke, E. Wilterdink, Al- green cellophane panels decorated
Luman Jenison, owner of Jeniity to a conference school which
Janet Arnold, Kenneth Newenmorning, he said, he saw a clump
son
park, is having an acetylene
always stands near the top, indibert Kapenga, John Grevengoed, with strange ^fish and sea horses
dorp, Persls Parker, Judson Van
gas plant put In which will light
of trees and by means of long
James Kapenga, J. Bomers, Bern- created a deep sea atmosphere for Wyk, Mary Blair. Art Taylor, Don- cates that Holland high will unup the hotel and grounds.
oars, his men worked the boat to
ard Veneklasen, James Muusse, the palace of the king of waters. na Eby, Albert Shiphorst, Lileeth doubtedly land a higher berth in
within 200 feet of the shore. Eight
Next Wednesday the summer
Jack Marcus, H. Nienhuis.
At one end of the room was the Brouwer. John Hains, Edith Ram- the conference this year.
to 12 tons of Ice were already benormal
school will open and will
Holland
high
has
another
crack
Wilterdink, Ernest Baer, E. Nien- large green and silver throne of
eau, Louis Chisman,Florence Dyk*
ing carried on the boat, he said.
at the northerners the last day in last tiU August 18. The school
huis, Martin Diekema, Harold King Neptune (LUeeth Brouwer)
ema, Lawrence Beltman Elolse January. Muskegon high is the this year will be in charge of C.
. Unable to get to shore in the Plaggemars and Elmer Plagge- surroundedby ferns.
Boynton, John Geary, Ruth Van
boat because of rock, it was necesonly school Holland plays twice in M. McLean, superintendentof
mars, Miss Sue Plaggemars,DorGoldfish swimming about in fishBronkhorst, Keith Soderberg, Dorsary for the men to spear an ice
the first semester. Like Mackay, Holland City schools; P. A. Latta,
othy Bomers and Howard Plagge- bowls were centerpieces for the
is Van Dragt and Edward Klaus.
cake. When one man had gone mars.
Coach Redmond is starting over ex-county school commissioner, of
dinner tables. Programs were also
Doris Van Hoven, John Klein- this year and will suffer no serious Allegan county; L. P. Ernst, counashore on the cake, he sent it back
attractively decorated with fish
heksel. Ann De Young, Gerrit Bru- losses in February.
by rope for another man until all
ty commissionerof schools of Otin keeping with the theme.
ms, Jeanne Swart. Donald Cordes,
were finally safe ashore. Here the 20th Wedding Anniversary
FG
FT
TP tawa county; Prof. E. A. WhlteThe opening number on the proNancy Boynton, Forrest Prindle, Kraal,
men crawled to a shanty which
...............
7 nack and Prof. J. H. Kleinheksel
gram was an originalsong to the
Lorraine Timmer, Robert Van Chapman,
of Hope college, and Mr. Benjamin
Bontekoe knew about and broke of Couple Celebrated
............2
tune
of
"Cod
Fish
Ball"
sung
by
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Dragt, Bertha Vis, Gordon Van Ploegsma.
in. They built fires, made some
Neerken, school examiner of Ot............
3
the "Four Mermaids."Donna Eby,
tawa county.
Wyk, Junella Vander Linden, Wil- Vanden Berg, G ............0
tea and pancakes from materials Herman Dams at 316 West 13th
Betty Davis. Doris Van Hoven, and
lard June, Betty Davis, Leonard Rotman. G
Rev. K. Van Goor has declined
found In the shanty and "thawed St. was the scene of a meeting
on last Thursday of the Jolly Janet Clark accompanied bv Jun- Reus, Elaine Veneklaasen, Paul
the call to Passaic, N. J.
out." He finally reached Cheboy10,
Smith,
G
ella Vander Linden. "Sea SwimVan Eenenaam, Morrell Webber,
gan alone, although all the men Eight Ladies who gathered with
Bom
to Mr. and Mrs. George
mers"
were
Janet
Arnold,
Irene
Robert Swart, Janet Clark. Edhad started the trip. His friends their husbands to celebratethe
Steketee on Saturday an eight
rA
20th wedding anniversaryof Mr Bogard, and Mary Blair singing ward Clonan, Ruth Stegenga, John Totals
there returned to get the other
pound boy.
Muakegon
Im
Waiting
For
Ships"
accomand
Mrs.
Dams.
The
couple
was
De
Vries.
men, three of whom had to be sent
De Vette, F
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. John
panied by Ruth Van Bronkhorst.
presented with a gift.
to the hospital.
. Irma Stoppels, William Ban- Riteskie, F
Everyone took part in group Norma Becksfort presented a
One of the men whose boots
ninga, Norma Becksfort, Dwight Klemp, C
singing and games. Prizes were humor paper, "Fishtails." The
were frozen and who had to walk
Grotenhou.se.Winifred Rameau, Carlson, G
awarded to Mrs. J. Bareman, "Water Wonders", a sextet commore than 12 miles in his stock- Mrs. A. Veele, M. Borr and G.
Daniel Fylstra, Leola Bocks, Wil- Sigren, G
posed of Bertha Vis, Ruth Steging feet in the freezing weather,
lard Tasma. Mary Louise Talman. Boerman, G
Wolbert. A lunch was served by enga, Edith Rameau, Morrell Webhad a frozen face and mouth and Angeline Beyer and Lucille Dams.
Girard Veenschoten,Betty Wyn- Barne, C
ber, Mae Clonan, and Ann Do
was Immediatelysent to Detroit. Guests present were Mr. and
garden. Frank Zweering,Dorothy
Young sang a medley of popular
Here they had to scrape his gums Mrs. J. Bareman, Mr. and Mrs.
Zceuw, Willis Hall, Dorothy De Totals
With the most important holiday
9 23
tunes
accompanied
by
Jeanne
down to the jawbone and to ex G. Wolbert, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Valois. Jack Timmer, Beth RheOfficials Referee -Miller, WSof the year a few days off, menus
Swart. The concluding number on
tract all his teeth. He was too Borr, Mr. and Mrs, E. Post, Mr.
bergen, Thurston Rynbrandt,Dor- TC; umpire— Van Wingen, MSC.
thli week are planned for CbrliP
the program was a tap dance "Tap
weak to take an anesthetic.
and Mrs, J. Lankheet, Mr. and Aweigh.”
is Bettes, Ernest Ensing. Mary
maa rather than Sunday dinner.
The speaker was introduced by IV^rs. A. Veele and Mr. and Mrs.
Naturally, the market! are filled
Felter, and Gordon MichmerhuizCounty Will Be Given
Program Chairman Dick Miles G. Veurink could not be present. Jeanne Swart was general chair- en.
to oTerflowIngwith a colorful and
man
for the party. Committee
who has known him for 40 years
Chaperonesfor the evening were
chairmen assisting her were decAward in Road Contest tempting array of fresh fruits and
Mr. Miles recalled when Captain
Pasture lands comprise almost orations, Edith Klaaren; menu.
vegetablesand planning Christmas
the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Bast
and
Bontekoe Joined the coast guards one-fourth of Illinois' total area.
dinner Is one of the major delights
Nancy
Boynton;
invitations. Helen
The
Holland
Chamber
of
ComMr. and Mrs. Edward J. Wolters.
and how he had risen from a surfmerce has received information of the aeason. If the budget permits
man mechanic, .to a master mechfrom
Dr. Louis Webber, executive roast turkey is, of course, the piece
anic and the captaincy of his home
director of the Michigan Associa- de resistance of the meal. However,
station. He also cited Captain
tion of Road Commissionersand if one wants to economise a bit
Bontekoe’s work in the South durrout duckling la almost u good
Engineers that the Ottawa county
ing the floods and inspecting motroad commissionof which Carl T. and brlnga to Chrlitmaa dlnnsr a
or boats for the government this
Bowen is engineer-manager,has delightful old world atmosphere.
spring.
been designated by Better Roads
The following frulta and veg*
Management as the receiver of tables featured In the largest of the
Min Corinne Baker'
an award of merit in the 1940 food chain stores will help to keep
Ube more than 10,000 men and
competition for efficiently manag
the dinner budget down; applet,
Feted at Shower
ed departments.
A FULL’
avocado*, grapefruit, oranges, tanMrs. Harry J. Kolean enterOttawa county was entered In gerines,cranberries,green beans,
<jROWH RABBrr
women of the Michigan Bell Telephone
tained with a shower at her
class C for counties with popula- California broccoli,bruasela aprouta,
owrwoHCHes
™me
Thursday honoring
tion between 50,000 and 100,000. celery, Iceberg lettuce, muahrooms,
lOM-cx/mSV
Corinne Baker who will be
cAarus BOKrrrr
Twelve of the 36 awards were won white onions, sweet potatoes, yams,
a December bride. Miss Baker
Company take this occasion to wish you
optotamM&
by Michigan county road commis- acorn and hubbard squash, Canawaa presentedwith many lovely
sions. TTie awards to each county
dlan rutabaga*.
im
girts from the group. Games were
m. Ill
will be presentedby C. M. NelIn the poultrydepartment roaatand all your family a Merry Christmas
played and prizes were won by
son of Chicago at the 26th annual
Ing chickena, duckling, tnrkeys and
A^BerLWieren*a and Mrs.
Michigan highway conferenceto geese are all being featured.
Andrew Kline.
two-course
be held in Ann Arbor Feb. 19, 20
and a Happy New
,
lunch was served by the hostMlaa Cora Anthony, directorof
and 21.
assisted by Mesdames Janet
. Kitchens, has arranged
Twkw and Alice Kolean.
the following Christmas dinner
* °
guests present included
menus for three budgets:
the Mesdames Eugene Groters,
Low Cost Dinner
John Kolean: Jr., Joe Kolean,

TWO CHUDREN

Eighth St., west of Columbia Ave.,
pleaded gulty Friday on arraign-
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July 1 will be long remembered
by Hope college and the citizens
of Holland, as the date of the celebration of the generosity of
Eastern friends in adding the
magnificent sum of one hundred
thousand dollars to the endowment fund, began a lepgthy news
item in the July 2 issue of the Ottawa County Times published by
M. G? Manting in 1897. The event
was celebratedby a bapquet at the
Hotel Macatawa. The evening was
a glorious one, cool and delightful
after the July day. The two hun-

.

Wife of Former Local

Bminewnan Panes
Funeral service! for Mrs. J. T
Bailey, 54, were held on Satui^
day In Benton Harbor after which
the body was to be taken to Cincinnati, O., for burial
Mrs. Bailey who died Thursday
In a Benton Harbor hospital will

W

.
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remembered by many Holland
residents. Her husband, J. T. Bailis a former business partner
of Vaudie Vandenberg and Thoraai Robinson in the establishment
and operationof the Wolverine
Advertising Co. in. 191&
. 1:

crown Mm
M

-JS&S
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Wert veto
valued at
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dred guests were carried from

century in ttoHnni, tulip bulbs nctunlly became the
'
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much

u

$25,

M0. Then wen

entire

set

nsMe

fet the

Holland to the park on the steamer Music with Prof. Thqmas’ fine
band accompanying the party. '
Among the personals appearing
in this issue were: George Ohlman of 252 First Ave. has returned
from firand Rapkk where he has

Orange and GrapefruitCocktail
SalUd
Celery
Duckling Stuffedwith Brown Rica
Cranberry Sauce Creamed Onions
Battered Spinach
Spiced Sweet Potato Pie

Peanut*

Moderate Ceet Dinner
Cream of Freah Tomato Soap

Pecans

Belted
Celery
Roast Turkey with Oyster Stnfflng
Cranberry Jelly
Buttered BroocoU**
Fruit Salad fn Apple Cups

Mince Pie

A SUGGESTION!

good wishes, you do
order to avoid the

’

Tomato BoufllMf
Roast Turkey with Che. tout and
Stuffing

Spiced Cranberry Saaoa

Acorn Squash In Casserolo
Orapo and Apple Salad
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But
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Sunday. School
Lesson
December 22. 1940

Fraternity Has Formal

Party
The

Local Hotel

in

1940

INJURED NUN1CA GIRL

GLEASON FREE
(ff

19,

FOUND ALONG ROAD

Barnhart

Ordained at

Impressive Ceremonies

Grand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special)
15, daughter of Harm H. Rosema, route 1,
Nunlca, wah found lying 12 feet

EXTORTION—Mils Helen Rosema,

candle-lighted main dining

Is

room of the Warm Friend tavern Jay Kapenga, Barbara Follenbea;
Mtnjr Present at Colorful and former rector here, said the
Saturday night was the scene of Robert Van Dyke, Merry Hadden;
Sharing the Shepherds Joy
off the south side of the road near
three duties of the clergy today
on Spring Lake Sunday about 7:30
the annual formal party of the Phil Waalkes, Ruth Stryker; Ed- Miles Dismisses
Luke 2:8-20
Rites in Episcopal
were reconciliation, evangelism
ward
De
Pree,
Ruth
Williami;
Fraternal society of Hope college.
pun. by an unidentifiedwoman
and stabilization. He said reconMotion
of
Prosecntor
Chordi Here
Following dinner, the ‘Fraternal William Hakken, Marguerite HadBy Henry Oeerllngs
who called state poUce.
cUiation is not peace, but the
Supper Club" program was pre- den; Robert De Vries, Alma KraMiss Rosema was found to be
Parsons
priest must act u a mediatorbeIn one of the most Impressive tween God and man and must
A birth is always an interesting sented as a broadcast from station mer; Howard Jalvlng, Jean Harsuffering of a severe scalp wound
thom.
event whether it be considered the OKE (fraternity initials) with
Grand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special) and Injuriesto her right leg and ceremoniesever held In Holland, strive to remove the underyUng
Louis Van Dyke, Betty . Jean
Morris Tardiff, party chairman,
hip. She was walking east toward the Rev. Arthur C Barnhart was causes of hate. He defined sin as
point
of
view
of
life
or
of
love.
It
—William
Gleason, 26, a resident
M«« Honif of th» ullaBitCM, N*w»
as master of ceremonies.Edgar Schaap; Jack Yeomans, Marjorie
Spring Lake after having been let
enmity that exists between God
PublUheO Every Tbundiy by lb«
ordained to the priesthood Saturinvolvesso much that is marvelous Dibble, Palmyra, N. Y., senior, as- Emery; Leslie Watkins, Jeanne of Hotel Bristol,Holland,was
Sentinel Prlntln* Co Office M-S€ We*l
out of a car at the junction of USand man, such as pride anctenvy.
Rlghth etreet. Holland.Mlcblfin
and mysterious. Wherever a hu- sisted Tardiff in the humorous Horton; George Claver, Mary Beth freed of a charge of extor- 31 and US-16 about 7:20 p.m. and day before a large crowd of parEvangelism, he said, was lookVander Wiere; Albert De Voogd.
ishioners,townspeople and guests
tion by Judge Fred T. Miles in Ot- was en route to meet her parents
ing for those who properly belong
Entered aa eecond rlaaa matter at man life comes into being it is a skit. George Lumsden, Niagara
Nancy
Safford;
Bruce
Mlkula,
in Grace Episcopal church. Offithe port office at Holland, Mich, glowing center of the wonderful. Falls, N. Y., freshman, imitated
tawa circuit court in sustaining who were attending church in ciating was the RL Rev. Lewis with God and make contacts. By
under the act of Contreaa.March
famous radio personalitiesand was Winifred Heasley; William Alder
Spring
Lake.
that, he said he did not mean
1*79
It seems as if it is an expression assisted in part of his act by Lewis ink, Janet Arnold; Roger Koeppe, the motion of Prosecutor Elbern
She was taken to Municipal Bliss Whittemore,of Grand Rap- great revivals, but the IndefatigaParsons
who
asked
for
dismissal
of
Margaret Friesema;John Vander
ids, bishop of the Episcopal diocese
C A. FRENCH, Editor and Manafer of the thought and purpose of Bixby, Saginaw freshman.
hospital In an unconscious condible hunting down of souls. Hi
W. A. BUTLER. Builnea* Manager
Broek, Frances Hillebrands; Ger- the charge Monday.
of western Michigan.
God. But how much more wonderMusic during the dinner and ration
and
regained
consciousness
spoke of stabiUzationin the church
From
the
evidence
discovered
by
ard Cook, Vivian Tardiff; Kenneth
The service began at 11 ajn.
Telephone—Newa Heme S193
ful and mysterious is the birth of dio program was furnished by an
about 10:30 a.m. Monday.
as giving the people a transcendenLincoln,Beth Rhebergen;Douglas the proaecutlng attorney upon Inwith
Mrs.
Leonard
Kuite
playing
Advertlalng and Subacrlptlona, 8191
eight-pieceorchestra composed of
cy of loyalty.
National AdvertlalngRepreaenUtlve Jesus.
MacGregor, Louise Becker; Wil- dependent Investigationsince the
as the organ prelude "A Song of^
In the babe of Bethlehem we Bob De Vries, Marvin Overway.
Dr. Holt many times lapsed Into
examination
in
Holland,
It
appears
Peace," by L. C. Bridge. In the
The publlaber aball not be liable have God coming down to live Bob Scheerhom, Gilbert Tors, Don liam Tappan, Norma Lemmer.
a humorous vein and related exthat
a
conviction
Is
ImpossiMe,
Morris
Tardiff,
Carolyn
Kremcolorful
processional
were
the
crufw any error or errora In printing
periences when he was rector hero
any advertlalngunleaa a proof of with our poor humanity. He S rr.ee nge, George Thomas. Ransom ers; George Vander Hill, Eleanor that the respondentis not guilty
cifer, the vested choir, acolytes,
such advertisementahall have been chooses to come among us by the Everett and Alvin Schutmaat.
a quarter of a century ago. Dr.
and that a trial would be an injusDalman;
Ray
Van
Ommen,
Betty
Rev.
Barnhart,
the
officiating
obtained by r.dvertlserand returned way of a human mother and a
Holt came to HoUand as a student
Following the after-dinnerinter- Morrell; Cecil Bacheller, Maxene tice to Gleason and an unnecessary
clergy, the visiting clergy and
b him In time for correction with
^astor in the summer of 1914 and
auch errora or corrections noted human birth. It takes hold upon mission which preceded the pro- Van Zylen; Robert Heasley, Tibby expense to the people, Parsons
Bishop Whittemore. “A Mighty
plainly thereon,and In auch case if our thought and leads it off into gram, Phil Waalkes, Holland sensome time later was ordained.
said in presenting his motion.
Jennings;
Robert
Hoek,
Nancy
Fortress Is Our Lord" was used
any error ae noted la not corrected, the eternities. But God would be
Mr. Barnhart’s ordinationwas thi
ior, took oath as new president of Jennings; Charles Holcomb, Helen
The complaint against Gleason
publishers liability shall not eaceed
as the processionalhymn.
one
with
us.
He
would
rather
enfirst in the local church since
the society.
aoah a proporMon of the entire apace
Becker; Harvey Koop, Lois Mary was first filed in municipalcourt
The
altar
hangings
of
the
traMrs. Dick Grevengoed,77, 18
then.
occupiedby the error bears to the ter the world as we enter It. He
in
Holland
by
Mrs.
Maxine
MurFavors were gold, heart-shaped Hinkamp; Frank Lokker, Mafion
whole apace occupiedby auch adver- would take upon Himself our naWest 17th St, died early Sunday ditional white formed the backFoUowing the ordination serlockets with the fraternityemblem Geerds; Seymour Padnos, Betty phy who alleged that he attempted
morning at her home following ground for the flowers and can- mon, the Rev. John K. CooUdge,
ture. He would make Himself capon the front, which were suspend- Winslow; William Pelon, Julia to extort |9 fresn her last Dec. 2.
TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
an illnMs of several months. Sur- dles. White Is symbolical of a joy- rector of St. Paul’s church In
able of entering into our experiened from a small, gold bow.
Voss; Kenneth Poppen, Dorothy Following a hearing before Muni- viving are the husband; two ous occasion or a season of joy.
One rear W.00; Bli months
ces. He would know us and what
Muskegon, former rector here,
cipal Judge Raymond L. Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Prins were Muller.
Ttm monUw T5c; 1 monlh
»!».'•
daughters, Mrs. Albert Heerspink Music by the choir under the dir- presented Mr. Barnhart to the biscopy ic. Suhecrlptlona payebla in ed- it is to live in a world like ours by chaperons. Among the other 100
George Prince, Doris Vander the case was sent to circuit court. of Holland and Miss Sena at ection of Mrs. Kuite added much
rnaoe and wUl be promptlydiscon- being like us and living like us.
hop for ordination.After a litany
present were Martin Bekken, Sally Borgh; Clarence Prince,June Bak- Gleason had been held In jail in
tinued If not renewed.
home; three sons, John and Clar- to the Impressive solemnity of the hymn, the Rev. Jesse F. Anderson,
He would live in an earthly home. Brannock; Ed Dibble, Jean Wishdefault
of
gl.OOO
bond.
lubacrlbera will confer a favor by
er; Lewis Bixby, Jr., Helen Mae
ence of Holland, Peter of Grand occasion.The choir sang a special rector of St. Philips’schurch In
reporting promptly any IrreguUrlty He would subject Himself to the meier; Bob Dykstra, Marthene
Mpasley; Alvin Schutmaat,Pauline
Rapids; 15 grandchildren;two musical setting for the service tak- Grand Rapids, serving as master
ta delivery. Writ# or phone »19L
disciplineof earthly parents. He
Van Dyke; Harry Hakken, Mary Loew; Arthur Timmer, Betty
great grandchildren;one sister, en from a 12th century Plainsong of ceremonies, conducted the liwould grow in body and soul. He Ruth Jacobs; George Heneveld, Daugherty; Robert Gogolin, Syd
Mrs.
Pennle Mendels of Grand service of the Holy Communion.
tany desk.
would
use
our
human
language.
He
SILK PURSES AND SOWS’
Gertrude Bolema; Kenneth Miller, MacGregor; George LumsdenjanRapid*;
and a brother, Peter In the ordination sermon, Dr.
The Epistle was read by thi
would live with human neighbors. Alma Vanderbeek;Robert Idema, et Shuptrine; Robert Geldart, Kay
EARS
Harold Holt, rector of Grace
Bareman of Holland.
Rev. G. Clare Backhurst of SU
The starry-eyed experiment in He would weep our tears. He Mary Louise Hudson; Robert Hud- Rietz; Eugene Rothl, Ruth CaseEpiscopal
church
In
Oak
Park,
111.,
Funeral services were WedChristopher's church In Detroit'
ftiatirn colonizationappears to would laugh human laughter. He son, Bettigail Thompson; Robert mier; Robert Wishmeier and Nola
nesday at 1:30 p.m. at the home
and the Gospel was read by the
would shoulder human responsibil- Montgomery,Margaret Bilkert; Nies.
have failed Some years ago the ities and He would be a great true
and at 2 p.m. In Central Ave.
Rev. David R. Cochran, directorof
Christian Reformed church, the
New Deal administration,going on man among us. He would suffer
reUgious education in St. Mark's
Rev. D. H. Walters officiating.
church, Grand Rapids. Mr. Cochtbs principlethat government can human heartacheand He would
Mrs. Bertha Sale, 35, wife of Burial was in Pilgrim Home
ran and Mr. Backhurst were classGillie Sale, died Sunday at 9:15 cemetery.
transform human nature Itself, finally die a human death. The
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
mates of Mr. Barnhart in seminbirth of Jesus is the beginning of
p m. in her home, 470 West 16th
James
Brooks
and
Gordon
Oostput up a large potful of the peoary at Cambridge, Mass. The orthe human life of God and it is
St., following a lingering Illness.
ing, students at Culver Military
ple's tax money to send a lot of wonderful in our eyes.
dination ceremony concluded with
She was confined in HoUand Zeeland Cowple'ls
academy have returned to HoUand
»
laying on of hands by the bishop
tocalled “pioneers” to Alaska to
Marvelous are the circumstances
hospital for about 21 months,
to spend the Christmas holidays and assistingclergy.
colonize that last outpost of con- attendant upon His birth. The
having
been
taken
there
Jan.
1, Married in Church
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Approximately 400 Camp Fire
The communion service in
tinental America.
first thing that arrests our at1939 and returned to her home In
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gebben PhUlips Brooks and Mr. and Mrs.
girls and Boy Scouts of the area, the candles of Work, Health and
charge
of the bishop included the
In fostering the Alaska colon- tentionis the providence of it. His
October
of
this
year.
will
be
at
home
to
their
friends
Henry Costing, respectively.
participated in
impresive Love, and Boy Scouts gave the
Nicene creed, the offertory, Prayer
ization scheme the government father and mother lived In NazarSurvivors are the husband; in a new home on Lawndale Ave.
Scout
"Promise,"'
the
choir
singJames
McLean,
whd
Is
attend“white gift" vesper service in
for the Church, General Confeswas trying to spe what hardy in- eth, but the seers said that the
five children,Hazel, Junior, Rob- In Zeeland after Jan. 1 following
ing Western Reserve academy
Hope Memorial chapel Sunday af- ing “O Little Town of Bethlehem,"
sion, Absolution,Comfortable
dividualshave been doing for 300 Messiah was to be bom In Bethleert, William and Richard,all at their marriage Friday evening,
and
leading
the
consecration
near
Cleveland
is
visiting
his
parternoon. This service is an annual
Words, the Sursum Corda; Prayer
home; her mother, Mrs. WilUam Dec. 6, in Third ChristianReyean. Ever since Captain John hem. Providence laid hands upon
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. McLean,
event in the Camp Fire schedule. hymn, 'Take My Life and Let It
of Consecretion; Invocationand
Smith and his associateswent in- the enrollment process of the
Johnson,
route
6,
Holland;
two
formed
church
In
Zeeland.
Mrs.
for the Christmasvacation.
Boy Scouts, Sea Scouts and Cubs Be.”
Oblation, the Benedictus and the
brothers, Albert and George Gebben is the former Miss Kathto the wilds to conquer the wilder- great Roman empire as a means
The
Rev.
Marion
de
Velder,
pasMiss Eleanor Duffy, daughterof
took part for the first time this
Lord’s Prayer by the choir; Prayer
Johnson,
both
residing
on
local
erine
Nagelkerk.
ness, men and women have been of gettingMary to Bethlehem that
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Duffy, 65 West
year. Several hundred adults also tor of Hope church, read the story
of Humble Access, the Agnus Del
Mrs. Gebben chose for her atsetting forth on their own initia- her child might be bom there.
of
the
wise
men
as
a scripture les- rural routes; and three sisters,
12th
St.,
wUl
be
the
Archangel
attended the service.
by the choir, the communion
Mrs. Fred Reus, Mrs. Luther Van tended her friend, Miss Kathryn
tive and have pushed the wilder- Things did not just happen. The
The chapel was artistically deco- son and led in prayer. For his Huis and Miss Harriet Johnson, Oostendorp.John Gebben, a bro- Raphael in the Christmas play which was served to the newly orness farther and farther back mysterioushand of the unseen
Christmas
message.
Rev.
de
Velwhich
students
of
St.
Mary's
colrated for the occasion,with spruce
dained priest and the officiating
ther of the groom served as best
ffrww yean since, the last fron- had a part in the wonderful weavder related "A Christmas Eve aU of HoUand.
lege, Notre Dame, wiU present
trees flanking the platform, where
clergy; Gloria in Excelsis by the
Mrs. Sale was bom Nov. 4, man. Mrs. Edward Nagelkerk, Tuesday night.
tier disappeared between the At- ing of the threads of this interestStory,"
by
Margaret
Sangster,
in
lighted candelabra, and a man1905, In Holland to Mr. and Mrs. sister-in-lawof the bride, presichoir, concluding prayers and benlantic and the Pacific.But there ing event we call the birth of
which
a
modest
Salvation
army
The Rev. G. Rezelman of Litchgar scene added to the significance
WilUam
Johnson.
ediction; Nunc Dimmittis by the
ded
at
the
organ
and
Miss
Cathwas still Alaska.
Jesus.
of the occasion.Blue lighted worker found many things to be Private funeral serviceswere erine Janssen, a friend of the ville,N. D., reports that Mrs. Rez- choir and the postlude by Mn.
Wouldn't it be lovely and roRemarkable indeed is that the
thankful for as she came in conelman
has
made
a
fine
recovery
so
spruce trees and a lighted star
Kuite.
held Wednesday at 1:30 p.m bride sang.
mantic, reasoned the economic news of such an event— the event
far after her appendectomy on
formed the background for the tact with the hungry, the lonesome from the home with formal rites
Otto P. Kramer, a member of
Mr.
Gebben
is
the
son
of
Mr.
faddists that have been infesting that was to mark the beginning of
and the afflicted, and in offering
Dec. 5, and will soon be returning
choir loft.
at 2 p.m. from Bethel Reformed and Mrs. Gerrit Gebben and Mrs.
the church vestry,served as masthe government for yean, If an- the greatest revolution that the
to her home. She appreciated the
A vested choir of 80 boys and assistance to those less fortunate church, with the Rev. C. A. Stopter of ceremonies at the reception
other batch of Captain John world has ever seen, the end of
than herself,she discovered hapgirls led the processional to the
pels
officiating.
Burial
was
in
and dinner which followed in the
ffrplthg and their like would make which is not yet, should be given
piness
and
an
opportunity
tor
strains of Adeste Fidelis,Camp
Graafschap cemetery.
land.
Warm Friend tavern for about
t frontier out of Alaska? No soon- first of all to the socially obscure
service.
Fire girls In their regulation cereThe bride was feted with five Holland.
150. Dinner music was provided
er thought of than put into action; of the plains of Bethlehem.That
The
service
closed
with
the singChuckle Dyke, twin son of Mr.
monial gowns or middies and
showers given by Mrs. James
by Gerard Hanchett, pianist; Me.,
all these governmental planners does not fit In our way of doing
skirts, Boy Scouts In uniform, ing of the carol "Joy to the LAST QUESTIONNAIRE
Meyer, Mrs. Ed. Nagelkerk,Mrs. and Mrs. Herbert Dyke of Mon- te Emmons, 'dollnist,and Beverl.
need is a tew hundred millions of things. We would have gone with
bringing their gifts which are to World." by the audience and beneGerrit
Gebben and the Misses tello park, submitted to an appen- Standish of Chicago,clarinetist,
NOT BE
dollan for their wild schemes, and such news first of all to the most
dictionby Rev. de Velder.
be distributed at Christmas time
Gertrude and Geneva Jansen and dectomy In HoUand hospital SatMr. Barnhart introduced local
the people can always be depend- socially prominent and politically
Mrs. Lloyd Reed, Camp Fire exOUT
UNTIL
JULY,
1941
by the Salvation army, City MisMrs. Ben Sterken, aU in Zeeland. urday. His condition is favorable. pastors and their wives at the repowerful folk of that day and we
ed upon to furnish the cash.
A
daughter
was
born
Sunday
sion and the Junior Welfare lea- ecutive, and M. P, Russell, Boy
ception including Rev. and Mr*.
So the “pioneen” were sent to would have accomplished Infinitenight in HoUand hospital to
Scout director,were in charge of
gue.
By sending out questionnairesat
William Van’t Hof, Rev. Marlon
Alaska at enormous expense. They ly less with our plan. If we should
Municipal
Judge
and
Mrs.
RayMrs. W. Curtis Snow presided at arrangementsfor the service a»- the rate of 10 each day, the local Miss Dorothy Boeve
de Velder, Rev. and Mrs. Nicholas
stop
to
think
for
a
moment
we
were equipped with all the modem
mond L. Smith, 669 Washington
the organ and accompaniedthe sisted by committees from the selective service board will not
Gosselink, Rev. and Mrs. C M.
Feted at Shower
conveniences. But they had hard- should see the wisdom of going to
Ave.
choir on the piano as they sang Woman’s Literary club Camp Fire conclude this work until July,
Beerthuis, Rev. W. Wolvius,Dr.
the
shepherds
first
with
the
sigly arrived before they began to
Three groups of personal workthe Christmas carols. "Hark the sponsorsgroup, and Camp Fire 1941, as their are 2,017 registrants Mias Nina Fopma was hostess
Seth Vander Werf and Mayor
complain that crops were not furn- nificantnews— we should see the
at
a
luncheon
and
ahower
at
the
ers
of
Immanuel
church
conductHerald Angels Sing," "Away in a guardians. Mrs. Don Zwemer also registeredwith the board.
Henry Geerlings, who also is an
Kuntry
Kitchen
on
Saturday
ished them in tin cans, and there wisdom of ‘t In the fact that mere
ed
services
In
the
AUegan
county
assistedwith the processional.
Manger,"and "SilentNight."
The
board will have mailed out
honoring Mis* Dorothy Boeve, poor farm, the Ottawa county ordained minister.
hat been plenty of complaint since. politicianscould not pass final
Reading of the “Litany" by
The new Camp Fire flag car- 480 questionnairesby Jan. 1. their whose marriage will take place poor farm, the AUegan county
Mayor Geerlings brought greetThey were about as like the John judgment
Dwight Bradely, was led by Donald ried by the color bearers,was pur- work having started in November.
ings
from the city of HoUand and
God sought the minds that were
on Christmas day. The Invited jail Sunday afternoon.
Smiths of our true pioneer days as
Den Uyl, assistantscoutmaster of chased by the Camp Fire girls this The schedule of mailing questionguests Included the Misses ArAt a congregational meeting of said that "the church is the only
a rocking-horse is like a stallion. sensitive to spiritual realities, that troop 5. Camp Fire girls lighted
fall.
naires of the ensuing years fol- dene Boveq, Gladys Dombos,
thing that can get the world out
Bethel church held Thursday eveWhat the government required were suggestible in the presence
Vera Kirch ner, Henriette Kuizen- ning, the following elders and dea- of the present mess.” Rev. Van’t
of them was very modest But of heavenly facts. Then we obJanuary. 260; February, 220; ga, Martha Morgan, Isla MepDefendants filed a motion for a
cons were elected: Herman Mool, Hof of Third church spoke In benow they have failed in meeting serve the part angels had In the MOTIONS FOR
March,
260;
April.
260;
May,
260;
judgment not withstanding the
pelink, Frances Price, Eunice Ed Lam and H. Muyskens as eld- half of local ministers.
even those mild demands; and the announcementsrespecting the
Bishop Whltterflore Introduced
Scholten, Marian Tysse, Doris ers, and Henry Driesenga, Herman
verdictwhich was denied and later June, 250; July 27.
government has finally gotten birth of the Bethlehem babe. It
TRIAL
Of
course, the rate of mailing Van Hoven, Julie Voss, Marjorie
the
officiatingand visitingclergy
filed
separate
motions
for
a
new
Blok, H. Strabblngand J. WeUtough with them. And that’s the was great enough and significant
the questionnairesmay vary or Vyverberg, Mrs. Jack Fisher,
of the Episcopal diocese. Among
trial.
InK
as
deacons.
end of the story. Persons familiar enough to send an angel messenGrand Haven. Dec. 19 (Special)
the visitors were the Rev. Richard
Hazekamp owned the cattle and may change at any time. From this Mrs. John Boeve and Mrs. S.
with Alaska declare that beautiful ger to the shepherds to tell them
— Judge Fred T. Miles has deschedule, any registrant.If he Fopma.
Townsend of Grand Ledge who
it is claimed that they were purcrops can be grown there; and as what took place in the inn.
Christian School Alumni
knows his order number, cAn
wiU be ordained next Saturday.
It was significant enough to send nied motions for a new trial in the chased by him at the Chicago
for market the government itself
figure
exactly
when
he
will
receive
The bishop introducedthe Rev.
is now forced to import enormous an angel choir out across the mid- case of John Roeloff,et. al. vs. Ed stockyards and were there infectPlan
Two
Major
Events
Excelsior 5.5. Gass
his questionnaire.
Gordon Galaty of Grand Rapid*
stores for its military establish- night sky to sing their heavenly Bekens of Coopersvilleand Henry ed with the fever. Bekens sold
The Alumni associationof Hol- and his fiance, Miss Elizabeth
The
board
pointed
out
that
each
them at the auction for Hazekamp
music in praise of the birth and
ment.
land Christianhigh school, is Holt, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Hazekamp of Muskegon In which
a notice to registrants which Has Christmas Party
' The only element in the situa- the babe and his mission upon the the court pointed out in his opinion but was not personally to blame day
The annual Christmas party of making preparations for its Harold Holt of Oak Park, HI., and
gives the numbers of the quesfor
any
wrong
doing
and
was
held
earth.
Their
song
in
immortal.
It
tion the New Deal idealistsdid
that question of fact are not decidtionnaires mailed out that day, is the Excelsior class of First Re- annual banquet and annual play then introduced Mr. Barnhart and
not take into consideration was is woven into the very fabric of ed by the court when a jury is de- only as Hazekamp's agent.
posted on a bulletinboard outside formed church in thi church par- during the holidays.
his fiance,Miss Martha Kate Milhuman nature itself. The only per- our most beautifulcivilization. Its manded and "if there is testimony
The banquet will be held Mon- ler, of Milwaukee,Wls., who forthe office in the city hall Inside lors Friday evening was enjoyed
sons who can make a success of music and meaning go on rever- from which the jury may reasonday, Dec. 30, In the school gymFeted at Party on 80th
the office is kept a classification by about 60 members. Several
merly taught school in Holland,
pioneering are real pioneers. Not berating through that vast area ably infer that a certain fact
Christmas carols were sung and nasium with the Monica society Miss MiUer is teaching In SL
record
for
public
Information,
the
even the New Deal can convert of all human hearts that love God exists the court has no power to Birthday Anniversary
serving
the
dinner.
Russell
Fredrecord containing each action tak- Mrs. H. Bussies read the ChristLouis, Mo., at present and will
poor human stock into workers; and good will and peace among set aside the verdict and decide
ericks is making arangements for
come to HoUand next summer.
Ryk
Wagenveld was surprised en by every registrant,including mas story from the scripturesand
men.
even the New Deal can't make silk
the program and Ida Sturing for
offered prayer.
the case in accordance with its
Others introduced by the bishop
on his 80th birthday anniversary the date of mailing the quesThe joy of the shepherds was a views."
purses out of sows' ears.
Games were In charge of Mrs. the decorations. Nick Vogelzang were Rev. and Mrs. Allen Lewi*
tionnnaires,
date
of
its
return,
Oh well, some millions of dol- joy in simple things. We have spe"Verdicts of the jury may not be Saturday in the nome of his date of the registrant’sclassifica- Irene Plakke and her committee wiU sing and John De Vries of of South Haven, Rev. J, Ethai
lars have been wasted. But the cialized so much that we are afraid disturbed when they are based on daughter, Mrs. Rink Van Til on
the school faculty will serve as
Allen of AUegan, Rev. C. Anih
tion, etc. This record may be in- comprised the evening's entertainsatstmaster. Pictures will be
New Deal social planners don’t to do simple things.We will not testimonyfrom which proper in- route 4 with whom he resides.
ment.
Prizes
were
awarded
the
spected by anyone at any time
Hopper of Coldwater, Dr. Victor
shown.
worry about such a little thing. play the piano because we cannot fluence can be drawn," the court
winners. Gifts were exchanged by
Those honoringMr. Wagenveld during the board's office hours.
L. DoudeU of Albion, Dr. James
play
like
artists.
We
do
not
play
During the business meeting,
They don't have to foot the bill;
ruled.
were his children, grandchildren
the group. Mrs. Nicholas GosseW. Wilkinson of Grand Haven,
that’s left to us saps who work for games because we cannot play like
The case Involved cattle which and one great granddaughter.
link, teacher of th* class, was pre- election of officers will be held. Norman Lilly of Grand Rapid*,
athletes.
We
are
wrong.
There
is
Retiring
officers
are
Harry
Boer,
a living and who can always be
was purchasedat an auction sale These included Mr. and Mrs. DEADLINE NEAR
sented with a gift
and Dr. John S. Marshall, profescounted on to be persuaded by a no joy like that of doing things In Coopersvillelast winter, the Frank Wagenveld and family, Mr.
Refreshmentswere served by president; Henrietta Hietbrink, sor In Albion coUege.
LIGHTING
because
one
likes
them,
not
bevice
president;
Marvin
Tinholt,
radio voice to endorse all such
cattle having shipping fever. Oth- and Mrs. Ed Wagenveld and famMr*. H. Bom and her committee.
In his talk. Bishop Whitt
schemes and their expense ac- cause other people will applaud. er cattle belongingto the plain- ily, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Van
The iinging of “Blest Be the Tie secretary, and Jesse Gerding, cited Holland as one of the me
The shepherds had no company of tiffs became infected and several Slooten and family, Mr. and Mrs.
With Dec. 21 the deadline for That Bind*" concluded the eve- treasurer.
counts on electionday.
spectators,no dramatic entrances. died and others became sick. The
John Tuls of the school faculty progressive and influentialcitif
R. Van Til and family, Mr. and filing entry blanks, those who ning’s program. Mrs. H. De Loof,
They just went because they were action was brought against the Mrs. Harry De Vecht and family, plan to enter the city's Christmas vice-president of the class, pre- is conducting nightly rehearsals In Michigan. A talk was given by
Dr. Holt and a brief message by
Engagement Made
told they might. They did not un- person holding the auction and the
all of HoUand and vicinity.One home Ughtlng festival, being held sided in the absence of the presi- for the alumni play "AU Through the newly ordained priest conderstand what they saw. No one man who owned the cattle. Tried
the Night,” a romantic comedy
daughter,Mrs. Jacob Groen of under the auspices of the Holland dent, Mrs. E. Prins.
Known in Detroit
did then. No one understandsit
by Lynn Rutland, which the asso- cluded the program.
Junior Chamber of Commerce in
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kokal of even yet. But they touched the in September,a jury returned a Denver, Colo., who could not be
ciation will present Jan. 1 and 2
cooperation with the board of pub13067 Wilfred Ave., Detroit, an- borders of eternity in that stable verdict In favor of the plaintiffs, present.
at 8 p.m. In the HoUand high
Uc works, are urged to submit Erntha Rebekah Lodge
nounce the engagement of their and in the babe's face saw the
school auditorium.Elaborate
their entry blanks at the earliest
daughter, Erika Ann, to Henry love of God.
Elects New Officers
stage settings will be used.
possible date.
Veenhoven,son of Mr. and Mrs.
It was an unselfish joy. They
At a regular meeting of the
John
Vande
Wege
and
Nelson
The
Christmas
Net-work
Ralph Veenhoven of North Hol- went to see a child whose work
Bosnian, co-chairmen, reported Erutha Rebekah lodge Friday Birthday Party Held
land. Mr. Veenhoven Is employed would be begun after most of them
that numerous entries are being night the following officerswere
/tUO
womitor
Tte
pe
so
children
oa
in Detroit as a commercial artist.
were dead. But they rejoiced that
received. The entry blanks should elected: Noble grand, Cora Nic- in Northshore Home
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Veenhoven they had seen the promise of betMKpy rous
vctur.
be sent to the Junto Chamber of hols; vice grand, Mehra Crowle;
George Smith was guest of
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Jack ter things. Christmas has taught
Commerce, in care of the Holland secretary,Blanche Shaffer; treas- honor at a birthdaydinner FriHELP
ID
MAtt THIS 1WE HAPPlESf
WE
E^ER, HAP
Veen were guests of the Kokal’s us to exalt unselfishness and no
urer, Leona Norlin; financialsec- day night in the home of Miss
Chamber of Commerce office.
•A prmt» It moti gkm whm fa*
for the week-end. when the en- commercializing of the season can
wOKflWWUNITy. A KAl CHRISTMAS WR All THE
Twenty-fourprizes with a total retary, Imogene Wolfert; staff Betty Winslow, on Northshore 'told”
gagement was announced.
hide the essential selflessnessof
THAT HOT A SINGLE PERSDN^RX&OmN.J
value of $324 will be awarded to captain,Blanche Burrows; trustee drive. The honored guest was
countless givers or their happithe contest winners. Four prizes for throe yean, Josephine Bender. presented with gifts. Later the
IT-36th'onnlv*r*offof
REMEMBER, MftftNWNGON,
ness in making glad the generation
Mrs. MaUtrir Hostess
After the business meeting, the guests attended the movies.
are to be awarded in each of the
that will succeed them.
Others at the perty wero Ge£
city’s new six ward* for the most lodge entertained with
to Members of Club
It was a religious Joy. No joy Is
effectivedecorated houses. SimUar mas party for district officersand ard Cook, Vivian Tardiff, Donald
Mm. John R. Mulder entertain- complete unless God is in it Hucontests art being held in neigh- members. Visitors were present LlevAue, Kay Reitz, Aims Kraed her club at a dessert luncheon man love needs the presence of
boring cities,the co-chairmen from Saugatuck, FennvOle, Alle- mer and Bob De Vries.
last Thursday afternoon Gifts were God to make It perfect and permgan, East Casco and Moline. The
pointed out
exchanged, and the group was oc- anent. Joy In the beauties of naJudges will Inspect the displays next district meeting win be held G.R. Driver Is Fined
fared huory loMt 183$
copied with Red Cross sewing ture is greatest when it makes us
between Dec. 23 and 30, inclusive, in Saugatuck.
_ afternoon. Attending cry out for God who made all
(or
Drunken
Driving
from 7 to 10 pm nightly. They
were the Mesdamet H. things beautiful for. the season.
wit not enter the homes to inspect Couple It Married bp
.Kelson Miles, George Sometimes we feel that sorrow is
Grand Haven,' Dec. 19 (Special)
interior decorations.Displays will
g. Stephen Kars ten, Arle sent to remind us of God, but
lattice
be judged on beauty, simplicityand Grad
—Roy E. Marshall, 41, Grand RapCdrnellui De Jongh, Al* Christmas teaches us that joy, too,
effectiveness,rtther than lavishGrind Hum, Deo. 19 (Speciil) ids, arraigned before Justice Howis a sure guide to Him.
ness.
— Roy Hltonan of Spring Lake ard W. Erwin of Coopersvilleon a
7-.a'n^or' 8001
and Mildred Bray of Grand Haven charge of drunk driving, pleaded
Cascade tunnel of the . Great
....
Steel production for the first ten wait married by Justice George guUty and was fined $50 and oasts
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HINGAMEN BEAT Increases Are Pointed
ADRIAN,
IN

46

TO

Out

35,

1AA OPENER

in

Midufan Among States to
Gain Over Two Hundred,

per cent over the 1930 figure

U

ranked in seventh

to

Wear White Objects

ON CAMP TEAM

of

4.482,325.

Michigan

Chief Ailu Pedeitriani

LOCAL GUARDS

Census Figures

By Osborne Vos

—

19, 1940

Following Friday night’s accident in which two children suffered injuries when they were struck
by a car while walking along a
highway, Police Chief Jacob Van
Hoff
suggestedthat pedestrians
The

POLICE CRUISER
IN

Former Local

Woman

Diet in Saskatchewan

IS

THOUSAND

has been received here of
AUTO CRASH theWord
death
Mrs. Jame*
ADDED TO
formerlyMrs. Ethelbert Peabody
of

Four Vehiclei Involved

in

Bolae, 84,

of Holland, which occurred early
last week In her home in Marsden,
Saskatchewan, Canada. Surviving
are the husband and a son, Rufus
of Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Boise lived in Holland
about 30 years while her husband
'vm employed by the Buss Machine
Works and the HarringtonCoal
Co. She left a number of years ago
for Canada.

BUILDING

Camp Beauregard, La.
position among the states accordshould attempt to wear someing to its population. The state 126th infantry footballteam playCollisioni East
thing white as an added safety
held the same position in 1930. ed the 128th infantry in a practice measure.
All Dutch Reserves Are
Washington,Dec. 19— Bawd on
of Holland
Michigan is 23rd among the states
returns of the 16th decennial cengame on the Louisiana college Due to the dark nights, weather
Teu-Yetr Record
Usecf; Brief Bulldog
in order of percentage of Increase
sus, the population of the United
field in Pinevlllewhi\ch is part of conditionsand dark clothiftg a pedFour
automobiles, one of them
from
1930 to 1940.
for Construction in
Rally Checked
estrian might be wearing, it Is
States on April 1, 1940, was 131,Alexandria. The playing field was
a police cruiser,were involved In
hard for the driver of a car to
669,275, according to Director Wilmuddy and due to excellentmatch- see a person walking along the two separateaccidents on M-21,
Holland
Hope college sped past Adrian, liam Lane Austin of the bureau of
ed playing on either side, the game
about one-half mile east of the
road,
Chief
Van
Hoff
said.
He
also
Its first MIAA opponent, 46-25, in the census, Department of Comended in a tie.
Waverly road about 5:30 p.m.
Despite the time of the
suggested that pedestrians should
HoUand armory last Thursday. merce.
last Thursday.
Tlie following men of company
walk
against
the
oncoming
traffic
when
there is little buildingi
Scoring was even in the second
In camparlson with the 1930
On Sunday, Dec. 8, Rev. J. Wol- D played in the game: Pvt PierFirst the cars driven by Jacob
and to watch for approaching cars
half, but Hope’s 25-14 advantage population of 122,775,046,this terink exchanged pulpits with the
Ity because of wintry
son and George Buqrjma held the in case it is necessary to get out Borgman, East Ninth St., and
at the half spelled victory.
figure representsan Increase of 8,- Rev. Joe Emisse of Hudsonville
numerous spplicatlonsfor
Although not at hot as last 894,229. This change represents an Reformed church. TTie Junior choir guard positionswhile Sgt. Joe Het- of the way should the driver not Charles De Wys, 46 East McKinley
St.,
Zeeland,
collided.
Police
repermits
were filed with (Sty
tinga
and
Pvt.
Schippers
played
see the pedestrian.
week in scoring, the Dutch were increase of 7.2 per cent between furnished specialmusic.
end and tackle, respectively.Pvt
ported that De Wys' car, being
Oscar
Peterson during
able to keep Adrian in check. 1930 and 1940, as compared with
The Light Bearers society met
driven east on M-21, skidded off
The Bulldogs started a comeback 16.1 per cent between 1920 and Thursday afternoon, Dec. 12, in lat Q. "Hoots" Rowan played halfan unofficialtabulationof the
the highway and when the driver
back. Pvt. 1st Cl. Jerry Bonzeahortly after the intermission but 1930, Mr. Austin said.
plications revealed.
the home of Mrs. Steven Roelofs.
sought to drive onto the pavement,
laar is a new candidatefor the
otherwisenever seriously threatThe U. S. population from 1790 Mrs. Winnie Van Koevering and
Twenty- three applications wtti
team and shows real promise.
his car careened across the road
ened. Adrian trailed only by. to 1940 follows:
a total value of $18,200 were
Mrs. Gertie Vander Slick were
into the path of Borgman’s car.
With more games and more
eight points, 28-20, when "Long
with the city cleric,
1790-3,929,214;1800-5,308,483;hostesses.Those taking part in the
clerk. In NorejiU
practice the 126th men ahould
John” Visscr tipped in enough 1810 - 7,238,881
Dorothy Zimmerman, Metuchen, The crash involving the police
ber, 1939, 31 applicationsfor
1820 - 9,638,453; program were Mrs. Julia Mast,
cruiser occurred when It waa
have no trouble in taking division
buckets for a 'safe lead.
mita were filed.
1830-12,866,020;1840-17,069,453;Mrs. Tena Smallegan,Mrs. Anne
N. J., senior, was general chairstruck from the rear by a car Damage at Cook Bnsinesi
Ken Brown kept the visitors 1850-23,191,876;1860-31,443,321;Smallegan,Miss Katy Smallegan honors. Hie line averages someValue of the permits for Novodi
man
for
an
attractive
Christmas
thing like 200 pounds while the
driven by William G. Boeve, route
In the game with 15 points. He 1870 - 39,818,449;1880 - 50,155,783;
Estimated at Five
ber Is $7,901 lore than the
and Mrs. Mable Roelofs.
pot-luck held by the Sorosis so- 5, Holland.
also held a perfect record of five
backfield averages about 180.
for November, 1939. It is
1890 - 62,947,714 ; 1900 - 75,994,575
At the consistory meeting Friout of five at the gratis line.
Men
will be picked from the ciety of Hope collegeat Voorhees
Police Officer Ernest Bear reThousand
in excess of the $15,506 figure
1910a 91,972,266; 1920-105,710,620;day evening, Dec. 6, the following
Visser’s tip-in shots netted him
different teams of the division to hall Friday evening. Hie society ported that the cruiser was followNovember, 1938.
1930-122,775,046;1940-131,669,275.young people made confession of
11.
ing the Borgman vehicle and that
meet Louisiana State university
Considerable loss resulted here
With the value of the
’It is clear that if the present their faith: Anna Jean Myaard, Saturday in a game which should room was decorated with lighted he was stopping to avoid colliding
Before the gun, Coach Bud
for
1940 having exceeded
on
Friday
when
fire
broke
out
Edith
Brower,
Shirley
Brower,
candles
and
evergreen
branches
Hinga had used all his reserves. trends continue, the United States
with the two smashed cars in front
prove interesting.In a previous
1938 and 1939 flgurtf and
Pauline
Smallegan,
Howard
Vantied with perky red bows.
In
the
combination
grocery
store
is
faced
with
a
stationary
or
even
Ev Kleinjaas tipped in the first
of hinv The slipperyhighway caus
game this season. L. S. U. defeated
above the $400,000mark,
bucket and Visser pivoted for a decliningpopulation in about 30 de Bunte and Howard Z. Vande Tulane In a close g^me in Baton Electionof officers for next ed Boeve’s auto to skid Into the and gasoline illing station opera- only a question of how im»
semester preceded the meal. Ruth
another and added a free throw or 40 years. TTie slowing down in Bunte, Lois Vande Bunte, Alyda Rouge.
rear of the police cruiser since it ted by Peter Cook on East excess this year will compart
Stryker, Grand Rapids senior, was
In the first minute before Adrian population growth can be laid to Keizer, Earl Brower and Almon
was trailing the former in the Eighth St. near Federal school that of the previous two year*.
More uniforms and clothinghave
Dekker.
They
will
be
publicly
reelected president and Helen Van
was able to score. Jim Wink the falling birthrate and the virsame direction.
been issued to the men who will
local insurance agent who
To date, the total value of ,1
Kooy, Milwaukee, Wis., senior, was
broke the ice for the Bulldogs and tual stoppage of immigration from ceived on Dec. 29.
Gerrit Ter Beek, route 1, Hol- carried Insurance on the proper- permits for the first 11 months
be Issued considerable more in the
The
Friendship
club
met
on
elected vice-president.Other offiBrown with a couple of free abroad.
near future.
land, riding iri the police cruiser ty gave a preliminary eatimate of 1940 is $424,115. For the first
cers are secretary. Thelma Van
"During the past decade, all of Friday afternoon in the home of
tosses and a bucket started them
with Bear, suffered a minor neck 15.000 damage although he had months of 1939 their value V
The first draftees have been reMrs.
John
Yntema
in
Zeeland.
At
the
increase
in
population
repreDyke,
Zeeland
senior,
and
serwell on their way.
ceived in Camp Beauregard and
Injury. The officer and Ter Beek not had opportunityto visit the $317,859 or $106^56 less. Vate
Meanwhile,however, Capt. Boh sents the natural increase— the ex- noon they enjoyed a Christmas are all taken up by their new geant-at-arms,Doris Vander had been searching for two women scene of the fire.
the permits for the first 11
party
at
the
Kuntry
Kitchen.
cess
of
births
over
deaths.
In
fact,
Borgh,
West
Sayville,
N.
Y.,
junMontgomerysmarted Hope on its
who successfully worked a short
duties. Company D has not reThe
blaze is believed to have of 1938 was $356,890 or
Friends will be interested to
ior. At a brief business meeting
victory march. Scoring was equal for the first time in the history
ceived any as yet, but will somechange racket at the Miller-Jones resulted from the sudden igniting under this year's record, i
plans were made for sendlhg a
In the last ten minutes of the of this nation, the number of em- know of the birth of twins, a boy time either this month or next.
shoe store here Wednesday after- of accumulated kerosene in the
For all 12 months of
and
a
girl,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
WilChristmasbasket to a needy famfirst half with Wink and Brown igrants during the intercensalpernoon.
stove that heats the building. The of the permits was
Four "Jeeps" (weapon carriers)
ily.
again putting them through for iod was greater than the number lard Berghorst of Zeeland. Mrs.
have been issued to Company D
A panel truck, driven by Marin- sudden burst of fire spread for 1938 it was $362,010.
the visitors w'hile Gil Van Wier- of immigrants," Mr. Austin said. Berghorst was Rosamond Vander
Barbara Folensbee was chairand
are now taking an active part
us
Dornbos, 45, 340 Pine Ave., throughout the Interior of the
en, Don De Fouw and Jackie
He reported that the number of Wall of this place before her marman of the evening’s program. was turned upside down, scatter- store and ‘ gained considerable the first year since 1930 that
in the training of the drivers.Hie
value has exceeded$400,000.
Baas hung up their first buckets. persons who left this country for riage.
Colorful handpainted foldersin the
ing its bakery goods over the headway when firemen from the
small
trucks are built to carry a
New homes in Holland
Montgomeryand Visser scored foreign lands between April 1,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
shape of a candle contained the
squad of men plus the weapon.
street,Thunday at 19th St. and No. 2 engine house arrived.
boosted to 81 for 1940 with
In the first minute of the second 1930, and April 1, 1940, exceeded Van Dam a son, Edwin Marc, in
printed programs. Scripture, "The
Firemen spent two hours at filing of four appl1***1*"
Pine Ave.
They are also built to travel over
half, but with Brown leading by 46.518 the number who entered the Zeeland hospital on Tuesday
Light of the World," was read by
the scene of the blaze. They were permits during Nova
rough
terrain
with
four
wheel
Tlie
truck
was
being
driver
Adrian kept creeping up. A bar- the United States.
evening. Mrs. Van Dam was formDoris Vander Borgh. Jeanne Hordrives making them almost Imposnorth on Pine Ave. and the other somewhat delayed in reaching the estimated cost of the
rage of Hope buckets of which
Michigan was among 10 states erly Marian Vande Bunte.
ton recited an impressivepoem
sible
to stop This is only part of
car involved in the accident was fire because a Pere Marquette $10,750.The four
Ken Vanden Berg and John Vis- whose gain in populationfrom
’The Sacrament of Light."
the
trucks
which
are
to
be
receivbeing driven west on 19th St. by freight train was blocking the called for
«er scored the most, gave Hope 1930 to 1940 exceeded 250,000. The
"Flame Glo" was a serious paped.
at an added cost of $626.
Donald Mokma, 33, 338 West 21st Eighth St. crossing.
a 41-22 lead and Hope was able state’s official population is 5,256,er on Christmasand world condiThe store building was practiPvt.
Gerald
Schippers
applied
St.
There were thiit
to coast in the last part of the 106, an increase of 413,781 of 8.5
tions today read by Margaret
cally destroyed and the Cook for permits to make
for transfer into the divisional
Local police were informedthat
second half. Hub Rink came into
Bilkert. Ruth Stryker and Marhome which adjoined the store
the spotlight for Adrian with six
Miss Etta Jacobsen of Nut military police company and was thene Van Dyke sang a medley of Mokma did not see the truck un- waa badly gutted by the flames. pairs to homes at a cost of
points In the last few minutes.
Hope German Club Has
Mountain,Sackatchawan,Canada, accepted. He completedhis trans- popular tunes as "Smoke Dreams" til too late to avoid a collision. It was reported that some of the Two applications for
Vanden Berg and Wink were
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lugers of fer and no longer Is with his bud- accompanied by Barbara Folens- Dornbos told police he saw the household furnishings were car- pairs at a cost of $425 wait i
Five applications for
both banished on fouls in the Christmas Party
Holland visited in the home of Mr. dies in D company. However, all bee. "Wax,” more appropriately approachingcar but thought its ried from the home.
tion of new garages at a cost
driver would stop or slow down tc
second half. At the line, the
The annual Christmas party of and Mrs. Albert Timmer recent- connections will not be lost.
dubbed "Whacks," a humorous
No one was burned when the $750 also were filed. There
permit him to pass through the
Hingamen scored on ten of 16 the Hope colege German club ly. Miss Jacobson is a daughl>arody on the poem, 'Twas the
kerosene caught fire, It was said. three applicationswith a
chances and Coach Harve Olip- was held in the chapel Wednes- ter of John Jacobsen who formerly
Night Before Christmas" con- intersection.
$210 to repair gang*.
hant's men scored seven out of day, Dec. 11, Helen Leslie read lived here.
Willard Bazuln, 169 West 17th
tained the names of prominent
Three applications pi
the same number.
the Christmas story In German
St., and Paul Mulder, Washington
Mrs. Oliver Banks is confined
campus personalities, and was prererooflng of homas at
Hope frosh downed the Cosmo- and presided at the program to her home with small pox. Mr.
Blvd., were listed as witnesses.
sented by Betty Daughtery.
(From Fridays Sentinel)
$290. One application
politan fraternity team in the after a short business meeting. Banks has recovered from the disAutomobiles driven by Harold
Critic for the' program was Mary
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Frank
De
Vries
new store front, $L8ou;
prelim, 43-16.
Group singing of "O Tannen- ease.
Costing, 146 East 15th St, and
and daughter, Shirley Ann, Miss Jane Raffenaud. The meeting closfor an office building,$800;
Hope plays its next conference baum" and other German songs
Mrs. Herman Bartels has re- Ageline De Vries of Holland and ed with the singing of the Sorosis Earl Vander Kolk, 243 West 11th
a third for a commercial
game in Kalamazoo Tuesday.
was in charge of Doris Vander turned to her home after being ill
St., collided Friday morning at
garage, $2,000.
FT TP Borgh. Ann De Young read the In Holland hospital for several Mr. and Mrs. Tony Kruipersthd songs In a large circle. Janitors 16th St. and Harrison Ave. Costchildren, Johannes, Glenn. Lor- for the week are Freshmen Jane
Vanden Berg, F . . 4
0
8 German version of “Twas the weeks. She Is Improving nicely.
ing was driving south on Harrison
raine, Bobby, Vernon, Dale, Shir- Dinkeloo and Helen De Pree.
Van Wieren, F
.. 2
1
5 Night Before Christmas” and
Ave. and Vander Kolk was going
Jacob Kraal was surprised re- ley and Arloa, of Ellsworth ca!JGrand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special)
of HoUand High Ht
Visser. C
..... 5
1
11 Nanoy Boynton presented a paper cently when his children and their
east on 16th St.
—Adam J. Hojnacki, 33, of Holed
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
De
o
Kleinjans, G
0
4
on toymaking in Germany.
families helped him celebrate his Vries in Borculo Thursday even- Fidelis Class Holds
land township, entered a plea of Annual Ckristmai Party
Montgomery, G ... 3
4
10
A Christmaslegend about Saint birthday anniversary-. Delicious re- ing.
guilty In circuitcourt last ThursA large group of a A. A.
Baas. F
ICY
Christmas Party
.... 1
2
4 Nicholas and
German poem freshmentswere served and Mr.
day afternoon to a charge of tak- bers of Holland high
Word
was
received
here
today
of
De Fouw, G ....... 1
0
2 •pre given by John Van Lierop.
About 30 members of the FideKraai was presented with a gift. the death of Mrs. James A. Andering $81 belonging to John Bakker, tended the annual Christmas
Morgan, F ............... 0
2
2 Helen Leslie told the history of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nykamp son at her home in Kansas, O., lis Sunday school class of Sixth
by whom he was employed in in the junior high
the carol “Silent Nacht, Heilige were entertained Saturday evenReformed church gatheredin the
Holland township, last Nov. 22.
last Thursday. The party
after
an
illness of several weeks.
Four
minor
automobile
acciTotals ............
-8
10
46 Nacht" and Gary Bruins sang the ing Dec. 7, in. the home of Mr.
Hojnacki revealed that he had in the form of a potluck supper,j
Survivors include the husband; church parlors Friday evening for dents were reported to Holland
Adrian
FG FT TP selection. German games were and Mrs. C. Duisterwinkle.
two daughters, Mrs. Kenneth De their annual Christmas party. Mrs. police, the mishaps were caused by been twice sentenced from super- Decorations were appropriate foi|
Rink, F
4
0
8 played by the group and reJohn Knoll is improving from his Free of this city and Mrs. John John Kempker. vice president,pre- ice on local
ior court In Grand Rapids. In 1926 the Christmasseason.
Cotrell,F ................ 3
0
6 freshments were served. Miss
recent illness.He was able to visit Stryker of Grand Rapids; two sided and read the Christmas
he was sentenced to serve two to
A jovial Santa Claus (played
Cars
driven
by
Ernest
A.
LohWink, C
.... 1
1
3 Laura Boyd, faculty advisor, was
at
the home of his daughter, sons, Arthur and John; and four story, followed by prayer by the
14 years on a charge of forgery Ed Prins) presented gifts to thaj
Woemer, G ............ . 0
man, 18, 249 West 15th St., and
0
0 also present at the meeting.
grandchildren. Mr. Anderson is a teacher, Mrs. John Vanderbeek.A
Mrs. Henry Redder, Thursday.
and In 1938 was sentenced to serve girls. Christmasgames war*
Brow-n, G
Edward O. De Pree, 21, 99 West
... 5
5
15
Mrs. Jack Nieboer, Stanley and brother of Mrs. W. J. Olive of Hol- Christmas carol was sung.
three to 15 years for robbery un- ed and prizes were
Darnton, C
1
1
3
The program, announced by 12th St., were Involved in a crash armed. He served 28 months of cording to a point systsm.
Jack Nieboer, Jr., heard the land.
Totals
at 11:15 p.m. Friday at 15th St.
14
7
35 Old People Entertained
Holland hospital announced the Jeanette Timmer, consistedof two
"Messiah” in Zeeland Wednesday
this latter sentenceand was re- prize was won by Superint
and Maple Ave. Lehman was drivOfficials: referee- Black, Kalfollowing births today: To Mr. and readings by Elaine Brouwer and
evening, Dec. 11.
leased May 14, and was on parole E. E. Fell second prize bj?
in School Gymnasium
ing west on 15th St. while De
amazoo; umpire— Van Wingen,
A large number of local friends Mrs. John Baldwin,40 East 18th an accordion solo each and a duet
at the time of the alleged offense, cipal J. J. ' Riemersma, and thd
A total of 178 persons over 60
MSC.
Free was driving south on Maple Nov. 22.
St.,
a
son
on
Dec.
4.
and
to
Mr.
by
Donald
Dokter
and
Arie
Groen,
booby prize by Aria Parsons.
years of age, members of Central and relatives attended funeral
and Mrs. Herman Vander Maat, accompaniedby Mrs. Bernard Ave. They told police that each
He stated he had taken this
Faculty guests at tha
Avenue Christian Reformed services for Mrs. Ed Redder.
saw
the other approaching the inmoney on the dai’ he received were Miss Minnie K. Smith,
John and Benny Masciewieczof 231 West 20th St., a daughteron Dokter.
church, gathered in the gymnatersectionbut could not stop due
Southeast
Dec. 12.
papers of a divorce granted his Esther Veenhuls, Miss Hazel
During the business meeting, it
sium of Holland Christian high Grand Rapids recently visitedMr.
to the ice. Casper Schregardus, 357
Simon
Borr
is confined to his was decided to have four meetings
wife, who resides in Grand Rap- Meyer, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
and
Mrs.
John
Alchanowski.
school last 'Thursday for a soThe annual congregational meethome, route 3, Holland, with a sev- a year. Election of officers was Maple Ave., was listed as a wit- ids, and that he went out and got Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Fell Mr.
cial meeting. Transportationwas
ness.
ing of the Ebenezer Reformed
ere cold.
drunk and on Nov. 24 was arrest- Mrs. J. J. Riemersma, ' and
held with the following results:
furnished by the Young Men’s soA minor accident occured Friday ed in Grand Rapids for being
Methodist Society
church was held Tuesday even(From
Saturday's Sentinel)
Mrs.
Andrew
Slager,
president;
G. A. A. adviser,Miss Mabel Al
ciety of the church.
ing, Dec. 10, after being postponed
Approximately 50 members of Mrs. Ray Van Voorst, vice presi- at 12:45 p.m. on 10th St. near the drunk. He said he spent all but $12
The
opening prayer was given by Entertains Guests
Mass
furniture
store
where
cars
one week on account of unfavorthe Cosmopolitanand Delphi so- dent; Miss Cornelia Van Voorst,
of the $81 on the spree and spent
the Rev. D. H. Walters and Dutch
Trie Woman's Society of Christ- cieties of Hope college attended a
driven by Lucille Van Den Berg,
able road and weather conditions.
the balance of the money in buy- Board Requests Hope
secretary; Mrs. B. Dokter, treaspsalms
were
sung. Readings were ian Service of First Methodist
route 3, Holland, and Dick TerpH. H. Boeve was reelected to
joint theater party Friday evening urer, and Mrs. John Mokma, assising things for the boys in jail. He
given by Mrs. P. Hamelink, Mrs. church met in the social auditorStudents’ Addresses j
stra, Holland, collided.
serve as elder, and George H. Dein Holland.
told the court that Bakker did
tant treasurer.
H.
De
Ridder
and
J. Maas. An ium of the church Thursday,Dec.
Vehicles
driven
by
Richard
Witt was elected to serve as deaMrs. Delbert McClure has renot feed him very well while he
A lunch was served from atHope college students who win
con. The retiring officers are address was given by Rev. Wal- 12. The meeting was called to turned to her home from Holland tractivelydecorated tables. In Martin, 54 West 21st St., and Her- was in his employ.
ters.
A
two-course
lunch
was
return to their homes outside Hoi*
bert Ten Have, 124 Fast Ninth St.,
order with a medley of Christmas hospital where she has been conElder H. H. DeWitt and Deacon
A supplemental information will
charge of the lunch were Mrs.
collided at 10th St. and River be filed against Hojnackithe first land during the holiday vacation
carols played softly by Mrs. Rud- fined.
Herman Korteringboth of which served by the Girls’ society.
John Kempker, Mrs. Robert NewThis
was
the
firct gathering of olph Mattson.After a short busihave served a period of three
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cavan- house, Mrs. Joe Romeyn, Mrs. Ave. at 1 p.m. Friday. Ten Have part of the week charginghim are requested by the local aele©*1*
its sort and was regarded as a ness session at which the vice
years.
augh and Mrs. W. C. Snow went John Mokma and Mrs. Basil told police he had stopped his car with being a third offender. He tive service board to leave their
home address with the board.
to permit traffic to pass.
The treasurer, Augustine De great success.John Vander Schel, president,Mrs. Ray Lamb, presid- to Kalamazoo last night to hear Barton.
will appear In court Friday, Dec.
The board also pointed out that
C. H. Newcombe, route 1, Hol- 20.
Witt, in his financialreport stated 92, and A. Holleboom, 91, were the ed, devotions were conducted by- a performance of the "Messiah"
students who must travel through
land, reportedto police that his
that $2,635.92 had been raised oldest persons present.Bert Oelen, Mrs. E. V. Hartman, assisted by given at Western State TeachJack Stiles, 19, Coopersville. was
car had skidded into the parked placed on probabtion Thursday af- Canada to reach their homes
during the year, of which $2,072.- vice president of the consistory, Mrs. Neil Van Leeuwen and the ers' college. About 50 members of
Girls' League Has
vehicle of James William Pleune ternoon by Judge Miles for three should obtain a permit from it, I
25 went for Congregational expen- closed with prayer.
girls of the Junior society.
the Holland chorus sang with the
Annaal Yule Program
of Grand Rapids near Eighth St. years. Stiles, who was arrested While the student may not be stop* !
ditures and $401.61 for benevolent
Mrs. Nina Daugherty presented Kalamazoo organization.
President Merry Hadden pre- and Columbia Ave. at 3 p.m. Fri- with a minor, Arthur Radeck, 16, ped while passing through Can** |
objects. After the meeting a pot Group Is Entertained by
the play, "Tractored Out" or "Folsided at the annual Girls’ League day.
da, they should have a permit J
luck lunch was enjoyed by the 40
lowing the Cross” which portrayed
also of Coopersville,and in which
Local Teachers' Club
should such a thing happen to
Christmas program held in the
Young People's Society
persons present.
the migrant problem in America
case the probate court waived
them.
Holland high school auditorium
Both Mrs. John Pelon and Mrs.
A group of young people of post today. The leading parts were tak- Has Annaal Party
jurisdiction,
was
charged
with
Van KoDcen, Victim ol
Friday afternoon.
Robert Pelon are 111 with the high school age of Third Reform- en by Irma Winstrom, Joyce Mcbreaking
into
jewelry
store
The annual Christmas party of
Happinessconsistsin being and
two-act play, "Christmas
"flu" Mrs. John Pelon has been ed church and their friends were Cormick,Bob Camps, Lemuel HarJoke, Regains Hit Deer last Sept. 6 belonging to William
the Holland Teachers’ club was With the O’Toole’s,'’ was the main
in doing good; only what God
quite seriously 111, but her con- entertained at a sleigh ride and ris, Jr., John Benson and Mr. and
Draght
of Coopersvilleand taking
held on Wednesday, Dec. 11. in the
gives, and what we give ourselvsg j
feature of the program. Members
dition is reported as considerably hay ride around Holland Friday Mrs. Roy White.
A story was being circulated in about $100 worth of watches and
Washington school. Festive decoraImproved.
evening by the Youpg People’s Refreshments were served In tions with evergreenboughs and of the cast were GeraldineVan the city hall Friday about how rings. He entered a plea of guilty and others through His tenure^ j
confers happiness: conscious worth j
The Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Schort- Chris tion Endeavor society.
Byms’ parlors from a beautifully trees adorned the entire gymnas- Vulpen, Vera Zietlow, Norma Art Van Kolken, 475 Central Nov. 18, and has been confined
satifies the hungry heart, and
bighuis and children,Esther PauPomp,
Arlene
Voorhorst,
ElizaThe group later returned to the decorated Christmas table. It was ium. As the teachers assembled,
Ave., a park department employe, in the county jail since.
nothing else can.— Mary BakefM
line and David were in Grand church where a game was played
beth Kools, Dorothy Ladewig and
He
is
required
to
pay
$2
a
month
guest evening and a large crowd appropriate music was provided by
shot
fine eight-pointbuck,
Rapids Wednesdayafternoon for with prizes awarded to Miss Eun- was present
Myra Kleis. General chairman for "lost" it and finally regained it. during his probation to cover costs, Eddy.
a trio consisting of violin, Mar- the program was Charleen Stroop.
physical consultationand other ice Scholtenand Paul Hollemen.
It appears that after return- leave all Intoxicatingliquors alone,
JoRtUevt
garet Hartman; cello, Glendora Margaret Hartman, junior high
business.
Refreshmentswere served from a
ing
from his hunting trip, Van use no cigarettes,and not to Misery of
Loew; and piano, Eleanor Reed.
Mayor Is Selected to
Clarence Boeve Is reported to Ion gtable.
violinist, played Christmas carols
drive his car if he cannot afford
Joanne Vander Velde, Elaine between acts of the play accom- Kolken hung the deer in the
have had a rather .unique exThe remainder of the evening
garage at his home. Anticipating insurance for it He was advised
Head
G.H.
Committee
Bieleveld,
Theresa
Van
Houw,
Milperience. On the way home from
panied by Myra Kleis. At the con- a venison dinner Sunday, Van to attend church every Sunday.
was spent in singing around the
dred Cook, Cleone Topp, and Jean
work at the sugar mill, he lost the piano to the accompaniment of
clusion of the program each girl
Grand Haven, Dec. 19— Mayor Brinkman were the members of marched across the stage and pre- Kolken went to the garage Sunmotor of his automobile. Results: Howard Van Egmond.
day morning.The deer was miss- Request Removal of
Richard L. Cook of th|s city has the sextet who sang "Oh Holy sented her gift while Geone Topp ing.
no bodily Injury, just the problem
Night,"
"Jesu
Bambino"
and
“Siassumed
the
chairmanship
of
the
as to how to get home. Franklin
played a piano accompaniment of
After an extensive search, he
Rowboats From Park
local committee in the National lent Night." The piano accompani- Christmas music. The large numSchuitema acted the part of the If Aliened Fine for
finally found the deer hanging
ment
was
played
by
Angelyn
JanFoundation
for
Control
of
Infan"good Samaritan,"and took Mr.
ber of toys collectedwill be used safely in the city warehouse. Van
Paric Supt. John Van Bragt is
Driving Without Lighti tile Paralysis.
sen.
Boeve home. *
in the baskets which will be dis- Kolken has a good idea who
requesting owners of rowboats
The other committee members . Mrs. George E. Kollen told
tributed by the student council played the joke on him but he
SERVICE.
to remove them from Kollen park
Arraigned here before Munici- are Mrs. Max Metzler, Secretary, lovely Christmas story entitled following the main Christmaspro“can’t prove anything," according as soon as possible.He reported 29 East 9tli
Phone SMI
pal Judge Raymond L. Smith, and F. C. Bolt, treasurer,who will "The Midnight Clear.” TTiis was gram Friday afternoon, Dec. 2a to the party which told the story
that park department employes
Oliver
John
Hill,
19,
route
2, be assisted by a large subcommit- followed by Miss Trixie Moore
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
IN
today.
plan to fill in the shoreline and
We*t OUve, pleaded guilty to a tee to be announced later.
singing the carol ‘It Came Upon
Gilbert Vander Water, Mg*
Dimer
Meeting
Held
that the rowboats are in the way.
charge
of
operating
hia
car
Two
projects
will
be
sponsored,
i
Midnight;
Clear."
Miss Neda De Groot, 378 West
Delphi Pot-Luck Supper
The program ended with the en- by Local
20th St, was confined to her home without lights and was assessed the "march of dimes" and the
Club
a
fine
Md
costs
of
f 10. He made President’sball, annual social tire assembly singing Christmas
suffering with two fractured ribs
Memboi ol the T.M.B. dub Precedes Hope
event which has been held over carols.Miss Moore played -the acand bruises which she received •"“Iwnents to pay the total
held, their last meeting of the
Members ol the Delta Phi sopThe charge results from . a the country to raise funds for the companiment at the piano.
At 4:30
last Thursday in an
year in the form of a chicken ority of Hope college gathered in
headon
collision
last
Nov.
16
bevictims
of
a
disease
which
still
Refreshmeiftiwere served by
automobile accident on US-31
supper at the Kuntry Kitchen last their society room in Voorhees
the social committee under thr
near Agnew, 10 miles north of Hoi tween cars driven by Hill and baffles the medical world,
Thureday evening. During the hall last Thunuday for a potFJank
Hjurmseq,
177
£ast
Fifth
direction of Miss Wilhelmine Habland.
Real friendshipis a slow grower, erland. Decorationsin the gym. business meeting, Mrs. Frances luck supper precedingthe Hopeln, which four persons sufMiss De Groot an employe of
fered injuries.Hill was trailing and never thrivesunless engraftqd nasium were in charge of Mrs. Wieghmlnk was elected presi- Adrian basketball game. Jean
the welfare office in the city hall,
the ™car of Herman Schumaker, upon a stock of well known and ft- Bernice Lamont and her commit- dent; Mrs. HenriettaKnoll *ec- Rulter and Marion Fisher ware
was returning to Holland from
rotary; Mrs. Marie Wieghmink, chairmen for the affair.
Grand Haven when her ear skid- iu’ ??irout®^ Wwt Olive, after ciprocalmerit.— Lord Chesterfield. tee.
treasurer. A budget was read by
Freshmen were required to read
ded on the icy pavement and overMra. Florence Garvelinkassisted poems giving three reasons for
Use
of chemically sensitizedpa
There are no greater miracles by Mrs. Melva Streur and a
turned on its side. She was taken
pen in photographywaa introduc- known to earth than perfection
to Grand Haven for medical treatsocial time was enjoyed.
ed in 1851 by an Engiinhmpn namand an unbroken • friendship.'— The next meeting of the club
oent and later taken tq her home, ch^ga
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College Girls Select Gifts

TO CONSIDER

OVERTIME FRAY

STAMP PLAN

OUT

Supervisors Expected to

KAZOO
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They’re ‘Ace and Three Queens’ to Employes

GROUP

Yak Party
Kxt Held by HoDand
Mater Express

Safety Meetinf,

Revive Proposal at
G.H. Meet

Score It Tied by Kalmink

V:

Ivf
Al
V

Shortly Before End of

Eft.','-

I

Regular Play

IF *

1

;

I

Holland Christian dropped Its
fin t-out-of-town game in an over-

Pi:’

,

time to St. Augustine, one of its
toughest rivals, 28-26, in West
l illkhigan Ave. gym in Kalamazoo
‘

RiSdday

PP^

j

night.

‘ Harv Buter and

*
I.1

-

I

.

BL
R>-*

h

-

Dell Boersma
each with a bucket, left the locals
with a four-point margin which
they held until midway in the first
quarter when Sakeway sank two
successive side shots. C. School matter added another bucket and
Sakeway hit agpin from the side
before Art Tuls sank a foul anc
tha quarter ended, 8-5, St. Augustie.

Holland trailedat the half 13f -ill and did not regain the lead
| - until the opening minutes of the
third and last quarters,16-15 and
I? *
21-20. Howard Kaknink tied the
J « count at 26-all with a side shot
s; shortly before the whistle ended
the fourth quarter.

Forward Larry Kozminski who

t

could not find the hoop until the
last quarter, sank the winning
’ overtime bucket.
'Hius Holland Christian lost its
•econd of three games and already
' has taken as many losses as it did
1 during the whole 1939-' 40 season.
St Augustinewas Holland’s first
data C opponent.
Holland chalked up six out of
*; eight foul chances while Kazoo
acored on only two out of dozen

FETED

BY TRUCK FIRM

J'.

_

IS

-- ..... #
Employes,their wives or sweethearts, company officials, and invited guests numbering approximately 200, attended the annual
1

19— When
the Ottawa county board of supervisors convenes here Jan. 13 for
i‘.j January session, it is expected
that the supervisors will again
consider the stamp plan for marketing surplus foods through food
merchants to those oh direct relief, WPA employes and those receiving aid to dependent children
or old age pensions.

Grand Haven, Dec.

Christmas party of the Holland
Motor Express, Inc., which was
held Sunday In the Warm Friend
tavern.
Starting

at 10 a.m., a safety
meeting was held for the drivers,
followed by a 1 p.m. dinner and
a miscellaneous entertainment
program.
At the safety meeting, safety
awards were presented to the various drivers.Ernest Cox of the interstate commerce commission
spoke on safety fa connection with
the national defense program and
what transportation means to the
program.
Other talks were made by Dave
Johns, a safety engineer; Arthur
Van Duren, company attorney;
and Frank M. Lievense, local insurance man.
Under directionof Jerry Houting with Gerrard Hanchett at the
piano, the audience sang "God

Henry Slaughter of Tailmadge
township? finance committeechairman who suggesed reconsideration,
believes the adverse vote, principally among rural supervisors, was
due to lack of familiaritywith the
plan which is to be explained this

time in

full detail.

Mayor Richard

L

Cook of Grand Haven whose
welfare activitiesqualify hkn as
Chrl*tma« shopping is uppermostIn the minds of everybody these
dsys. Photographer Phil Harrington took this picture when three
out-of-towngirls, all Hope collegefreehmen, were “looking around"
in a local store. From left to right are Betty McCann of Muskegon, Marjorie Frlesms of Detroit and Dorothy De Valois of Boyden,
.

an authority, has expressed belief
the plan would be advantageous.
Relief clients and persona on
WPA who obtain the stamps, Issued in denominationsof 25 cents,
could use them for purchasesat
all commoditiesbut specified luxBesides those mentioned, the uries and blue stamps to be used
in purchasingarticleson governfollowing were present: Marian
Avery, Norma Seekamp, Frances ment surplus lists issued from
time to time, would be Issued
Teall, Mary Anne Anderson,Evelyn Avery, Cereta Kane, Marian from a centrol office, one blue
stamp with every two orange
Essebagger, FlorenceMcCormick,

la.

Philatheans Have

Unique Program

The Philathea class of First
Methodistchurch held its annual Esther Johnson, Ruth Lindsay,
Christmas supper and meeting Mrs. Estelle De Vries, Rose Marie
Burrows, Barbara Greenwood,HelMonday evening. The dining room en Shank, Vera Kirchner. Dorothy
was gaily decorated in keeping Cunningham, Marjorie Galbraith,
with the Christmas season, the Thelma Roberts and two guests,
dinner being preparedunder the
Maxine Atwater and Henrietta
chairmanship of Miss Margaret
French.
Beukema.

stamps.

-

These three ilrle and the man were axeeptlonaNy popular Wednesday night at the second annual Chrlatmaa- party of the Holland
Hitch Co. They had charge of the distributionof $8,140 In bonus
checks (In the basket) to the employes. They art (left to right)
Mies Levina Van Zanten, Mrs. Mary Schlerlnga and Mrs. Margaret
Hole. Behind the three girls Is George W. Ranger, plant superintendent and chairman for the Christmasparty program.
(Photo by Joe Koletn)

WED
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Bless America," preceding the dinner. Arthur Vanderbeek gave the
invocation.
Peter Cooper, in charge of the

YEARS

AT SAUGATUCK

company’s Grand Rapids office,
Direct relief clients would reserved as toastmaster. Mr. Routceive the orange stamps instead
ing led the community singing. For
of food orders with the blua
failing to take part in the singing
stamps additional while WPA
Saugatuck,Dec. 19 (Special)
Louis Ten Brink of Hamiltonplayworkers, old age pensioners and
Mr. and Mrs. Loren E. Veits of ed two piano numbers.
dependentchildren,paid by check,
Door prizes, two presented by
Water St. this Thursday will obwould purchase the orange stamps.
Mr. Lievense and the third by the
serve the 58th anniversary of their
Blue stamps would be issued them
Holland Furnace' Co. were awardGuards Harv Buter and
wedding.
Adpouming to the class room,
to half the amount of orange
ed to Kelly Trapp, Mrs. C. E. Al[( *' Dell Boersma led local scoring
Mrs. Veits, daughter of Mr. and
Miss Amy Goodhue Loomis of
Mrs. Ernest Hartman, in charge Gty Mission Gass
stamps purchased.
ger and Herbert Colburn, all of
Lena
Hibma,
Carolyn
Hibma,
Elsie
1“ with eight apiece. Sakeway led the of the devotions, and assisted by
Mrs.
William
B.
Smalley,
came
to
To handle the plan, a central Grand Rapids charmed members
Holland.
Vander
Wal,
Dorothy
Batema,
'winnerswith ten.
Saugatuck from Elgin, III. where
Miss Marne Ewald, presented Holds Meeting
office would be opened for sale of the Century club Monday
John Cooper, company presiBoersma counted a pair of slides showing pictures of former The Personal Worker’s class of of the stamps, and a $15,000 re- night with Iier reading recitalof Bonnie Johnson, Mary Mulder. she was born Jan. 3, 1863. She
dent, welcomed the group to the
Margaret
White,
Arlene
Kraal
start Holland's scoring members and bringing a personal the City Mission met in the home
was then but two and one-half
volving fund which would be re- court comedies, proving herself a
Elaine Van Oort, Nelva Van Wyk, years old, and her residence here party and introduced various
the second quarter and Howard and inspiring message from each of Mr. and Mrs. John De Boer on
turnable to the county would be versatileactress and a delightful
Thelma White, Flora Smallenburg, since then has been continuous guests including E. P. Stephan,
*’ * * and Buter each added a one. A very clever message was East Seventh St. Tuesday evening.
needed. "Hie surplus distributing entertainer. Miss Loomis gave
_ _ but Kazoo also counted a a phonograph record recording A short program wax enjoyed centers would be done away with excerpts from plays in which she HenriettaOverway, Bernice Hib- with the exception of about three secretary-manager of the Holland
of Commerce, Mr. Cox,
Jr free throw and two buckets so was the voice of Mrs. Dean Tellman Readingswere given by Mrs. Peter and no more government surplus had formerly appeared on the ma, Mrs. Scholten and Mrs. Walt- years which was spent in Ohio im- Chamber
Mr. Van Duren, Mr. Johns and Mr.
t '‘left leading by two points at the of Palmyra, N.Y., reading the Vande Lune, Mrs. Harry Hill and stock would be shipped In as mer- stage as a professional actress. er De Waard.
mediately following her marriage.
Lievense. All but Mr. Stephan
Christmas story, and the playing Mrs. Margaret Markham. “On Cal- chants would take the designated
Mr. Veits, who was born in
The program was held in the
spoke briefly.
The other Kozminskiboy opened of Christmas carols on the piano vary” was sung by a quartet com- "blue stamp" items, direct from Woman's Literary club, with Dr.
Southington, O., Aug. 25. 1860, had
The company’s 22 new drivers
Business Is Transacted
the third quarter but Boersma and by Mrs. Dorothy Steketee of posed of Mrs. Vanden Brink, Mrs
a
friend,
George
Babcock,
who
Bruce Raymond presiding. Lighttheir stocks.
were Introduced as follow: Orville
Tuls famered five points' as Hoi- Jamestown, N.Y.
came to Saugatuck and so It came
ed Christmas trees were used as at Auxiliary Meeting
Van Regenmorter,Mrs. Bocks and
Bergman, William B. Hershell,Jam. land took its first one-point lead.
Among other messages received Mrs. Modders, accompanied by
about that in 1881 young Mr. Veits
decoration on the stage of the
At
a
meeting
of
the American
cob Menken, Herman Nickel,
Program Is Given at
Sakeway quickly came back to was one from Dorothy May Dam- Mrs.
also came here and, to quote him,
auditorium.
Legion auxiliary Monday night.
George Schippers, Kelly Trapp,
blot out this small lead and dur- son requesting "O Holy Night" to
Miss Loomis first appeared in
"met his fate.”
The class presented the teacher, Auxiliary Meeting
Harold Wilson, Paul Kraght, HerChristinas songs were sung by a
ing the last four minutes Boers- be sung by Mrs. Edward Dam- Mrs. Margaret Markham, with a
an Elizabethancostume of gold girl’s sextet of Holland high
The wedding took place Dec. 19, man Bonzelaar,Ray Kamerlfag,
About
60
were
present
at
the
ma was able to plunk only one son. Others heard from were Bible. Gifts were exchanged and
brocade, impersonatingthe eligi1882, about three weeks after that
John Mokma, Gerald Rutgers,
school During the business meet‘ throw for Holland while Coach Dorothy Bonds Fuller of Whiting, refreshmentswere served. At the annual Christmas party of the ble young princess, Portia, in
of George Babcock and Hattie Neal Sybesma, Jay Van Dorple,
ing, announcement was made that
Ladies
Auxiliary
of
Sixth
ReInd.,
Elvera
Rasmussen
Morrison,
r ‘Hire Freeman'sboys totaled three
Shakespeare's "Merchant of VenWilliams,and today these two Robert Breckenridge,Benjamin
businessmeeting Mrs. William
all auxiliariesin the fifth district
points to take another lead by that Beulah Whetherholt, Edith Shack- Modders was reelected president: formed church. Tuesday night ice," and her companion. Before
couples still enjoy the friendship
Lubbers, Steven Rutgers,Louis
will
gather
for
a
district
meeting
son Steketee of Birmingham, Mrs. A. B. Hulsebos, vice presi- Mrs. Herbert Wybenga, president going into thf scene she spoke of
margin at the quarter-end.
which has been a great part ol- Ten Brink, Joe Wilbur, Marv Ver
in
Grand
Rapids
in
January.
of
the
organization,
conducted
deHolland again went into a one- Mich., and Vera Johnson Ed- dent: Mrs. William Van Regenthe fundamental good humour
their lives during all the intervenBeek, MadelineE. Zyke and Betty
It was decided to purchase 300
votions. Mrs. Henry Slager arfound throughout English comepoint lead as Buter and Tuls drop- wards, Tekla Johnson, Ramona morter, secretaryand treasurer
ing years.
Jean Money.
ranged the program.
pamphlets
on
flag etiquette to be
Shackson
Swank
and
Mrs.
Hope
dies, apparent as an underlying
ped backets in the fourth-quarter
If one visits the Veits home he
The class also enjoyed a i* ng serA quartet composed of Jerry
humorous dialogue was characteristic even though the distributedthroughoutthe schools will be warmly greeted by Mr. and
:ng. Kazoo's next bucket put Shackson of Atlantic,la.
vice.
Houting, Kelly Trapp, Rein Visser,
given
by
Mrs.
James
Vande type of comedy changed with the fa Ottawa county. Mrs. B. Slagh
Santa
Claus
appeared
giving
_
the lead again and after
Mrs. Veits and their daughter, and Elmer Schepers with Mrs.
Those present were Mrs. John Wege and Mrs. Bemie Vander
announced that her division will
time*.
that, all Christian could do was gifts to each one and presenting De Boer, Mrs. Henry De Boer,
Miss Jessie, who resides with Trapp acompanist sang a numsponsor a tea in the home of Mrs.
Meulen. Ten members participatthe teacher, Mrs. Hartman, with
An
Interesting feature of the
them, and a most interestinghour ber. Clayton Congleton entertained
tie.
Mrs. Louis Labadie, Mrs. William
FG FT TP a gift from the class, also a gift Van Regenmorter, Mrs. Herman ed in a Kitchen Band playing on program was appropriate and ar- Jack Knoll in January.
will be passed, especially if the
the group with various tricks of
various
kitchen
utensils
with
Mrs.
The auxiliaryalso voted to sponto the president, Miss Verda
tistic piano solos presented beconversation turns to those earlier
TUOf _______
1
Bocks,
Mrs.
George
Trotter,
Mrs.
magic.
Andrew Slager at the piano. Mrs. tween scenes by Alvin Schut- sor a series of four health lectures
Hawkins,
Who
after her marriage
times in Saugatuck.Mrs. ^feits
Hietbrink,
.... .......
0
Charles Cooper announced the
the
first of the year will reside Harry Hill, Mrs. William Modders, John Otting as the director ap- maat, Hope college student. His during January. These lectureswill
Kaknink, c ..... .......
1
has several diaries written by her names of those who received safeMrs. Dena Overway, Mrs Arthur peared in a Santa Claus suit and
be
held
at
2:30
pm.
on
each
Friin Oil Gty, Pa.
selections includeda portion of
1$ Boersma, g -----4
Vanden Brink, Mrs. Peter Vande directed from a mail order cat- an early Handel suite, “Minuett," day and are open to anyone in- father with the most interesting ty awards for having no accidents
Buter, g --------------0
notes on life here during the time
Lune, Mrs. William Ver Hey, Mrs. alogue.
and "Shepherd’sDance," inciden- terested. Hie auxiliary is working when Saugatuck was a lively saw- over these period of years:
5.5. Gass Entertained
Eight years— Peter K. Vorres;
Paul Vander List, Mrs. Henry
FTizes for the games were tal music to Shakespeare’s“King in conjunction with the Michigan
10 6 26
Total.
six years, Jack Pisa and John RatA ens, Mrs. John Veen, Mrs. Min- awarded to Mrs. Bumice Korter- Henry the Eighth," the Chopin Departnent of health and the mill town.
at
FG FT TP in Longstreet Home
In 1932, when Mr. and Mrs. erink; five years; Vernon Johnson,
nie Rotman, Mrs. A. B. Hulsebus, ing and Mrs. Adrian Moes. Gifts "Prelude in E Minor,” and two local health department in this
Larry Kozminski,f .
0
Veits observed their 50th wedding Anthony Rutgers, Arthur J. VanMrs. Bobbie Longstreet of 248 Mrs. Richard Brown, Mrs. Eliza were exchanged. The societies
Kt-'Meway, f ...............
0 1 West 23rd St., entertained the Fa- Coffey. Mrs. Jane Harris, Mrs. presented Marine Brandt, church Dubussy numbers, "Reflections in project.
anniversary, they served some of
the Water," and "Golliwog's Detailed reports of the confer- their original wedding cake, which derbeek, Clarence Lange; four
H. Schoolmaster, c
hocha class of First Methodist Rena De Groot, Miss Grace Maat- janitor, with a gift.
years, Carl Jorissen and Arthur
ence at Mt. Clemons were given
Cakewalk."
Kolo, g
..............
had been kept with the hope that Kleist; three years, Harold Knoll,
church Monday evening. After the man and Mrs. Markham, the
A
social
hour
was
enjoyed
in by Mrs. Clare McNaughton and
vG Schoolmaster, g .
such an event might come to pass.
business meeting, Emily Shaffer teacher.
the club house t?*&room. On the Mrs. Harry Kramer. Refreshments Both Mr. and Mrs. Veits enjoy Lloyd Vickey, and Anton Zoerhoff
Jamestown Pastor to
Luke Kozminski, g ....
led the group in a devotional pertwo years ; Len De Groote, Richard
committee were Mrs. Donald were served by the December comiod by explaining particularcarols
Be InstaUed on Friday Crawford, Mrs. H. W. Hardie, mittee and later games appropri- good health and take a lively inter- Van Wyk, Irwin Cooper, Max Mcest in the activitiesof the com- Cam, Henry Rozeboom, Ray
Totals
.................. 13
2 28 and the group responded by sing- Home Is Scene of
Miss Martha Sherwood, Mr. and ate to the noliday season were conOfficial—Spurgeon.
munity.
ing them.
Schurman and Almond Ter Haar;
The Rev. Isaac Van Westenburg Mrs.* O. S. Cross and Dr. Ed- ducted by Mrs. Ella Kobes. Gifts
Ruth Knutson, Edith Lindsay, Christmas Party
one year George Bocks, Ernest
of Chicago will be installed as pas- ward Dimnent.
brought
for
needy
children were
Mrs. J. Geerlings, 35 East 12th
Kathryn Hartman and Emily ShafEdwards, L. M. Leflar, Richard
opened.
tor
of
the
Jamestown
Reformed
fer sang "In the Bleak Midwinter” St., was hostess at a Christmas
Radseck,Robert Calland, William
church Friday at 7:30 p.m. The
after which all joined in singing party Tuesday evening. The evenDresher, Peter Nickel Melvin
main
address
of
the
evening
will Hamel Explains Christmas
"Joy to the World” as each mem- ing was spent in a social way
Brooks, Mike Florio, Herman NicBethel
Girls'
5.5.
Class
be given by Dr. John A. Dykstra,
congrega
The Women’s Missionary and
ber came and offered her gift. and gifts were exchanged.The pastor of Central Reformed church Customs in East Indies
kel Walter Small, Edwin Bouwfa the Christian Reformed church
Aid
society
of
the
Reformed
Albert Hamel, who entered the Holds Christmas Party
Beatrice Bekken, dressed in a refreshmentswere served from a in Grand Rapids.
man, Lloyd Fierick. Cornelius
Tuesday evening.A short prosenior class at Holland high
white robe and standing between table decoratedwith red lighted
Members of the Helping Hand church had their annual business Kouw, Gerald Rutgers,Herbert
Others taking part are the Rev.
gram was given. Mr. Bestonan in lighted candelabra held the offer- candles.
meeting
in
the
chapel
Thursday
afschool this year after receiving class of Bethel Reformed church
Coburn, Jay Keith, Edward O’Neil,
name of the congregation presen tThase present were Mesdames Marion de Velder, president of the his preliminary training in schools attended a Christmas party Friday ternoon. Mrs. H. Maassen presided Floyd Tolar, Llye Bush, P. Desewing plate and closed the devotionHolland classis, the Rev. H. Fikse
gf' ed Rev. H. Dykhouse with a wrist
and
Miss
Anna
Lehman
led
devoJohn
Arendshorst,
William
Vanin the Dutch East Indies where evening in the home of Mrs. Lloyd
al meeting with prayer.
beax, Howard Lange and Earl Van
watch and Mrs. Dykhouse was As all were seated around the der Hart, J. Haan, William of South Blendon and the Rev. J. his father is a missionary,ad- Steggerda,a former member of tions. The group meetings were
Oort.
given a beautiful wool blanket. beautifullylighted Christmastree. Arendshorst, Minnie Borgman, D. Wolterink of Forest Grove.
dressed the student body on Tues- the class. The party was fa the discussed and plans made for the
Jack Pisa-qf Grand Rapids was
After
the
installation
cereTeRoller,
George
Hyma,
Mess
After the program refreshments Santa Claus appeared and found
day on Santa Claus and Christmas form of a pot-luck supper. Devo- coming year. The following elec- announced by John Cooper as the
monies
a
reception
for
the
new
were served A large crowd was a gift for each one present.His ap- Jennie Prakken and the hostess.
tion then took place: Treasurer,
in the Dutch Indies.
tions were fa charge of the class
winner of the grand prize, havpastor and his family will be held
present
Mrs. A. Slag, and Ladies Aid treaHe
said
Dec.
5
is
regarded
as
pearancewas accompaniedby an
ing been selected by his fellow
presidentDorothy Dekker, who
in
the
church.
The
school
orchesStudent B. Ver Steeg had originalbit of verse composed by
MARKS BIRTHDAY
Santa Claus day and Dec. 25 and read the Christmas story from surer, Mrs. H. Smith. Hostesses drivers as being the best cooperatra will furnish music during the
Charge of servicesat the Reformed
for
the
afternoon
were
Mrs.
Elfers
26 as Christmas.Gifts are pre- Luke. Prayer was offered by Mrs.
Grand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special) social hour.
Betty Barton and Joyce McCormtive driver, the best liked by them
church on Sunday. Mr. and Mrs ick.
sented on both days, he said, but C. A. Stoppels,teacher of the class. and Mrs. Houting.
—William H. Loutit, chairman of
and with no accident during the
Rev. Van Westenburg’scharge
Ver Steeg were dinner guests in
Games were played and prizes the state conservation department in Chicago was with the Hope Re- presents on the earlier holiday After the supper a business The high school room of the lo- past year. He will receive his
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grit
cal school will have their annual choice of a trip to California, a trip
were awarded. Hostesses were Bet- commission, celebratedhis 74th formed church. He i* a graduate of consist of such things as toys meeting was held. Newly elected
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Wyngarden.
ty Barton, Emily Shaffer, Joyce birthday anniversaryWednesday. Hope collegeand Western Theolo- while on the later holiday the officersare Betty Kalkman, pres- Christmas dinner in the school to Florida with Mr. and Mrs.
Norma and Elwood were visitors McCormick and Ruth Gunn. Mrs.
more educationalgifts such as ident; Janet Huizenga,vice pres- Dec. 24 with GertrudeMaassen as Cooper or $200 In cash.
gical seminary. He will preach his
fa the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
books are given.
On behalf of the employes,
ident; Hazel Bakker, secretary; chairman of the dinner commitLongstreet poured. After the rePopulation of U. S. territories inaugural sermons Sunday at 9:30
Bowman Sunday evening.
In
towns
and
cities
on
the
George Overway presented Mr.
Stella Huizenga, assistant secre- tee.
freshments,the claw song was and possessions from 1430-40 in- a.m. and at 1:30 pjn.
The Christmas program of the and Mrs. John Cooper with ChristThe Christmas program of the sung by candle light. A year book
river or sea, all the children go tary; Minnie Swierenga, treasurer,
creased three times faster than
primary and grammar rooms of
to the harbor on Dec. 5 to greet and Angelina Lam, assistanttrea- Reformed church will be In charge mas presents, including a card
was presented to each member.
the population of the mainland.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWS Santa Claus, Hamel explained. In
the local school will be given on
of the local school this year. A table set with chairs, a floor lamp
surer.
Monday evening, Dec. 23, in the
other places the children gather
T'l
Motion pictures were shown by pageant, "Christmas Customs of and a coffee
YMCA had
at the railway stations, It was Lloyd Steggerda. Mrs. Stoppels Many Lands” will be given and a
The firm also presented a ham
said.
Funeral services for Mrs. Alice
was presented with a gift from the miscellaneousprogram by the and a two and a half pound fin box
As there Is only one type of class. Gifts were exchanged.
young children. This will be held In of candy to each employe as its
De Weerd, a local resident for
evergreen on the island and since
many years were held Saturday
Those present were Kathryn the church Friday night, Dec. 20, Christmas gift. Wives of the inthis species has few branches, the
afternoon at the Reformed church
vited guests also received a tin
Bakker, Dorothy Dekker, Frances at 7:45 p.m.
speaker said that the natives use De Pree, Janet Huizenga,Hazel
All the persons*who participat- box of candy.
with Rev. B. W. Lanuners and
the banana tree as a Christmas
Rbv. H. Dykhouse officiating. InJurries, Alice and Emma Kuyers, ed in the play "Wild Ginger” had a
tree. Since there is no electriterment was in GraafschapcemeAngelina Lam, Edith Mooi, Hen- hamburg fry in the cottage of Al- Spring Lake Council
city, wax candles are used as
tery.
rietta Pomp, Alyda Schuitema, bert Siersma last Friday night.
decorations.Christmas is celebra
Refreshments were fa charge or
Miss Fanny De Kleine entertainMinnie Swierenga, Esther Walters,
Appoints Treasurer
ted in church, the speaker said,
Cynthia Dalman, Gertrude Maased two of her college girl friends
Stella ‘Huizenga, Betty Kalkman,
with practical gifts for the na
sen and Ruth SchUleman.Commitat her home on Sunday.
fives such as soap . and tooth Hazel Bakker, HenriettaHuizen- tee on sportt were John Maassen, Grand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special)
On Friday evening a group of
brushes which the donors ardent- ga, Mrs. G. De Ruiter, Mrs. Steg- John Redder and James Brower. —The Spring Lake council at a
neighbors gathered as a surprise
meeting Monday night appointed
ly hope the natives will use. gerda and Mrs. Stoppels.
houro warming fa the new home of
About 20 attended.
After the service very hot
The Women’s Home Economic Mrs. Avis Blackmer to succeed
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Regenfa served, he said.
club will meet at the home of Mrs. Gladys Barr as villagatreasmorter and little son.
Holland Man Arreited
Arrangements for chapel exet^
Mrs. B. Beaman, Wednesday urer.
Mrs. Barr died in the Armistice
dses were in charge of Rex
on Non-S«pport Charfe evening, Dec. 18 at 7:45 p.m.
day
storm when she was crushed
at Banips for
Chapman's group. Bill Lamb
Mr and Mrs. Harold Hassevoort
under a barn at her home. Mrs.
served as chairman and Max
were
North
Blendon
visitors last
Kenneth
Vanden
Berg,
22,
lith
Wife of Henry Goodman
Blackmer will serve until the
Buursma as chaplain.
St and Washington AVe., pleaded Sunday.
r
Mre. George Brower who ha! March election when she likely
not guilty to a disorderly charge
Burnfat, Dec. 19— Funeral serwill be a candidate for election.
when arrillftned on Tuesday be- been ID the past week is someSixth Church League
vice* for Mr*. Hattie Goodman, 76
fore Municipal Judge Raymond L. what Improved.
“ of Henry Goodman of Grand
Has Christmas Party
There will be a hymn sing to Facet Sentence Friday
Smith.
iwho died Tuesday mornThe League for Service of Sixth
Date f& his juryjtifelwas set the 'Reformed church Sunday at
the home of her grandson,
on Statutory Charge
Reformed church held its annual for Tuesday, Dec. 24, at 2 pm. 9:30 pjn. with Gilbert Van Wynen
^ Allegan, will be this
Christmas party ’Monday evening Judge Smith placid his bond at of Holland as leader. Christina
l.it 2 pm from the MethGrand Haven, Dec. 19 (Special)
in the church parlors. Mrs. Coralyn
hymns will be sung.
with burial fa Bur—Leslie E. Abrams, 36, Grand
Scholten, president took charge
Vanden Berg is charted with
Holland’s . busy year of home requiredabout three weeks, in- telling Miss Whitmer how she conMore than ’150, oob kinds of Rapids, entered a plea of guilty
devotions and read the Christmas failingto provide his family with
are the husband, construction has had its counter- cluded the making of paper furn- structedher doll’s favorite dav- story for scripture. Games were
arrested battles have been tabulatedby fa circuit court Monday afternoon
adequate support. He was ai
Rapids; a aoo, Roy
iture and a great deal of# interior enport Paul Veele and Norman ___
played, gifts were exchanged and Monday by Holland poUce.
silence.Recent surveys show that to a charge of statutory rape.
Of ..Chicago;two part to miniaturefa a project fa decorating. At lower left fa the Ratertag are shown in the upper refreshments were served.
about 12,000 varieties have been
Complaint was made by a 15Ahrin of Allegan Van Raalte school Eight houses above group of pictures, Dennis right picture cutting cardboard
Those present included Mrs. ArLouisiana leads all the states in found in the United States.
yearold Grandville girl
were built from cardboard boxes Kimber and Robert Kroll are for partitions.In the lower right thur De Waard, sponsor of the the production of rice and sugar
Abrems had .appeared, fa court
by the 5B grade pupils under the shown bringing fa a frerfi supply bhoto, Shirley Koning and Mary group, Misses Cornelia Van Voorst, cane. Corn and cotton afe other
About 62 per cent of all the inof not
the ter- direction of their teacher, Miss of cardbox box*. The upper left Wooden are doing some interior LorraineStrong, MarjorieCoster,
crops, becotslne tocnattoglyim- surance sold in the U. S. is the
t The project,which picture shows Ekapor
Klungle decorating.
‘‘whole-life’'

—

Grand Rapids Actress
Entertains Local Club
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HoUand Men

START MOVE TO

in

Southern

Camp Form Husky Group

of Soldiers

OBTAIN TRAFHC

19, 1940

Woman Panel in

Mrs. Jane Van Dyke, 64, wife
of Joseph Van Dyke, of East
Holland,died Monday afternoon
in the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Edward Jaarda, 89 East

Commissioners Ask State

21st St., following a lingering

Department to Survey

illness.

10th and River
A new attempt to obtain a traf10th St. and
River Ave. from the state highway department to relieve traffic conditions will be undertaken
as the result of action by the
board of police and fire commissioners at its meeting Monday at

Survivors are the husband; two
sons, Robert of East Holland and
Daniel of Holland; one daugh>
ter, Mrs. Jaarda; 22 grandchildren; two sisters, Mrs. Walter

fic control light at

5 p.m. in the office of City Clerk
Oscar Peterson.
The board instructed the city
clerk to wrjte the highway department, requesting that a survey be
made to determine whether conditions warrant the installationof
a traffic control light at this in-

Holland national guardsmen appear to be suffering no ill effects
from life in the south, if one will
make a careful study of the
picture above. While in training

Gerrit Glatz; Pvt. .Ray Coney,
Pvt. Harry Glatz, First Sgt. Oscaf VanAnrooy,Pvts. Nicholas
Wagenaar, Glen P. Harron, Sgt.
John H. McCormick, Corp. Henry
in the field at Camp Beauregard, Gebben, Pvt. First Class Arthur
La., company D, the local nation- L. Bremer, Pvts. Milton J. Fletal guard unit, posed for this pic- cher, Emil J. Brown and Edward
ture. Those in the picture are K. Buttles.
(left to right):
Second Row -Pvts. Willis BaFirst Row— Sgt, Homer Lokker, zan, Gordon H. Zuiverink, Corp.
Pvt. First Class Herbert Copper- Allen A. Borr, Pvts. Lioyd E.
smith, Pvt. First Class George Plereson, Gerold M. Schippers,
Bruursema, Sgt. John H. Kamps, Jerry Bonzelaar, Jess Nicol, Pvt.
Corp. William J. VerHey, Pvt. First Class, Paul H. Henegan,

G.R.

Grand Haven,
DYKE —Mrs.
Ruth Alkema,

MRS. VAN

CONTROL UGHT

Former Grind Haven

DEATH CLAIMS

Pvts. Richard Overcamp, Norman (’lass, Osborne R. Vos, Pvts. Mar- Veurink of East Holland am
H. Buursma. James I. Dissette, tm L. dipping, Edward R. Zych, Mrs. John Etterbeek of OakGeorge H. Buursma, William F. Richard V. Harringsma, Corp. land, Cal.; and three brother*,
Russel, Pvt. First Class James Max Welton and Sgt. Nevin I. Edward Hlrdes of Rusk, William
of Beaverdam and Corneliusof
Veldhecr and Pvt. Rolland Dies- Van Anrooy.

CAR HITS POLE

Dec. 19 (Special)
32, wife of
Charles Alkema who was formerly associated with his brother-inlaw, A. W. Miller, in the Grand
A new automobile was baity
Haven Sanitary dairy for eight
damaged and a telephone pole
years, died Monday in the home
broken off when Melville E.
of her brother, Joseph Chapel, in
kels, 44, route 1, Holland,
Grand Rapids after a lingering
to avoid striking a dog which
Illness.
She was bom In Grand Rapids. across the road in front of hif
The family moved there this past while he was en route to his hoot
Monday about 12:15 pjn.
fall.
The accident occurred on the
Survivors arc the husband;one
Park road at Virginia pazfc. 8tfcdaughter, Lois, who Is staying with
her grandparent* In Tallmadge kels told Deputy Sheriff WUUan
township;one son, Norman, a Van Etta that hii car skidded on
itudent of Grand Haven high the icy pavement when he swerved
the car.
school; four brothers and three
The car crashed into a
slaters, all of Grand Rapids.
pole on the right aide of the
breaking the pole near the
pulling the butt end out
Trinity Adult Classes
ground. Stidcels who ts

IN

DODGING DOG

—

'm

*1

Fourth Row— Corp. Gerald W. Modesta, Cal.
Mrs. Van Dyke was born May
Third Row - Corp. James E Dornbos, Pvt. First Class MarMcCormick, Pvts. Gerrit N mus Bruursema, Pvt. Nelson 2, 1876, in The Netherlands to
Tymes, Ray De Goede. Corp Lievense, Corp. Russell Kempker, Mr. and Mrs. William Hlrdes. Combine for Meeting
tendent at the Hart St
George Zietlow, Pvt. First Class Second Lieut. Richard Smoenge, She came to thks country as
Men’* and Women’s Adult Bible plant escaped injuries
Robert D. Rowan, Pvts. John First Lieut. Martin Japinga, Pvts. girl. She was a member of Nie- clanei of Trinity church met for
Two automobilesand • trudi
VanDorWilke, David J. Hep- John Van Til. Robert J. Jesiek, kerk Oiristian Reformed church. their annual business meetings in were involved In a eraah Monday
Funeral services were held this
at 4 p.m. at Eighth St. and Qtfiv
worth, Lawrence Sneller, Richard James H. Sullivan, Tom Luftus
the church Tuesday night, and
Bell, Corp. Clare/ice E. Kuhlman, and Pvt. First Class, John A. Thursday at 1:30 p.m. from the
son Ave. Edward Zuldema report*
combined later In the evening for
ing.

Jaarda home, private, and at
Pvt. Robert L. John, Pvt. First Casemier
ed to police that hla car waa (truck
pm. from the Nlekerk church, a program and social hour. About by one driven by Leo Zych when
Mayor Henry Geerlings brought
with the Rev. Ralph Heynen offi- 75 attended the annual affair.
the matter to the board's atten- for the meeting were Mrs H. W. tions included "Prelude,” Beghe (Zuldema) stopped to make A
N. J. Jonker was re-electedpresciating and burial in East Hoition when he expressed fear that Schutmaat and Mrs. Dena Slot- hon, a medley of Christmas tunes
left turn.
ident of the Men’s class for the
land cemetery.
a serious accident will occur unless man,
including an Arrangement of an
The Zych car was then hit bf a
27th year. Other officersnamed
Mr. and Mrs. C.
Arbough old French noel; and English numsome action is taken Police Chief
truck, owned by Louis Padnoa and
were
Frank
Kooyers,
vice-presJacob Van Hoff pointed out that and son Charles have been visit- ber entitled "Green Sleeves" the
driven by Alfred Edlng, 26 Wait
ident: George Van Dyke, secrean officer is on duty there during ing relativesin West Virginia the carol, Silent Night. Gruber, and
Fourth St. Edlng told potyea
> that
tary;
J.
R.
Bultman,
treasurer.
the busiest hours of the day but past week.
"Adeste Fidelis" while the audiZych backed up hla car and ha
Dr. H. D. Terkeurst 1* the teacher.
Miss Grada Tanks of Allegan ence sang the latter number. Dethe mayor contended that traffic
have an opportunity to step
Holland Chris, i.n ,,x,k advan,. I |uar|er wh,ch snw ,hrfc more
Mr and Mrs. H. Ohlman en- Peter Huyser teaches the Wo- didn't
congestionexists there through- visiter her parents, Mr. and Mrs. votions were led by Prof. Clarence
the truck.
tertained
at
their
new
home
on
men’* class. Officers elected were
age of a three-minute overtime at Padlocks More the gun.
Ben Tanks last Monday.
out the day.
De Graaf. Mildred SchuppertpreThe Woman's Study club met sided at the organ
Grand Rapids Catholic Central's Boersma's scoring outdid the Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Minnie Meengs, jresident;
In the discussionson conditions
George Ohlman, Mr. and Mrs. Mr*. F. N. Jonkman, second vice- G.H. COUNCIL
at the intersection,Commission- in the home of Mrs Maurice Michael Jay ks the name of a son gym Tuesday night to win, .35-29, whole Grand Rapids team in the
George Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs. Cy president: Mrs. E. J. Barkel,
over iLs second class A opponent, first stanza, hut Central kept
er William H. Deur expressed beCITY A*
Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. Art Schreur. treasurer; Mrs. J. K. Van Lente,
In
this
overtime
the
locals
rang
plugging
in
the
second
while
Hoilief that cross-streettraffic would
hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
ftWill Barnes and Mr. and Mrs. H. member of the federation board.
Christmas
party.
Miss
Sophia
Van
n
up
eight
points
whereas
in
a
game
land put up only three points and
be benefifted if the present light Der tfamn
.ill. ! Var>
^ Virginia park
Bowman.
Grand Haven, Dae. 19 (tyeettt) 1
Entertainmentwas provided by
Kamp presided and conductlast week at St. Augustine, they managed to take the half. Boersma
at 14th St and River Ave. could
Rehearsals
for
the
Christmas
ed
the opening numbers Roll
At
the
congregational meeting John Emmick, who showed inter- —Louis H. Osterhou*. local attorlost
by
scoring
nothing
in
an
overagain broke the ice as Holland
be moved to 17th St. and River
call response was made by cantata to be given Sunday morn- time.
of the Reformed church last week, esting moving pictures. Refresh- ney, wu appointed Monday night
took the lead in the third period,
Ave. and a new light installed at
ing in Bethel Reformed church will
by common council to asm the
F. Berens and Lawrence De Vries ments were served by Mrs.
"Christmas
Memories."
A
proThks
mp-and-tuck
game,
which
10th St. and River Ave. It w^s
hut
Eardley,
measuring
out
his
gram of Christmas games was in be held Thursday and Friday at Holland was losing at the half, 14- dozen in the fourth quarter, kept were elected as elders, Cy Huyser Steketee, Mrs. D. Damstra, Mrs. unexpired tern of Howard W.
brought out that the light had
Fant a* city attorney. Ftat wQl
charge of Mrs. Fred Billet. Mrs. 6:45 p.m. with Dewey Lam as di- 10, balanced Christian's win-loss
as new deacon and Martin Tuber- H. Kramer and Mrs. B. Ende.
Central in the lead until the last
been installed at 14th St and Rivbecome proeecutlng attorney 1M.
George
Lampen
and
Mrs
M. rector. Junella Vander Linden of sheet. Dell Boersma with his long two minutes.
gen re-electedas deaoon. Retiring
er Ave. because it was considered
Smallegan. A dainty lunch was Chicago, student at Hope college, shots kept the Tulsmen in the
elders are J. Feenstra and G. Huynearest the half-way mark beChristian
reserves
trailed
the
Osterhou*will hold office URtS
served hy Mrs. Wallace Kemp- is the organkst.The newly install- game scoring a total of 16 points
ser and deacon F. De Boer.
entire distance in a 20-13 loss.
tween Eighth St. and River Ave.
kers ajid committee. An ex- ed organ will be dedicated some in four quarters, eight in each
May when it la cxpactad bt wiS ba
The Rev. Enos Heeren of Vriesand the Y-intersection formed by
a candidate for reappolntmmt
change of presents, and the sing- time in January.
land conducted servicesat the Rehalf. Eardley's 12 was high for the
19th and State Sts.. River and
A group of irresponsiblehood- Is a veteran member of the
ing of Christmas caroks around The Welcome Corner class of lasers.
formed
church
Sunday.
He
was
a
Michigan Aves,
the hearth with dimmed (’hrkst- First Methodkst church will hold
guest In the home of Mr. and Mrs. lums have nearly wrecked the out- gan Bar auodatloo and about 30'
In the last few minutes the loFollowing the board meeting,
mas tree lights concluded the a Christmasparty Friday evening cals were losing 27-23 when Wally
H. Ohlman. Rev. S. Van Der Werl buildingsat the school and church. yean ago served as city
the commissionersm^t with Scout
meeting. A holiday recess will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Girl
will be in charge of the service* Some have been overturnedthree From 1911 through 19li ba
Vander Ploeg came through with
Executive M. P. Russell regarding
held with the meeting resuming Eby, 54 West 12th St. Election of
times. The deputy sheriff is in- as prosecuting attorneyof Ot*
Sunday
Dec. 22.
two
consecutive
foul
shots
and
the organizationof a new' Sea
Charming in its simplicity was
\e>
the second Wednesday in Janu- officers will be held and each
ra county
county. HI* office will carry
vestigating.
tawa
Miss
Gladys
Abel
led
the
C
E.
scout ship to be sponsored by the ary.
member ks reminded to bring a then added a bucket to put the the wedding of Miss Evelyn Van meeting Sunday evening.
The
annual
school program will with
h it a membership on the
the board
fray into extra minutes. Wally Pernks of Chicago, daughter of
police departmentor jointly by the
Mr. and Mrs. Jem’ Arndt toy.
Mrs. H. J. Wijtengen spent be held Saturday at 7:30 p.m. In of supervisora.
was second high in scoring with Mr. and Mrs. R. Kiemel, formerly
board and the department.The have moved in the Bouwman
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Council also signsd agresnMUt;
Thursday with her daughter, Mrs. the school.
eight points, all in the second half.
board went on record of favoring
Holland,
to
Arthur
Vander
apartment. The former ks employThe
Gibson
Sunday
school
pro- with the county board of aodal
J.
Lookers
of
Zeeland.
Mrs.
Neal
Wlersema,
371
College
Vander Ploeg sank two more Laan. son of Mr. and Mrs. John
the project and the matter of sel- ed at the Farm Bureau.
Mrs. Jane Klynstra was a guest gram will be held Sunday after- welfare to participateto the cost
fouls to equal Central's two in Vander Laan of Chicago, which
ecting the ship's committee and to
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lohman Ave., was removed to her home
of her daughter, Mrs. Tony Liev- noon, Dec. 22, at 2 p.m. In the of welfare on a 50 per cent bask*
the
overtime
and
Kalmink
with
cany out other preliminaryor- have returned from a recent trip Monday night from Holland hospiwas solemnized by candlelight
Gibson church. The program will
two and Harv Buter with one Saturday at 4:30 p.m. in Hope Re- ense of Holland, Wednesday.
ganizationwork was left to Execu- to Washington, D.C., and other
tal where she underwent a recent
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ver Beek of Mo- be followed by a short Christmas Mothtn’ Tta 1,
dropped
enough
buckets
to
keep
tive Russell and Chief Van Hoff.
formed church. Chicago, with the
points of interest in that vicinoperation. She also was given a Holland safely in the lead.
line were visitorson Friday with sermon by the Rev. G. Visser.
In explaining the organization ity.
Rev. Isaae Van Westenburg ofMr. and Mrs. C. Wlttengen.
The McClalr school will hold Its in Van Radtt ScKtd
blood transfusion,the donor being
Only
once
after
the
first
quar*
details and the Sea scout program,
ficiating.This was one of Rev. Van
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Mosier celMr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Bowman
and
Christmas
program Friday, Dec. The annual Mothers* Christmas
ter which they won. 7-6, did the Westenburg’s last activities In ChiRussell expressed belief that such ebrated their 33rd wedding anni- one of her sons.
children were supper guests with
tea in Van Raalte school
•1 waa
was held
Christians
lead
the
Centralites.
a program might reduce the juven- versary last week Tuesday evencago before going to Jamestown
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Blok of
That was momentarily at the end this week to be installed as pastor the family of John Galien Sunday. Forty-sevendollars was realiz- Tuesday afternoon. Two plays
ile delinquency m Holland. Police ing. A group of relatives were
1 West 19th St. announce the of the third period, 19-18. WozMr. and Mrs. Henry Stegehul* ed from the Gibson PTA Christ- titled "The Chimes RJnjr
Officers Ernest Bear Harvey Mur- guests for the occasion, including
there.
birth of an eight-pound daughter,
and
daughter, Carrie, spent Sun- mas sale for benefit of hot lunches 'The First Noel’* were
nicki
immediately
deadlocked
the
ray, Lsaac DeKraker and Jerry Miss Mary Kroezc, Mr. and Mrs.
Attending her as bridesmaid w-as
Marlene Joyce, in Holland hosday in Grand Rapid* with Mr. and for school children.Miss Fisher is by the boys and girls of the
count at the opening of the fourtlj her sister, Ruth.
Vanderbeek were present with John Barkel, Mr. and Mrs. George
pital this morning.
Mrs. Joe Stegehuis.
teacher of the school and James grade under the directionof
Rnssell in support of the proposed Steggerda Mr and Mrs. Wl!Harold Vander Laan was his
Mr. and Mrs. L. R Scholten of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Grant and chil- Boyce is president of the PTA.
project.
Mae
liam Resells and daughters, W'il- 121 West 18th St., plan to observe
brother's only attendant. Dr. and
dren of Grand Rapids spent SatTuition Suit Is Heard
TTie matter of a fire fighting ma and Blanche, Mr. and Mrs.
While ted was bslng served by
Mrs. Paul Van Pemis served as
their 56th wedding anniversary on
urday with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Dairy plants in Wisconsin pro- Mrs. Walters and her committee,
school for local firemen was re- John Boerman and daughters,
Dec. 28.
Before Miles at G.H. master and mistress of ceremonies. Klynstra.
duced 370 million pounds of cheese Eleanor Klungle and Jamas Kam- j
ferred to Fire Chief Cornelius Donna Mae and Sandra Kay,
Ushers were John and James Van
Helen Leslie, Hackensack,N. J..
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Bohl had in 1939, more than one-half the meraad entertained with ChristBlom. Jr., for considerationby the Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barkel and
Pernks, brothers of the bride.
senior read the scriptureat Hope
as their dinner guests Sunday nation'soutput.
Grand
Haven.
Dec.
19
i.Sperial)
tire department. Clerk Peterson daughter Joan, Mr. ,.nd Mrs. Hilmas vocal selections.
T
Preceding the ceremony, Mrs
college chapel exercises this morn- -The case of the Howe Military
Clarence Huyser of Fennville,Dr.
presented a communication from bert Barkel, Mr. and Mrs Jim
Ernest
Post
of
Holland
sang
“Being. Prayer was offered by John academy, Howe, Ind.. vs. Guy EdWilliam Huyser of Kalamazoo,Mr.
James VV. Pern’, .state supervisor Barkel and daughterLavonne,all
Westhof, Grand Haven senior. The son, a lumberman of Hudsonville, cause," d'Hardelot, and immedi- and Mrs. Malloy Huyser and son
of public service training, in of Holland.
luncheon was
Hope college girls' glee club un- was heard before Judge Fred T. ately following the ceremony,she Curtis and their father Mr. Corwhich he outlined the proposed served and the honored pair was
der the directionof Robert Cavan- Miles in circuit court Tuesday sang "Wedding Benediction,” es- nelius Huyser, In honor of Mr.
school,stating that an instructor presented with a twin readme
augh sang "Jesu, Joy of Man's De- after which attorneyswere per- pecially composed for the w-edding. Huyser who observed his 83rd
would be obtained from Muskegon lamp.
A dinner was served in the basesiring" by Bach accompanied by mitted four weeks to prepare and
birthday anniversary on Thursday,
Floyd Kempkers was in charge
to conduct the course of 12 lessons.
ment
of the church to close friends
Barbara
Folensbee.
Christmas
file briefs on the law.
Dec. 12.
Perry wrote that the total cost of the ChristianEndeavor serand relativesof the couple. A recarols were sung by the audience.
In 1932, Mr. Edson and his wife
is $100 but that his department vice last Sunday evening, discuss— ----Mr. and Mrs. John Kamps of Rent their boy, Grant, then 13. to ception was held later in the evewill sign a contract in which the ing the topic, ‘The Lord's Prayer,
Manhattan,
Mont., who have been the school. He was in school from ning in the Kiemel residence.Mrs. Stereopticon Lecture Is
a
Bible
Gem.”
board will be reimbursed $75. thus
Vander Laan is a comptometrkst
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma spending a month with relatives 1932 to 1935 and reentered in 1936.
Given for Mens League
reducing the net cast to $25.
at the Chicago Carton Co. and Mr.
and daughter Connie visited Mr. here left this morning for Chicago At the close of the holiday season
The Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp of
Vander
Laan
is
with
the
Edison
and Mrs. Frank Dekema of Kal- to spend two days with Mr and in 1936. Grant returnedto school
Hope college gave a stereopticon
ElectricalCo.
Mrs. Russell Heidema before leav- and violated one of the rules for
amazoo last Saturday.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs lecture on the infancy and boyhood
ing for their home. While here which he was sent home
Continuous performancedally starting2:30 — Pries chang* 6:00
Paul
Van Pernks and Mr. and Mrs. years of Jesus Christ as conceived
they visited Mr. and Mrs. Olaf
The school sent the father a bill
Evening prlcea on ChristmasDay
Edward
Post of Grand Rapids. Mr by great artistsof a former perVeenhoven in North Holland and for the year’s tuition,amounting
Mrs. John Kolvoord,Sr., celeiod at the annual Christmas dinand
Mrs.
Gordon
Streur,
Mrs.
E. E
Mrs.
George
Heidema,
99
West
to $850, including board and room,
brated her 82nd birthday anniner of the Men's Brotherhoodof
Friday and Saturday, December 20 and 21
19th St.
versary last week, Dec. 12th, She
which the defendant refused to pay Post, Mrs. James Westrate.Mrs Third Reformed church Monday
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
ESCAPE TO
is one of the pioneer settlers of
Mrs. George A. Stegeman has but was willingto pay only for the Charles Van Zylen and Mr and evening in the church parlors.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Meyer,
with PAT O'BRIEN and CONSTANCE BINNiTT
this village, and has seen it grow
returned from Detroit where she time the boy was in school The ac- Mrs. Ernest Post of Holland and
Dinner was served by a division of
ADDED— NEWS, MARCH of TIME, NOVELTY and COMEDY
from a lumbering town into a 4 West 12th St., have as their attended funeral services for her tion in court was brought by the James Van Pernks of New Bruns- the Ladies Aid society. President
wick, N. J
guests
their
daughters.
Miss
Nella
prosperous modern village. Her
sister, Mrs. Fred Miller.
school to cover the full year's tuiCharles
De
Boer
presided.
Monday and Tuesday, December 23 and 24
Mr. and Mrs Vander Laan will
children and a few close relatives Meyer of New York city, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Slenk of tion which, plaintiff claims, is acRev. Hinkamp's pictures and acat
2942
West
65th
St.
in
Chicame to the home to call on her. Wilbur Milks and her two sons, of Grand Rapids and Harry Drenten cording to contract and which. live
A NIGHT AT EARL CARROLLS
c
companying lecture were interestMrs. Kolvoord has been blind Las Angeles, Calif. They plan to and son, David, of Kalamazoo, defendant claims, was modified by! ®
with KEN MURRAY and LILLIAN CORNELL
ing and informing. The lecture
for many years, but still retains remain until after New Year.
Added— NEWS, INFORMATION PLEASE, MUSICAL A COMEDY
spent the week-end in the home of some arrangement he had with
was good preparation for the apMr. and Mrs. John Veen of their mother, Mrs. Albert Schol- members of the school.
a dear memory of bygone events.
County Health Officer
proaching anniversary of the birth
Wednesday thru Saturday, December 25-28
The Rev. and Mrs. N. Roze- West 15th St. were in Grand ten. 108 West 17th St.
of Jesus. Music was furnished by
on
Vacation
to
Florida
boom and daughters, Judith Hope Haven Sunday.
NORTHWEST
POLICE
J R. Voss will speak at the regua quartet of Hope college comName Four New Men
Leonard Reus who taught varand Adilee Joy, arrived here last
with GARY COOPER and MADELEINE CARROLL
lar meeting of the Men's society
posed
of
John
De
Boer,
La
Mar
Thursday from Otley, Iowa, to ious schools in southern Ottawa of Centra] 'Avenue Christian ReADDED — NEWS
on Troop Committee Grand Haven. Dec. 19 (Special) Hankamp, William Goodrow and
take up the pastoral work in county for 33 years is seriously formed church tonight on "Sold—Dr. Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa Clinton Harrison.
ill
m
hks
home
on
East
McKinley
sFirst Reformed church. The incounty health officer, his wife and
GUEST NIGHT — Saturday, December 21
iers of the Cross.”
Four new men were named to
atallationservice was held on St. in Zealand. He retiredseveral
family have left for a three weeks’
Ray
Knooihuizen,
36
East
13th
ITS
A
DATE with Deanna Durbin and Kay Francis
the ttrxm committee of troop No.
Hotel Employes, Guests
Friday evening, the inaugural years ago.
St., underwent a major operation 9 of thellope Reformed church at vacation in Florida,most of which
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vander
sermons on Sunday and a welwill be spent in Miami.
in Holland hospital Monday.
Entertained at Dinner
a meeting in the church Monday
come reception on Monday even- Poppen of Hamilton announce the
Mrs. Charles Fisher and daughRobert Aman, son of Mr. and night.
Employes of the Warm Friend
ing. John Brink presided and wel- birth of a son Dec. 14 in Holland
ters,
Winifred.
Ruth
and
Helen,
Mrs. F. G. Aman. West 22nd St.,
They are Charles Drew, Harold
tavern and their guests, numbercomed them in the name of the hospital.
will leave Saturday for Florida to
Continuous porformance on Christmas— Evening prices Xmas day
Gordon Wabeke is confinedin underwent a major operation for Gladksh, David Boyd and Theo- spend two weeks. Miss Winifred ing 104, were entertained by the
consistory. Herman Nyhof spoke
Saturday — ^rlce Change 5:00
osteomyelitis at Blodgett Memor- dore Hackett.
Holland
hospital
following
an
management at dinner Monday
for the Sunday school.Mrs. H. D.
is a nurse in the health departMatlneee — Thureday, December 26 and Friday, Decembar 27
ial
hospital
in
East
Grand
Rapids
Members of the new troop com- ment.
night in the main dining room. A
Strabblngfor the Women's Mis- appendectomy Tuesday.
Evening Performance—Balance of week etartlngat 7:00
Mrs. Catherine Wabeke and on Friday. His condition ks report- mittee at Virginia park held a
sionary society, Mrs. Richard
Mrs. Mabel Markee who has turkey dinner was served with
ed
to
be
fair.
meeting Monday night to arrange
permanent guests of the establishBrower for the Women's Church Rons, Paul and Gordon, and Mr.
Saturday, December 21
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Helmus preliminary detailsfor the organ- been with the health department ment serving as waiters and
League, Earl Poll for the Chris- and Mrs. Arthur Hoedema spent
for the past six months as supply
OVER
123
West
13th
St.,
announce
the
the
week-end
in
Detroit
visiting
ization of the troop.
waitresses.
tian Endeavor society and Miss
nurde from the state health dewith SIDNEY TOLER as "Charlie Chan”
' Joyce Lohman for the King's relatives.While there they wit- birth of a ion, Monday at the home Scout /ExecutiveM. P. Russell partment will leave Saturday for Following the dinner a fast- ADDED— GREEN
HORNET No. 7, NEWS, SCENIC and COMEDY
nessed the christening of Roger of Mrs. Maggie Lampen, 117 West said a trainingcourse will he held;
Daughters.
Des Moines, la., to join the Public moving magician act was put on
starting Jan. 6, for these new
Rev. and Mrs. Rozeboom re- Lee, infant son of Mr. and Mrs; 17th St.
by
Roy
Young
and
Peenle
Dailey,
Health Nurses associationas eduMonday and Tuesday, December 23 and 24
Mrs. Charles H. Me Bride, 280 scout leaders.
sponded and the meeting was Francks S. Wabeke, formerly of
who called on various members
cational director.
thks
city.
JENNY
with Virginia Gilmore and Wm. Henry
College Ave., will be hostess to the
concluded with a fellowship hour.
present for assistance.Several acADDED-COMEDY,
NEWS and STRANGER THAN FICTION
A son was bom Dec. 13 in Hol- local D. A. R. chapter Thursday
. Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Calahan
cordion selections were given by
of Benton Harbor and Dayton land hospital to Mr. and Mrs. at 3 p.m. A Christmasplay will be
seven-year-old JacquelineStreur,
Wednesday and Thursday, December 25 and 26
Calahan of Lawton were guests Marvin Dyke of Holland, route 1. presented by a group of High
daughter of the assistant chef of
Double Feature Program
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dokter school students, as the feature of
8
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Calahan
the hotel. No speeches were listed
last Sunday.
have moved from 74 East 14th the program. Assisting hostesses
MEXICAN SPITFIRE OUT
on the program.
' Mr. and Mrs. Besil Kibby and St. to their new home at 299 are Mesdames John Bosman, Allan
with LUPE VELEZ and LEON ERROL
Later the guests enjoyed dancB. Ayers and O. a Cross.
*on, Paul, visited relatives In East 14th St.
ing.
LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN with Gloria Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Tummel
Beadley and Watson Comers last
Against a background of lightADDED — NEWS
Sunday.
and son, Tommy, of Cleveland,
ed
spruce trees, an attractive well received by the large audi- Hudsonville Teachers
Home
Extension
Group
Mrs. H. Van Doomik honored Ohio, arrived in Holland Saturday
Christmas program was present- ence. With its scene the chapel
her daughter, Elaine, on her and are spending the week with Meets at Beeckwood '
of a cathedral on Christmas Eve, Are Entertained Here
ed . to members of the Woman's
L • ,12th birthday last week by invit- the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the atmosphere and effectiveness ' Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brandt enThe Beech wood Home Extension
Matlneeii— Wednesday thru Saturday, Dec. 25-28 at 2:S0
ing several of Elaine’s friends for J- J. Tummel. 243 East. 16th St.
group met In the home of Mrs. Literaryclub Tuesday afternoon of the play were increased by the tertained teachers of the Hudson
a party. A delicious lunch was They will return to their home
fcaturjng an originalholiday play occasional distant singing of the
Evening Pricee on Chrlttmaa Day
Louis De Kraker, Jr., on route 4
ville high school at a ChrUtmas
served and many lovely gifts were Saturday.
read by Mrs. John A. Dykstra of choir group.
Evenlnge— Every night startingat 7:00
recently.Special recipes were exparty
Tuesday
evening
in
their
presented. Present at the event
Dale Allen is the name of a son
Grand Rapids. Mfs. Dykstra was
At the close of the play, the home at 260 East 14th St. Mr.
were Betty Ann Dowd, EHa Lou born- to Mr. and Mrs. John Boer- changed and Christmas wrapping assisted by Charles Vogan, choirFriday and Saturday, December 20 and 21
qirtains opened to reveal a Brandt teaches instrumental muideas
demonstrated.'
Lunch
was
Brink, Evelyn Hewitt, Ruth and *en.
Double Feature Program —
[naster and organistof Central beautiful tableau, ‘The Nativity/7
served at the close, of the meeting.
sic there and conducts the band
June Voss, Gertrude -Dykatra,
“ j Mrs. Charles Kuhnee of • Members present were Mrs. wormed church in Grand Rap- wMIe . the choir sang "O Holy and
SLIGHTLY TEMPTED with Hugh Herbert
Ann Stotman, Roleen Went- Holland left tpday for Columbus,
ids, who presented a choir of Night,” Adam. The tableau was
SUBMARINE
Jene McRoy, Mrs. Robert Green- young people. .
Those present were Mr. and
i Arlene Lohman' and Elaine O., to attend commencement
posed by a group, of college stu? Mrs. Charles Velthui*. Mr. and
with ANITA LOUISE and BRUCE BENNETT
wood, Mrs. John Oonk, Mfc. Frank
vei'. Lucile Schutmaatcould
Jjkt::,.
choir opened the program dents.
Camp, Mrs. Hans Knutson, Mrs. witfT a delightfully sung
Mr*. Paul Brower, Mr. and Mr*.
be present because of 111short
Decorationswere arranged by Fred Japinga, Mr. and Mr*. Bob
Monday and Tuesday, December 23 and 24
Joe Huff and Mrs, Gerrit Tysse,
Ohio State university
awtata, ‘The Christ Child.”
Jr. Guests were Mrs. Andrew Clokey, • a ' collection of carols, Mesdames A. A. Visscher and L. G. Andre, Mias Lois Voorhorst, Miss
ONE
BEAUTIFUL
The annual all-sacred program
Stallkamp.
Gladys Seydel, Miss Patsy Verwith ROBT. CUMMINGS and LARAINE DAY
will be* held in Federal school Spyk and Mrs. Louis De Kraker, each from a different country.
«
/Mrs. J. J. .Brower presided at
Sr.
ADDED ~ MUSICAL and COMEDIES
church met in the church par- Friday at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Dykstra prefaced the the meeting find extended hoUday hulst and Miss Irma Reber. Those
unable to be there were Mr. and
or* Thursday afternoon. Mrs.
reading
of
her
play
by
several
The Hope coUege band under the
greeUng* to all The club will Mr*. Dpn Voorhorst and Miss
Wednesday and Thursday, December 25 and 26
John Haakma presided and devopoems in the Yuletide spirit. The recess until Jan. 7.
Fleser.
Double Feature Pregram — .
tions': -were conducted by Mrs.
play, "On ChristmasEve,” carried
Hostesses for the afternoon
SEA
with Errol Flyn. and Branda
K«,L The
th“ a real Christmas message through- were Mrs. A. J. Weafveer'and Games were played, prizes
were awarded and a two-course
out. It was beautifully read and Mrs. L. N. Tyner.
TRAIL of VICILANTEE with
lunch was served.
tersection.
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Froebel Pupils Build Large ‘Streamliner Tram’
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At Frateraalf arty

in

Hotel

TWENTY FIVE IN

COUNCIL MEETS

LOCAL LIGHTING

SCORE

ADVANCED HERE

RACE THUS FAR

Ahead After

Only Two Days Loft

Checking Foe’s Rally

New Year’i Seuioo to Be
Moved Up Two Diyi

in Second Half

(or Employei

M

BY

Locals Forge

Common

Hope college added another to
M1AA victories Tuesday night,

night voted to advance the dates

defeating Kalamazoo.43-37. on its
floor after trailing24-21 at

of its next two meetings.

As the next

t)ie half
The last few minutes of the sec-

1
I

t

Eptope

................
...........

......................

'l Totals

18 7

.......................

regular meeting

7:30 p.m.
A meeting of councilwill be held
Tuesday, Jan. 14, instead of Wednesday, Jan. 15, because a number
of aldermenwish to attend a football banquet to be held Jan.- 15
in Hope Reformed church.
In other business. Aid. Frank

forward and member of Kalama• roo'a state championshipteam
Kindergartenersof Froebel which the childrenpainted yel- comparison.In lower left photo,
two years ago, was high in scor- school built this large streamlin- k>w. In the upper left hand comer. Chief Engineer Eddie Bredeweg
ing with 15 points Jchn Visser
Delphine Shaeffer is shown about explains to Miss Van Vyven how
er train under the directionof Miss
topped Holland with 11.
to take a little trip while Wayne [ he keeps his train on schedule.The
Van Wieren went out on Margaret Van Yyven. The "liner" Larsen calls. "All aboard for Chi- lower right photo shows the paswMouto midway in the second half is about eight feet high and 25
sengers. Billy Fortney. Donna
FG FT TP feet long and took about two cago. ’ Upper right photo shows Borr, Marlyn Kraai and Jack De
Van Wieren. F ...............
8 weeks to build. It has a wood Billy Fortney and Vera Gosselink Bree enjoying their imaginary
Plfcnden Berg, f ............
4 frame and is covered with paper I revealing the train's height by ride immensely.
g

File

would occur Jan. 1 and city employes would have no opportunity
to cash their checks if a meeting
wore held Dec. 31, the aldermen
voted to meet Monday, Dec. 30, at

ond half were probably the hottest
in the entire contest. With 11 minute* remaining, Hope led 33-25
But the Hornets kept creeping up
•etting the score at 38-33, with
only four minutes left. In the next
two minutes they climbed up tn a
3B-37 count after which Hope fintolled off fast with four more
points to Kazoo's none.
Coach Bud Hinga used half of
hto 14 men while Coach Chester
Barnard used ten. Dick Lemmer

4 0
2 0
. -fclrtr. c
5 1 11
Montgomery,
2 2 6
Kleinjans. g ......... 4 19
Baas, f
1 3 5

Which Residents

council Wednesday

its

/own

|

f

Rendition of ‘Messiah’

43

Thrills

BOAT

IS

GIVEN

Large Audience TO SEA SCOOTS

Smith, chairman of the street
This picture of Miss Jean Jencommittee,recommendedthe va- nings of Waukazoo and her escort,
cating of alleys from Michigan to Robert Heasley of Holland,was
Maple Aves. between 30th to 31st taken at the annual formal party
Sts. and from Washington to Van
Raalte Aves. between 22nd and
23rd Sts. and the Jan. 14 meeting
was set as the time for the hearing
any objections.
City Clerk Oscar Petersonpresented a communication from the
consistory of Noordelooe Christian Reformed church, requesting
council to use its influence for
adoption of a six-day Tulip Time
festival to eliminate Sundays from
the program.The letter was plac-

of

ed on

in

May

Blanks

With ctaly two days remaining
In which Holland residents may
enter the Christmaslightingfestival, 25 entrieswere listed thus far
in the contest,Nelson Bo man, cochairman of the committee on arrangements,announced.
Entry blanks must be submitted to the Holland Junior Chamber of 'Commerce, 1£0 River Ave.,
by 5 pjn. Saturday in order that
the decoratedhomes may he included in the contest sponsored by
the Jaycee organization.
Judging will be done between
Dec. 23 and 30, Inclusive by Albert Van Zoeren, George Tinholt,
Harold Klaasen,Mrs. J. E. Tellof the Fraternal aociety of Hope ing and Mrs. L. F. Reed.
college Saturday night in the
Twenty-four prizes will be
Warm Friend tavern. (Photo by awarded to the various winners.
Phil Harrington.)
There will be a first, second, third
and fourth prize for each of the
city's six wards. The prizes are on
displayIn the window of the James
A. Brouwer furniture store, 212
River Ave.
The committee pointed out today that one way to gain colorful
effects is to substitutea red lamp
for the customary one in the enother things are free of points. trance fixtures and place a wreath
This is an extensive organization
around it or place electric candles
you see." She concludedher let- in Christmas wreaths in the wini

From Netherlands
and Wales Received Here

Letters

Girl Reveals Hollanders
Purchase Clothing on
Point Plan

ter with an inquiry regarding Tulip

dows.

Time here.
Colorful lights also may be placThe request of the Great Lakes
The other letter is from a girl ed on lawn trees, either living or
....................
i
Interesting
news
regarding
conHarbors associationfor $100 from
friend in Cardiff, Wales, dated on standards. Strings of colored
Kerchner. f ....................
4
A quartet of outstanding solo- gave f,ne performances. Mr.
the city to be applied to a fund to ditions in The Netherlandsand Sept. 30. She stated she was re. Drier, c ........................
7
lights along the veranda or fesLsts. a fine chorus under capable Glahn has a clear and wdj round_
Wales was received a short time
. Lenuner. g ....................
5 15 directionand excellent support at
Sea scouts of the Ottawa-Alle- be used in fighting the Chicago ago in two censored letters by turning to college the following toons of colored lights along the
day for her last year after a eaves of the house were suggestMaxwell , g ..................
6 organ and piano, combined with ed tenor voice and his produc- gan Council of Boy Scouts will diversionof lake water was referMiss Beatrice Geerlings, 35 East three months’ vacation.
tion was even and flexible.
Gleuon. f ....................
2 a large and appreciative audience
have increased facilities through red to the civic improvements
ed.
Mr. Austin, who sings oratorio presentationof the hull of a pow- committeewith power to act after 12th St.
She wrote: "It hasn't all been
Seaward,
...............
2 to make the 11th annual performOther suggestions were colored
One from a girl friend in The holiday for me because I have been
roles with ease, reached hts height
Aid. Henry Ketel withdrew his
lights in flower boxes, illuminated
ance of the Christmas portion of in the favorite "Why Do the Na- er lifeboat, formerly used at the
Hague
dated
Oct.
17
gives reassurproposal to appropriate the money.
working 10 weeks under the assisTotals .......... 14 9 37 Handel's "Messiah." in Hope
Cheboygan coast guard station.
ance that she and her family are tance board. The assistance board stars over the doors or on the
tions Rage.” increasing his popuOfficials.Referee— Beam; um- Memorial chapel Tuesday night a
Scout Executive M. P. Russell Upon recommendation of Aid.
roof, colored lights entwined in
well. She wrote that the war, allarity with the chorus, when he
is of course the former unemploypire— Bromely.
<aid the boat ls the propertyof Bernard Arendshorst, chairman of
wreaths
or garlands and hung In
distinctsuccess.
though
it
lasted
only
five
days,
. turned to them and sang the
ment assistance boarh but since windows or, about the outside of
' — the council hut that it will be as- the public lighting committee, a
Holland music lovers,who have closlng
of the aria
was
terrific.Of their present
light was ordered installed
the beginning of the war it deals
signed to, Sea
always given "Messiah" perform- Mrj.
Snow as
• • Scout
i ship No. 13 street
mode of living she writes. "For- less with the unemployed. Now. the house. Decorated and illuminat 27th St. and Washington Ave.
ated Christmas trees, illuminated
ances their full support, express- ; leased Wlth her fine performance
ly b>’ he Eag ^
Claims against the city totaling tunately we have enough to eat however, the unemployedcases Christmas bells and illuminated
ed their enthusiasmfor the first
organ
accompani- Ottawa Athletic association and
and
drink. We get everything on
S8.779.50 were approved. Other
are increasing,especiallyIn South
shrubbery also make colorful decopresentation under Robert
and jn der rendition of the the Grand Haven Elks club. The
tickets, without them you cannot
claims. alSo approved, follow: HosWales because the collieriesare rations.
ship
will
retain
possession
of
the
anaugh, who joined the music j p^torai symphonv.
To Wtmtmbtr Needy
symphony, The confibuy
bread,
etc.
I
can
buy
a
new
pital, $1,526.90; library, $265.74;
not working full time owing to
Simplicity,however. Is an asset
Needy children of Zeeland will faculty of Hope college this fall dence and ease with which Mrs. boat as long as It keeps it in good
coat as I have given in my old one,
police and fire police.$1,570.21,
the loss of the French coal market. in this contest.
ihape
and
obeys
the
rules
laid
He
conducted
his
large
and
well
be gUttt* Friday afternoon in the
Snow handles thLs part of the
which
is then used for helping poor
fire, $1,931.58).
$3,501.79;park and
"The board also deals with cases
dty hall Ot the American legion balanced chorus with finesse and program contributes considerably down for its use.
cemetery(park, $696.94. cemetery, people. We can buy clothes on of people who need assistance due
thought
for
the
spiritual
signifiMr.
Russell
also
stated
that
a
aad auxiliary at the annual Christto the smooth continuity of the
"points.” Everybody can buy 100
$526.55), $1,223.49;board of public
to the bombing of their possescance of the work
performance. Alvin Schutmaat.at similar type of boat, which has
mai pard
points each half year. A dress is
works
operating
account
payroll.
sions. It was very interestingwork
The
appearance
of
Thelma
von
been
used
by
all
Sea
Scout
ships
the piano for the second year,
• Tht party, under the direction of
about 32 points, stockings five and I was sorry to leave it. When 1
$3,946.33, claims, $764.08), $7.Eisenhauer, Detroit soprano, alone played brilliantly.
of
the
council
for
the
past
four
the Zeeland Auxiliary chib, will be
points.Hats and gloves and many
finish college. I shall try to get
Charley Hardy was surprised
The "Messiah" was sponsored >'ears- wiI1 be assigned to Sea 710.41;board of public works confinanced by contributions from would have been enough to satisfy
an appointment in the assistance Saturday evening In his home on
the audience. Her personality and this year by Hope college, and S.out ship No. 10, sponsored by struction account (payroll.$30.75,
various organizations which reboard."
vocal capabilities combine to Mr. Cavanaugh developed h:s the Holland Methodist church. claims, $19,943.88),$19,974.63.
North Hudsonvilleroad by the
sponded wtoen the annual event
Concerning the air raids, she neighbors and relatives,In honor
The city clerk was authorized to
make
her
performance one of capable chorus, using his Hope
The
power
lifeboat
was
presentwaa at first canceled following
said. "Since the beginning of the of his birthday. Those present
extreme beauty and effective- chapel choir as a nucleus. Many ed by Capt. E. J. Clemens, form- pay special assessmentbonds
proM tutor Elbem Parsons' raid
air blitzkrieg which began after were Mr. and Mrs. Don Erneness. Her aria. "I Know That My
amounting $3,500.
er
officer
in
charge
of
the
Holland
of
the
singers
have
been
members
in November on the legion feathRedeemer Liveth." expressive'of of the chorus since the “Messiah” coast guard station but now ii) Council set Jan. 14 as the time
the fall of france. we in Cardiff lander and children of Hudsonville,
er party” at which funds for the
sublime faith, lifted her listeners was first presented here as a charge of the Grand Haven coast for a hearing to installa water
have had about 200 air raids. Mr. and Mrs. Will Hardy, Mr. and
party were being raised.
to heights of preparation for the civic project ten years ago.
main in West 22nd St. between
Truly, only about a dozen have Mrs. Theodore Hardy of Grand
guard
station.
The
boat
has
been
• Santa will be at the city hall
closing choruses, which are clibeen serious raids wWen bombs Rapids. Mrs. Guy Stratton of OtseMichigtn»nd Maple Aves. The’astiat
the
coast
guard
repair
depot
In
The
Rev.
Henry
Bast,
college
Friday at 2 pjn. to distributefour
maxed with the glorious "Halle- pastor,pronouncedthe invocation. Grand Haven.
have been dropped. The siren is go. Mrs. Rella Tate of Hudsonmated coat la $2,015 of which 75
fifta to each child— an article of
Four brightly cplored and light- tounded, but generally only ville. Mr. and Mrs. George Howell
lujah" chorus.
per cant of $1,511^5will be paid
The
engine
had
been
taken
out
do thing, a box of candy, a toy and
ed windows have been desiped one plane at the most comes over of Jenison. Mr. and Mrs. Vander
Miss Evelyn Ames. Chicago
and sent to another section of the by abutting property owners when
aa orange.
contralto, also pleased her audilaid
on
the
assessment
bull.
In the Netherlands museum to por- at a time. We have some good de- Ploeg of Grand Rapids, Miss HelUnited States for use. The hull. 15
ence. with her sympatheticrendiBEING
REGISTERED
years
old.
was
condemned
for
coast
tray the story of Saint Nicholas fence guns here. When they fire, en Timmer of Grand Rapids and
£ Montana has more than 20 mil- tion of the lovely contralto arias.
the noise is exactly as if bombs Lee Hardy of Hudsonville road.
guard work. The scouts will at- Impressive Service Held
lion acres of forest land, which Her good diction, as well as that
as he is known In The Netherare exploding. It is very comfortMrs. C. Hardy of South HudsonSeveral new scouts have been tempt to find a second hand motor
Comprisemore than one-fifththe of the other soloists,was most
lands where the Christmasseason ing to hear them firing at the ville road spent Sunday with relaadded
to
various
Boy
scout
troops
at
C.E.
Geest
Meeting
for the ship and will use the vestotal area.
pleasing.
of the Ottawa-Allegan
councildur- sel for scout cruises and scout
—
-The Young People'sChristian (before the war. at least) is cele- enemy planes."We don't feel abso- tives in Otsego, Mich.
Miss Ames was a newcomer to ing the past few weeks. New membrated throughout December lutely at the mercy of the raiders Earl Alberta injured his fingers
work during the summer months Endeavor society of Third ReIndian population of the U. S. Holland, as were the tenor and
Church services there Dec. 25 re- who seem to be dropping bombs quite badly at his work in a facbers
include
George
Zuidema,
Orders have been received by formed church entertained the
increased from 342.947 in 1938 to bass soloists. Roy Glahn and
call CTirlst's birth. Saint Nicholas at random."
tory in Grand Rapids last week.
troop 7. Holland, sponsored by Captain Clemons from headquart- Senior-Intermediates
that
35L878 in 1939.
David Austin both of Chicago. Third Reformed church; Quentin
day is Dec. 6.
The oil drillers are drillingfor
She added an amusing anecdote
ers of the district at Chicago fol- church and First Reformed church
The first window introduces saying it had been announced on oil On Leavensworth farm.
Poulson, Bob Ruiter. Leonard lowing out an act of congress that young people at a meeting SunSaint Nicholas, the patron saint the wireless in Dutch that the
The Grangers will hold an all
VVildey and Robert Wildey of turns over boats of the kind to day evening.
of all good children. There is a enemy had bombed Eastbourne, day meeting at their hall in
troop 15. Ferrysburg; Stuart Zy.sk. sea scouts, made up of older boy
As members and guests entered
"
rap at the door and two figures Brighton, etc., flt random. The next Georgetown Saturday with a pottroop 3, Grand Haven; Courval scouts.
the candle-lighted room. Howard
enter the room. Following Saint day the Germans announced that luck dinner a Christmas party for
Earle and Donald Ploof of troop
Van Egmond furnished soft piano Nicholas is "Zwarte Pete" (Black
they had bombed Eastbourne, members and familiesin the after105, Plainwell.and William Starmusic. Mrs. Elizabeth Schaap was
FIFTH
TO
Pete), his servant bearing two BVighton and Random.
noon and a pedro party in evening
ring of troop 129. Saugatuck
the reader for the empressive worlarge bags, one filled with presents
“In the raids on Cardiff, a few to which all are cordiallyinvited.
Robert W. Spaulding of 69 West
ship service. The picture of the
IN CHRISTIAN
Stewart Japango and family of
for good children, the other con- people have been killed and some
Equipnent Most Receive Conditions governingcontrolled 12th St., has taken over the duties
Nazarene or "The Triumphant
taining switches for the bad boys damage has been done. In one raid, Detroit will spend Christmas with
of
assistant
scoutmaster
of
troop
water heaters are that the capaThe Christian high school gym- Christ" was flashed on the screen and girls. Gravely the saint asks bombs were dropped all round the their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Board’s
If Cut
city of the tank shall not be less 9, Hope Reformed church.
nasium was approved Wednesday while Mrs. Schaap r?ad the ser- "are there any good children hospital, fortunately missing it. A Japanga, in Jenison.
Application for renewal of ship
than 50 gallons and the heating
Is to Apply
night by common council as the vice and described the picture. It here?" And when the smallest time bomb was dropped in the
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Japanga
clement shall not exceed 1,500 charter has just been received voting place for the new fifth showed Christ in an entirely difanswers, "yes." he scatters sweet- playground of one of the high of Jenison spent Sunday In Grand
from the Sea Scout ship GallinipUpon recommendation of the v'a,ts /x^ep’ bv •sP^ial P6™15* per at Saugatuck This ship will ward and City Clerk Oscar P.-t- ferent pose. It shows Him not as a meats and gingerbread men on the schools. The children were delight- Haven with Mr. and Mrs. Lewy
__
sion of the board. When a twoman of sorrow but triumphant cloth covering the floor. TTien ed because it meant a few days’ Fellows in honor of his 79th birthboard of public works, common lemcnt h(,aterLs usH an inter. again be sponsored by the Breen- erson was instructed to make the
necessary arrangementswith Supt. with golden hair and blue eyes Saint Nicholas and Zwarte Pete
day. About 20 guests were present.
holiday."
eoundl Wednesday night approved ' locking device must be provided to er-Freshe post No. 137 of the Am- John Swets.
standing before a sky of blue and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Zanstra of Sand
retire.
The
censor
mark
on
the
English
a reduced rate for electrical cur- j limit the wattage demand to one erican legion.
Aid. Bruce Raymond, chairmanof white with the clouds forming a
Near bedtime, one ceremony re- letter said in bold letters "Open- Hill road entertainedabout 20
PMt to local and suburban con- unit only. The heater shall not beCharles Gilman is regustered for
a special committee which was cross. During the service Dorothy mains. This Is shown In the sec- ed by examiner 3832." The Dutch friends and relativesTuesday
sumers who use water heaters ap- j come part of a circulatingwater the third year as skipper of the
named previously to arrange vot- Wichers sang "We Would See ond window. The youngstersfill letter’s censor mark containeda evening with a sauerkraut and
proved by the works board. , system and the furnace coil must ship. Cary Bird is the chairman
Jesus" and John Kleis played two
,
, ing places in the new wards, presparerib supper.
•. Hie new rate for all energy in be removed when an electric water of the
committe.Abbott Davis SPntpd a communication to conn- verses of the hymn on the trom- their wooden shoes with hay and spread eagle and swastika. NothcarroLs, gifts for Saint Nicholas’ ing was deleted from either letter.
excen of 225 kilowatt hours will heater is installed.
and Le Roy Jams being the other cil from M. J. Tinholt. secretary bone in an adjoining room.
white horse. TTien the shoes, augbe 1.1 cents per kilowatt hour, less
This new rate becomes effec- members.
The room was lighted by candles
of the Christian school board, who
the customary10 per cent discount tive with the January <1941) billNine of the former members of wrote that the board had unani- in the window sills and on the mented at times by those of the
n.the hill is paid on or before the ing
the ship are reregisteringand the mously voted to offer to the city piano and was also decorated with adults, are placed before the fireMARRIAGE LICENSES
place. in readiness for the mid15th of the month following conIt was pointed out that consum- charter lists Gera'd Bokken. MorA Christmasprogram was given
the facilitiesof the gymnasium and pine boughs. Jean Ver Burg actnight return of the saint.
sumption or a net cost of .99 of 1 ers whose net bill is more than Ran Edgecomb, Dale Inderbitzen.
by the teachers and pupils of the
that the superintendent would l>e ed as chairman with Nelvina Ver
The
third
window
portrays
the
cent.
55-31 per month would come under 1 Andrew Van Leeuwen and Donald willing to work out the details.
local school Wednesday and gifts
Steeg, Dorothy Mulder, Gus Van
Kenneth Conklin Miller,24, and
hour of midnight.Saint Nicholas
The board approved the new the new rate, providing the home j Woodall as new members,
Raymond reported progress in the Eerden, Howard Van Egmond and is on the house top dropping gifts Alma R. Vanderbeek,23, both of were exchanged.
nte Monday. 77ie old rate was or establishment Ls equipped with
The program by the band, sponselectionof a voting place for the Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Schaap as asand candy down the chimney in Holland.
two cents for all energy over 80 a water heater.If no water heater PROPO^F^ PH ANP.FQ
new first ward. Clerk Peterson sistants.
sored by the Willing Worker’s soOrville J.* Ryder, 20, route 1,
exchange fn»- the hay and carrots.
kilowatt hours.
is involved the present rate of
was requested to write the school The Rev J. Vanderbeek displayciety last week was well attendRates are unchanged for pat- two cents per kilowatt hour for all
IN AID TO CHILDREN board, expressing council’sthanks ed several differentversions of the The fourth window shows the Coopersville,and Iris L. Seba. 18, ed.
rons who do not have an approv- electricalenergy over 80 kiloarrivalof morning when the child- route 2, Coopersville;Vincent Mafor the offer of the gymnasium.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bible at a meeting of the Yoitned water heater
ren hurry to see what Saint Nich- ciejewski,,21, and Bernice A.
watts will prevail.
Wiggers
a son Sunday.
Lansing, Dec. 19 — SenatorPeople's society in Sixth Reformolas has left. The absence of Davis, 18. both of Grand Haven;
Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Klompenelect Earnest C. Brooks of Holland
ed church Sunday evening. Among
switches is noticeable.Adults are Howard M. Draft, 22, Grand HavLETTERS
TO
today proposed radical revisionof
those he showed were the Hebrew, not forgotten.(Presents arrive at en, and Wilma B. Hart, 22, Grand berg have moved to a farm north
the statutes on the care of afflictof Zeeland.
CLAUS
BE Greek and Latin Bibles, the King all hours of the day. However, Rapids.
The Rev. L. Veltkamp gave a
ed and crippledchildren.H. stated
James and American Revised ver- each gift is done up in a "surMark
Ruisard, 24, Grand Rapids,
SIGNED BY WRITERS sion. Miss Alma Vanderbeek who
talk about his trip to Rehobeth.
that he plans to introducebills
prise" package. "Mevrouw" re- and Dorothy Boeve, 22, route 5,
N. M., before the Men’s society
early in the nearing session of the
recently completed her nufses ceives a great sack of genuine po- Holland.
. /;
There are certain boys and training at Butterworth hospital
state legislature to provide supRermie Van Haitsma, 26, route 3, Monday evening.
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